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ABSTRACT
Understanding the sources of variation in the longitudinal profiles and sediment
characteristics of rivers is important for predicting hydrocarbon reservoir quality, and
understanding river responses to climate and tectonic perturbations. Towards this end we
have developed a numerical model named ZOE that simulates fluvial nonequilibrium
transport and deposition of sand-sized heterogeneous mixtures. Using ZOE we conducted a
series of numerical experiments to determine the dependency of longitudinal profiles, and the
composition and texture of deposits on subsidence, degree of sediment comminution,
sediment supply, and variable hydrograph. The experimental design consists of a standard
steady-state control run for each sediment supply scenario to which are compared runs with
subsidence, comminution, and simulated flood conditions with increased water discharge (Q)
with a matching capacity sediment discharge (Qs) for each sediment/water relation. The
water surface elevation at the downstream boundary and the feedstock distribution are held
constant for each model run. Results show that climate change and sediment/water relations
are the most important parameters determining the longitudinal profiles and sediment
characteristics of fluvial and basin deposits. Climate change experiments achieve a dynamic
equilibrium in which the bed alternates between aggradation and degradation with the
frequency of the varying discharge. Increased Q lowers the bed slope and the fluvial system
transports finer sediment relative to the feedstock. With a lower bed slope the system
preferentially transports finer sediment to the basin, leaving behind a deposit enriched in
feldspar. Climate change augments the effects of comminution and subsidence, which are
otherwise negligible at the rates prescribed in this study. Three sediment/water relations
were simulated 1) linear case ( Q s ! Q ), 2) upstream-weighted ( Q s ! Q a when a < 1), and 3)
downstream-weighted case ( Q s ! Q a when a > 1). For a linear sediment feed, the
iii

longitudinal profile is linear; a slight concavity is achieved only when combined with the
variable discharge of either a wet-dry climate (Period = 1 yr) or a stormy climate (Period = ¼
yr). These experiments and a simplified analytic model show that a necessary condition for a
concave bed profile is a <1 and that a change to a wetter climate (all other factors being
equal) causes a temporary fining of sediment delivered to a basin and in fluvial settings.
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EPIGRAPH

Trying to obtain information from a quartz grain is almost as
difficult as trying to get blood from a turnip.

Harvey Blatt (1982)

xiv

1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the sources of variation in the fluvial longitudinal profile and the
sediment characteristics of rivers is important for three reasons. It would allow us to better
predict hydrocarbon reservoir quality, it would allow us to decode the interactions between
climate and tectonics through time, and it would provide a guide to interpreting the sediment
source rocks and the environmental conditions under which the sediment was transported and
deposited. Hydrocarbon reservoir quality depends on the reservoir porosity, permeability,
and diagenetic history, all of which depend on sediment characteristics. Porosity and
permeability can be predicted by diagenetic models, but the models are highly dependent on
the initial sand characteristics (Heins and Kairo, 2007). Therefore the primary composition
and grain size distribution of potential clastic reservoirs are of particular interest to the oil
industry. Consider for example, a sandstone reservoir that has been seismically imaged but
contains no well penetrations. Also assume that the time-temperature history of the basin has
been reconstructed. If the composition and grain size of the sandstone could be predicted,
particularly its feldspar content, then reservoir quality could be predicted from a diagenetic
model.
Secondly, knowing the effect of environmental controls on composition and texture
allows us to decode the paleoclimate and tectonics at the time of deposition. For example,
Bull (1991) drew upon sediment characteristics and geomorphology to determine whether
tectonics or climate is the cause of changes in aggradation, degree of sorting, and
downstream fining in the San Gabriel River. He notes that the interpretation of these controls
assumes reaction and relaxation times of the fluvial system. Knox (1983) used sediment
characteristics of Mississippi River deposits to reconstruct the Holocene flood history of the
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Mississippi River, although he was unable to determine if the effects were from higher
magnitude flows or from more frequent flows.
Finally, composition and texture have been studied for the purpose of determining
source rock (Blatt, 1982; Bradley, 1970; Critelli et al., 2003; Johnsson and Meade, 1990),
and the sedimentary environments through which the sediment has been transported (Blatt,
1982; Bogaart and van Balen, 2000; Bokman, 1955; Breyer and Bart, 1978; Heller et al.,
2001; Heller et al., 1992; Lugli et al., 2007; Nesbitt and Young, 1996; Potter, 1978; Reynolds
et al., 1991; Suttner et al., 1981; von Eynatten, 2004). Sibley and Pentony (1978) used
petrographic distinctions of quartz and feldspar in turbidite deposits from the Sea of Japan to
define different sediment sources. They also were able to define temporal changes in the
sediment sources by examining the quartz and feldspar fractions. Likewise, spatial and
temporal changes in composition and texture have been used to infer the relative influences
of climate, tectonics, sediment supply, lithology, and transport distance (Blum and Tornqvist,
2000; Heller and Paola, 1992; Hoey and Ferguson, 1997; Horton et al., 2004; Hovius, 1998;
Marr et al., 2000; Nesbitt and Young, 1996; Paola, 1988; Potter, 1986; Reynolds et al., 1991;
Rice, 1999; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a, b; Sibley and Pentony, 1978; Snow and
Slingerland, 1987; Sylvia and Galloway, 2006).
It is generally understood that fluvial sediment composition and texture are governed
by six factors: 1) the nature of sediment and water input from tributaries, 2) temporal
variations in sediment discharge (Qs) relative to water discharge (Q) (Gilbert and Dutton,
1877; Marr et al., 2000), 3) selective transport by size and density, 4) grain hiding, 5)
comminution, and 6) changes in accommodation space. The sediment delivered to the fluvial
system from its catchment depends upon the catchment’s rock type, climate, relief, erosion
rate and vegetation. Different lithologies produce different grain size distributions. For
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example, granite will produce quartz crystals larger than 0.5 mm on average. Rapid uplift
will introduce higher percentages of feldspar into the detrital sediment budget with a constant
chemical weathering rate, such as from the Pennsylvanian Period in Colorado (4 cm/yr of
uplift over 40 ma) with sands of 50 % feldspar (Blatt, 1982). Larger volumes of sediment
and larger grain sizes are capable of being delivered with higher relief. Climate can alter the
sediment type delivered to the fluvial system through preferential chemical weathering, and
also controls the magnitude, frequency, and interrelation of the sediment and water
discharges.
Selective transport of grains depends upon the grain size and density in question, as
well as the bed grain-size distribution. Dense minerals are not transported as readily as
lighter minerals of the same size, leading in some cases to placer deposits (Slingerland and
Smith, 1986). The consequence of selective sorting for sand-sized sediment is an observed
inverse relationship between density and size; heavier grains tend to have a smaller median
diameter (Komar and Wang, 1984; Slingerland and Smith, 1986).
Hiding of grains influences fluvial sediment composition and texture because the size
distribution of river sediment is commonly log-normal, ranging from silt, transported in the
washload, to gravel, transported as bedload by sliding, rolling, and saltating. This nonuniform sediment creates hiding conditions, where smaller grains can be blocked from the
force of the flow or exposed to the flow relative to neighboring grains. Grain-hiding affects
the critical shear stress necessary to initiate motion (Komar and Wang, 1984); a basketball
moves at a lower shear stress over a layer of bbs, whereas a bb on a layer of basketballs is
more difficult to entrain.
Comminution reduces the grain sizes of the various mineral species through graingrain interactions that occur during bedload transport. Consistent with other researchers, we
3

assume that comminution of grains in suspension is negligible because the low
concentrations of sediment result in low probabilities of collision (Leeder et al., 2005).
Secondly, the suspended grains are of small mass and inertia and follow the streamlines of
the flow at roughly the same velocities, thereby reducing the kinetic energy of their impacts.
Lewin and Brewer (2002) compiled experimental abrasion rates spanning over 100 yrs of
experiments in both abrasion mills and Kuenen type mills, finding that susceptibility rates
span three orders of magnitude from 10-4 to 0.1 (1/km). Susceptibility rates are the rates at
which a mineral experiences changes in grain size and shape during transport. These
susceptibility rates as defined by Mikos (1995) are for diameter changes of a grain’s volume,
as opposed to weight reduction rates. The range occurs because minerals fracture at different
rates (Rice, 1999) with different fracture patterns (Salman and Gorham, 2000).
Finally, changes in the accommodation space control the degree of preferential
extraction of grain sizes. A subsiding bed creates preferentially sequesters the coarser
fractions (Paola, 1988; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a). Because the coarse grains are
preferentially extracted starting in upstream locations, the resulting deposits show
downstream fining (Paola, 1988; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a) and changes in the
substrate composition (Horton et al., 2004)
The purpose of this study is to develop a 1D, unsteady, nonuniform, and
nonequilibrium flow and sediment routing model for heterogeneous size-density sediment
and use it to predict the longitudinal profile and the sediment characteristics of fluvial and
basin deposits under a range of commonly occurring geological conditions. With six factors
controlling the composition and texture of fluvial sediments, it is no wonder that simple
analytic models have had limited success. Numerical modeling provides a means by which
the non-unique complex interactions producing specific compositions and textures can be
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examined for general geologic cases. Most numerical models to date have emphasized a
subset of these processes such as selective sorting (Gasparini et al., 1999; Hoey and Bluck,
1999; Paola et al., 1992; Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a; Shih and Komar, 1990), sediment
supply (Cui, 2007; Pizzuto, 1995; Rice and Church, 1998; Toro-Escobar et al., 2000; Walling
and Moorehead, 1987) or abrasion (Parker, 1991). Cui (2007) used The Unified Gravel-Sand
(TUGS) model to simulate sediment dynamics and upstream sedimentation processes and
obtained good correlation with Marmot Dam field cores. But the TUGS model concentrates
on gravel-sand transition processes and only allows comminution of the gravel fraction.
Here we use a more complete suite of processes to understand and quantify how composition
and texture of sand vary under the coupled influences of comminution, sediment supply,
flood hydrographs, and subsidence. These processes are encoded in a new model called ZOE,
a 1D, uncoupled, flow and sediment routing model for heterogeneous size-density sediment.
ZOE is modified from MIDAS (Model Investigating Density and Size Sorting) (Robinson
and Slingerland, 1998b; van Niekerk et al., 1992; Vogel et al., 1992) to include a
disequilibrium transport formulation, a comminution function, and a more variable
subsidence capability. It has been rewritten in MATLAB. Reported herein are the model
description, model validation, experimental setup, and a series of numerical experiments
investigating how alluvial-channel grain-size distributions and mineral compositions are
affected by variations in the controlling parameters.
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2. BACKGROUND
To predict the longitudinal profiles and the sediment characteristics of fluvial
sediment delivered to a basin under commonly occurring geological conditions requires
knowing four factors: a) the variation of sediment size and composition relative to water
discharge delivered to a river channel from its catchment under selected climatic conditions;
b) the rates at which those fractions are transported in the river channel and floodplain; c) the
rates at which those fractions are comminuted; and d) the rates at which the fractions are
permanently extracted from the river bed due to tectonic subsidence or alluviation. Below
we review what is known about the influences of each on longitudinal profiles and fluvial
composition and texture.

2.1. VARIATION OF INITIAL SEDIMENT SIZE AND COMPOSITION
While climate change itself cannot be directly tracked in the geologic record, it
strongly influences the sediment flux into sedimentary systems (Cecil, 1990). Bogaart et al.
(2003) modeled how variations in precipitation, vegetation, and slope stability change
sediment supply, discharge, and hydraulic geometry. Climate change produces sediment
fluctuations by modifying the sediment delivered to fluvial systems (Bogaart et al., 2003;
Lewis et al., 2001; Nesbitt and Young, 1996; Suttner et al., 1981) as indicated by variations
in sedimentation rates (Zhang et al., 2001), by modifying the sediment size-distribution
(Vittori and Ventura, 1995; Zhang et al., 2001), and by composition (Grantham and Velbel,
1988; Lugli et al., 2007). Climate also sets the sediment to water discharge ratios entering
the fluvial system from the catchment. This ratio determines whether the fluvial system
aggrades or degrades and with what sediment (Bogaart and van Balen, 2000; Robinson and
Slingerland, 1998a; Rumsby and Macklin, 1994). The frequency and amplitude of climate
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change greatly affects whether the fluvial system moves from a quasi–equilibrium state to an
aggradational or degradational system and for how long (Bogaart and van Balen, 2000;
Rumsby and Macklin, 1994; Vandenberghe, 2003). For example Vittori and Ventura (1995)
linked temporal variations in grain sizes with the paleoclimate δ18O curve for the Po River,
Italy. They identified coarser sediment at cooler climate intervals possibly due to increased
hillslope erosion rates from reduced soil and vegetation cover. Knox (1983) found channel
pattern adjustments corresponded to changes in flood magnitude and frequency in Wisconsin.
Lewis et al. (2001) connected change in the River Thames fluvial facies assemblages to the
transition between glacial to interglacial periods.
The direct effects of climate change are convoluted and difficult to gauge in a
quantitative manner. An abruptly changing climate increases erosion rate (Zhang et al.,
2001). High flood frequency is known to entrench channels (Rumsby and Macklin, 1994).
In Blum and Tornquist’s (2000) compilation of fluvial responses to climate change, they note
a time frame for hydraulic geometry adjustments taking anywhere from 100 to a 1,000 yrs.
Climate change does not occur equally over the whole drainage area and so tributaries
introduce sediment and water into the main stem of a fluvial system in a spatially and
temporally erratic manner. Tucker and Slingerland (1997) investigated the correlations
between changes in drainage basin size and Quaternary climate change. They found
contradictions in the literature with regards to whether a shift in climate produces
aggradation or degradation. They decided not to encompass the complete range of changes
in climate but to explore how the drainage system changed in response to one or two variable
changes.
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2.2. SELECTIVE NONEQUILIBRIUM TRANSPORT OF HETEROGENEOUS GRAINS
Nonequilibrium transport describes the inequality between the capacity transport and
the actual transport of each size –density fraction (Armanini and Di Silvio, 1988). The actual
transport rate is less than capacity when there is deficit of a size in the bed or the bed is
armored. Robinson and Slingerland (1998a) utilized a nonequilibirum transport concept in
examining the controls on downstream fining. Although nonequilibrium transport was
important, they found that sediment feed rate and subsidence rate wielded the most effective
controls on downstream fining.

2.3. COMMINUTION
Comminution is the chemical and mechanical breakdown of grains. In fluvial
systems, comminution affects downstream rates of fining (Kodama, 1994a, b; Parker, 1991;
Rice, 1999; Sternberg, 1875) and influences the rate of bedrock erosion (Sklar and Dietrich,
2001). Comminution of gravels has been the focus of much study (Bradley, 1970; Cui, 2007;
Ibbeken, 1983; Malarz, 2005; Mikos, 1995; Parker, 1991; Shaw et al., 1982). Experimental
comminution tests have confirmed that angular grains round and reduce in size, producing
smaller gravel, sand, and silt (Daubrée, 1879; Krumbein, 1941; Lewin and Brewer, 2002;
Marshall, 1928, 1929; Wentworth, 1919). Comminution of smaller grain sizes has been
ignored in the field of geomorphology since Kuenen (1959) asserted that sand-sized, quartzgrain abrasion was negligible. This is in contrast to the field of mineral engineering where
Fuerstenau et al.. (2004), Gorham and Salman (2005), Jefferson et al.. (1997), Lewin and
Brewer (2002), Marshall (1928), and Salman and Gorham (2000) are a few of those who
have performed experiments where sand-sized particles are comminuted. These studies find
that grains are comminuted regardless of lithology or grain size. All lithologies will
comminute, although the timescale over which comminution occurs may differ greatly as
8

well as does the resulting breakage pattern. The effects of comminution on sand-sized
sediment have not been explored with respect to longitudinal profile and fluvial influence on
composition and texture.

2.4. INFLUENCE OF SUBSIDENCE
Subsidence changes the longitudinal profile forcing changes in the bed slope and
creating accommodation space. Bed slope increases when the bed is subjected to
downstream subsidence (Leopold and Bull, 1978). The depositional pattern of the sediment
depends on the subsidence type (passive margin or foreland basin) and rate (fast or slow).
Paola (1988) correlated thin, uniform coarse sheets of sediment deposited with a slow
subsidence rate of passive margin type, and tabular gravel deposits with active foreland
margins and/or fast subsidence rates. Non-uniform subsidence does not affect the fluvial
system equally. In studying the Ebro River basin, Jones et al. (2004) found a time-lag
between the sedimentation and the foreland basin subsidence. This natural analog duplicates
the findings on the Pocono formation by Robinson and Slingerland (1998b) that the area
away from the locus of greatest subsidence has a more muted change in the depositional
pattern. Dickinson and Suczek (1979) observed compositional variations as a function of
tectonic setting. Horton et al.. (2004) have linked a change in composition to quartzdominated sediment with a change in tectonic setting of the Castlegate Sandstone. Heller et

al.. (1992) noted that slow subsidence rates in long alluvial systems create thoroughly mixed
heterogeneous composition. With all of the work that has been done on the fluvial response
to subsidence, we still do not know how effective subsidence is compared to a climatic
change in controlling the longitudinal profile and the sediment characteristics of the fluvial
deposit and of the material delivered to the basin.
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3. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Consider a single-thread river to which is added (per unit length) arbitrary amounts of
water and various size-density sediment fractions. In addition, the bed is subjected to an
arbitrary subsidence function. In response the river will adjust its sediment transport rate,
slope, and hydraulic geometry until it reaches an equilibrium or grade. To account for these
adjustments a model must include an unsteady, nonuniform flow formulation,
nonequilibrium heterogeneous size-density transport of bed- and suspended-loads, a
comminution function, an Exner function (Parker, 2004) tracking bed composition, and a
variable subsidence capability. If the rate of bed adjustment is slow with respect to flow
adjustment, the flow formulation can be decoupled from the sediment equations, and a quasisteady, nonuniform flow formulation may be used.
The model developed for this study is a derivative of MIDAS (and therefore is called
ZOE after the daughter of King Midas). A fluvial reach from x = 0 to L is discretized into N
control cells of constant longitudinal length, delx (Fig. 3.1), such that N*delx = L.

Figure 3.1: The variables are as follows: Q = discharge (cms); T = width (m); delx = cell
length (m); Qt = volumetric sediment transport rate (cms); y = flow depth (m); V = velocity
(m/s); φ= grain size density fraction and jn = node number. The bed is conceived as an active
layer that is available for entrainment during a time step and subjacent a static bed.
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First the flow is calculated following Henderson’s (1966) standard step method for the
gradually varied flow equations, assuming sub-critical flow (Fig. 3.2). The aim of the
process is to equalize the two values:

H 2 = H1 +

Δx
(S f 1 + S f 2 )
2

(1)

where H is the total head, Δx is the distance between nodes 1 & 2, and Sf is given by:

hf

⎛ nQ ⎞
=⎜
Sf =
⎟
Δx ⎝ AR 2 / 3 ⎠

2

(2)

where Sf is the friction slope, hf is the energy slope, n is Manning’s coefficient of friction
(m1/2/s), Q is discharge (m3/s), A is cross sectional area (m2), and R is hydraulic radius (m).
Equations 1 and 2, plus a statement of conservation of mass:

Q = VA

(3)

yields three equations for three unknowns y(x), Sf(x), and V(x) where V is velocity (m/s).

Figure 3.2: Flow chart for functions performed within ZOE.
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Next, bed shear stress is computed assuming steady, uniform flow in each cell:

τ jn = ρgyS f

(4)

where τjn is bed shear stress, jn is the node number, ρ is water density (kg/m3), and g is
gravitational acceleration (m/s2). The shear stress calculated by Eqn. 4 is the total stress,
whereas grains are transported solely by the skin friction. Typically the total bed shear stress
would be reduced using Engelund and Hanson (1967), but this stress reduction was not
implemented here due to computational instabilities.
The critical shear stress necessary to entrain each grain size per mineral species is
computed using the hiding function of Egiazaroff (1965) which takes two forms:

⎛

τ c = (σ − ρ )gDi , jθ50 ⎜⎜ 0.843
i, j

⎝

D50 ⎞⎟
Di , j ⎟⎠

(5)

for hiding when the grain in question is 40% less than the median grain size of the bed and

τc

i, j

⎛
⎜
⎜
= (σ − ρ )gDi , jθ 50 ⎜ ln(19)
⎛ Di , j
⎜⎜19
⎜
ln
⎜
⎝ D50
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎞⎟
⎟⎟ ⎟
⎟
⎠⎠

(6)

when the grain in question is greater than 40% of the median grain size of the bed, where σ is
the grain density (kg/m3), Dij is the grain size per mineral species, i is the grain-size index, j
is the mineral species index, θ50 is the critical Shield’s stress necessary for entrainment, and
D50 is the median grain size of the bed. Figure 3.3 gives an example of critical shear stress as
a fraction of grain size with and without hiding.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of critical shear stress necessary to entrain a grain of a given size for
the case where a) the bed is of the same size as the grains in question (uniform homogeneous
bed material), and b) with hiding (Egiazaroff, 1965), where D50= 1 mm and all grains are
quartz.
Next in the program (Figure 3.2) the capacity sediment transport rates are calculated.
ZOE allows for a number of different sediment transport functions to be used for bedload
(Ashida and Michiue, 1972; Bagnold, 1973; Meyer-Peter and Müller, 1948; van Rijn, 1984)
and one function for suspended load (Garcia and Parker, 1991). First, capacity rates are
calculated for each grain size and mineral species as if each size-density fraction constituted
the whole bed. In this study the equation of Bagnold (1973) is used:

(

ib = 10(τ o − τ cr ) U * − U cr*

)

(7)

where ib is the immersed weight transport rate (kg/s3), the proportionality constant 10 is
Bridge’s (1984) lower plane-stage-flow approximation, το is the total bed shear stress, τcr is
the critical shear stress necessary for entrainment of a specific grain size, U* is the shear
velocity of the flow, and U*cr is the critical shear velocity necessary to entrain a grain, equal
to

τ cr
.
ρ
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Suspended load transport is calculated using the formulation of Garcia and Parker
(1991):
Qss = T

U * yE

κ

1

∫ξ Fdξ

(8)

p

where Qss is the suspended sediment transport rate at capacity (m3/s), E is the sediment
entrainment ratio, κ is the von Karman constant (unitless), F is the upwards-directed
suspended sediment concentration, and ξ is distance above the bed as a proportion of total
water depth.
In Equation 8 Garcia and Parker (1991) compute the entrainment ratio as:

E=

AZ 5
A 5
1+
Z
0.3

(9)

where A is a proportionality constant (unitless) equal to 1.3 x 10-7 (Garcia and Parker, 1991),
and Z is the similarity variable, equal to:
U * 0.6 Dij
Z =λ
Re p
w
D50

0.2

(10)

where λ is the straining parameter equal to 1 − 0.298σ ϕ , σφ is the standard deviation of the
grain size distribution (φ), w is the grain settling velocity (m/s), Rep is the particle Reynold’s
number, equal to
⎛ σ −ρ
⎞D
Re p = ⎜⎜
gDij ⎟⎟ ij
ρ
⎝
⎠υ

(11)
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σ is the grain density, ρ is the fluid density, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (m2/s),
Dij is a specific grain size per mineral species, and D50 is the median grain size for the active
layer.
The integral in Equation 8 sums F over the water depth, where F is the Rouse
equation predicting suspended sediment concentration at any elevation in the flow, ξ :
w

⎞ κU *
⎛1− ξ
⎟
⎜
⎟ ln 30 y
⎜
ξ
F=
⎜
1−ξp ⎟
kcξ
⎟
⎜
ξ
p
⎠
⎝

(12)

Here ξ p is the top of the moving bed layer, w is the settling velocity (m/s), κ is von
Karman’s constant, and kc is the bed roughness height (m).
Now that the potential transport rates are known, the actual sediment transport rates
of individual fractions are calculated according to Wu et al. (2004) based on available
material in an active layer and on sediment input from upstream. Wu et al. (2004) described
a nonequilibirum transport model decoupled from the flow calculations to conserve
computational cost. This formulation allows for nonequilibrium transport in those cases
where the capacity of the flow for a particular size-density fraction exceeds its availability in
the active layer. It also accounts for armoring. The active layer is the layer of the bed
material that is mobile. Einstein approximated the active layer thickness as twice the median
grain size. We use 5% of the flow depth as our active layer thickness based on van Rijn
(1984). The nonequilibrium transport equations are, first:
1
∂A ∂Qti
(Qti − Qt *i )
=
+
∂t
Ls
∂x

(13)
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where A is the cross sectional area of the flow (m2), t is time (s), Qti is the actual sediment
transport per specific grain fraction i (m3/s), x is distance downstream (m), Ls is the
adaptation length of sediment transport(m), and Qt*i is the capacity sediment transport (m3/s)
calculated above. In Eqn 13, Qt*i is given by:
Qt *i = WQti*

(14)

where W is the available weight percentage of each grain, and Q*ti is the potential sediment
transport capacity for grain size class i. To calculate volumetric changes in the bed an Exner
equation is used:

(1 − p )⎛⎜ ∂Ab ⎞⎟

⎝ ∂t ⎠ i

=

(

1
Qti − Qt *i
Ls

)

(15)

where p is the porosity; t is time (s), Abi is the area of deposition/erosion for a specific grain
size i (m2), Qti is the actual sediment transport per specific grain size (m3/s). As grains are
selectively winnowed from the bed, the bed material gradation changes. This is tracked by
computing:
∂A ⎞
∂AmW ⎛ ∂Ab ⎞
* ⎛ ∂A
=⎜
⎟ +W ⎜ m − b ⎟
∂t ⎠
∂t
⎝ ∂t ⎠ i
⎝ ∂t

(16)

where Am is the active layer area (m2), W is the available grain-size fraction, Ab is the total
area of deposition/erosion (m2), and W* is the previous timestep’s available grain-size
fraction.
The amount of comminution is computed as a function of the distance each grain
fraction travels over a timestep according to the equation for conservation of grain mass
(Parker, 1991):
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(

) (

∂W
1 ∂ β * qtW
=−
− β * qtW
∂t
∂φ
3 ln(2)

)

(17)

where φ is the grain size, and qt is the transport rate of the specific grain in question (m2/s).
Next the bed elevation of each cell is vertically adjusted to reflect the amount of
subsidence over the timestep. For these experiments, passive margin subsidence is modeled
as:

∂zz
⎛x⎞
= −tec⎜ ⎟
∂t
⎝L⎠

(18)

where zz is the bed elevation (m); tec is the maximum subsidence rate (m/s); and L is the total
length of the system.
Next the D50 of the active layer is updated and then the change in bed elevation due to
erosion or deposition is calculated assuming a rectangular channel:

∂zz 1 ∂Ab
=
.
∂t T ∂t

(19)

Finally the time is incremented a timestep and the process is repeated. Typical run
times for a 20,000 yr simulation were 36 hrs to 120 hrs, depending on the processor speed.
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4. MODEL VALIDATION
To achieve a high level of confidence in the results we must demonstrate acceptable
levels of error and uncertainty as assessed through verification and validation. Verification is
the process of determining that a model implementation accurately represents our conceptual
description of the model and the solution to the model. This involves determining that there
are no programming errors and that the coding correctly implements the equations and
models. Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate
representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model. To
validate ZOE we must gauge whether the results agree with reality as observed in
experiments or applications.
To verify ZOE we constructed a generic fluvial system at grade and then observed
model behavior when the system was subjected to 1) an extreme amount of subsidence, 2)
comminution, 3) multiple species of the same density and size distribution, and 4) a stepped
increase in discharge. As expected, the extreme subsidence test predicted a decrease in the
amount of sediment transported out of system to the basin, a decrease in the bed slope, a
preferential sequestering of the larger, denser material, and a fining of the sediment being
passed to the basin. Mass was conserved. Turning comminution on reduced the average
grain size of the material being transported through the system, thus allowing the system to
reduce the bed slope. Transporting multiple species of the same density and size verified that
the transport of multiple species was not dependent upon matrix allocation. As expected, an
increase in discharge caused more material to be transported out of the basin, a lower slope,
and a fining of the bed material.
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To validate ZOE we here compare its predictions to observations from Little and
Meyer’s (1972) flume study that examined bed armoring during degradation and also
compare ZOE predictions to field data from Leopold and Emmett’s (1976) and Mahoney et

al. (1976) on the East Fork River.

4.1. FLUME STUDY BY LITTLE AND MAYER (1972)
Little and Mayer (1972) investigated bed armoring and degradation in a series of
flume experiments in which clear water was passed over a bed of nonuniform grains with a

φ-normal grain-size distribution ranging from sand to gravel (Table 4.1). The flow
parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. The flume measured 12.2 m long, 0.6 m wide, and
0.1 m deep. Sediment transported out the end of the flume was dried, sieved, and weighed.
After the transport rate was within 1 % of the initial transport rate the flow was stopped and
the armored sediment of the bed was sampled with a hot beeswax method (Little and Mayer,
1972).
Grain Size Distribution
Little and Meyer (1972)
Median
Available
Grain Size
Weight %
Diameter
0.092
0.486
0.142
1.654
0.22
4.406
0.339
9.185
0.522
14.988
0.805
19.146
1.242
19.146
1.915
14.988
2.954
9.185
4.555
4.406
7.025
1.654
10.834
0.486

Leopold and Emmett (1976)
Phi Normal Distribution

Density
(kg/m3)
D50 (phi)
Standard
Deviation
(phi)
# of size
classes

2650
-0.78
1.75
20

Table 4.1: Grain size distribution for model validation runs.
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Flow Parameters

Little and Mayer
(1972)
Leopold and
Emmett (1976)

Q (m3/s) Qs (m3/s)

Friction
Slope
Factor

Velocity Width
(m/s)
(m)

Length
(m)

0.0162

0

0.0485

0.002

0.38

0.6
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Figure
4.2

Figure
4.2

0.07

0.0007 0.94

14.6

5000

Table 4.2: Flow parameters for model validation runs.
ZOE is tested against their Run 3-4. For purposes of modeling, the flume was
divided into 1 m sections; the time step in ZOE was set equal to 1 s because the changes in
the bed and flow created numeric instabilities with a larger timestep. The active layer
thickness was set to a constant 0.002 m based on Eqn 3 of Vogel et al. (1992):

⎛ τ'
a = 2 D50 ⎜
⎜ τ crD
50
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(20)

where a = active later thickness (m), τ ‘ = mean initial bed shear stress, and τ crD50 = critical
shear stress needed to entrain the D50 grain size.
Model results (Fig. 4.1) follow the general trend of observed values from Little and
Meyer (1972), but the total transport rate is over-predicted by a factor of 5. The overprediction arises because we are using the total bed shear stress as opposed to that resulting
from skin friction alone. The amount of transported material is especially over-predicted in
the range of -1 to 0 Φ. The predicted armored distributions at three locations in the flume
(nodes 5, 9, and 12 from ZOE) are compared to the observed distributions in Figure 4.1. The
2 mm grains are under-predicted for the armored layer but the predicted D50 of the eroded
material agrees with Little and Mayer’s (1972) observed value of 0.5 mm. The grain size
distribution from -1 to 0 φ is not well predicted with this model in either the armored or
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eroded distribution due to the total transport rates being a factor of 5 larger than that found by
Little and Mayer (1972).

Figure 4.1: Comparison of predictions from ZOE with observations from Little and Mayer
(1972). A) Observed (red) and predicted (blue) total transport rates. B) Observed grain size
distributions (open circles) and predicted (dashed lines) for the initial distribution, the
armored bed, and the material eroded away or transported.

4.2. FIELD STUDY ON THE EAST FORK RIVER
As a second verification, we compare ZOE predictions with sediment transport and
hydraulic data collected on the East Fork River, Wyoming from 1973 to 1979 (Leopold and
Emmett, 1976). In this exercise ZOE must predict large amplitude, unsteady flow and
sediment transport in a 5 km reach of the East Fork River. Grain size data from a 5 km reach
upstream of a bedload trap are used to test transported sediment distributions during two
flood events over 26 days. Twenty quartz grain sizes are modeled with diameters ranging
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from silt to 45 mm. Table 4.1 provides the initial grain size distribution for the model. The
flow parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. The active layer was set equal to 0.005 m and
the channel width was uniformly 14.6 m, roughly consistent with field measurements. This
numerical experiment is conducted using Egiazaroff (1965) hiding, Bagnold (1973) bedload
transport, and the Garcia and Parker (1991) suspended sediment transport formula.

Figure 4.2: Flood hydrograph and sediment discharge from May 28 to June 22, 1975 on the
East Fork River, Wyoming. The open circles denote data measured in the field, while the
dashed line represents the model prediction. The blue open circle line is the flood
hydrograph corresponding to the right most y-axis. The red open circle line is the sediment
discharge based on the bedload trap. The green dashed line is the model-predicted sediment
transport rate. Both the open circle red line and the green dashed line correspond to the leftmost y-axis.
Results (Fig. 4.2) show that the model under-predicts the transport rate by a factor of
three, possibly because of differences between the feed rate, which was modeled as if at
equilibrium conditions, and the actual rates at the reach head which are unknown.
Nevertheless, the model captures the general form of the transport well. More sediment is
transported during the first flood than the second (Fig. 4.2), even though the second flood has
a higher peak discharge. The model suggests that this is because the first flood transports all
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of the available finer material stored in the bed. By the time the second flood occurs the bed
is armored and transport is less than capacity.

Figure 4.3: Comparison of predicted (blue dash) and observed (red) grain size distribution of
active layer on June 11, 1975, East Fork River, Wyoming.
Predicted D50 for June 11th (after the first flood) is 1 mm, matching well the observed value.

Figure 4.4: Grain size distribution from June 16, 1975, from the East Fork River compared to
model-predicted grain size distribution. The red open circle line represents the field data.
The blue dashed line represents the model-predicted data. The x- axis is logarithmic scale.
After the peak of the second flood, the predicted D50 of the active layer for June 16 is
1.2 mm when it should be 1 mm (Fig. 4.4). The predicted distribution also differs from the
observed, especially for the fractions between 0.25 mm and 1 mm. The discrepancy between
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predicted and measured distributions could be due to a finer distribution of material received
by the reach from upstream after the first flood.

4.3. VALIDATION SUMMARY
Although the transport rates are less accurate than we would like, ZOE predicts quite
well the armoring during bed degradation in the Little and Mayer (1972) experiments. In
addition, ZOE predicts the general form of total transport rates observed by Leopold and
Emmett (1976). We conclude that ZOE can reasonably simulate armoring, bed degradation,
and sediment transport during floods. ZOE utilizes the comminution model of Parker (1991)
with comminution rates from abrasion experiments. Field abrasion rates were not considered
due to the inability to separate selective sorting and comminution from the data.
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5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To define how the longitudinal profile and sediment characteristics vary with flood
hydrograph, sediment supply, subsidence, and comminution, we consider three separate
cases, each with a specific combination of imposed discharge, sediment load, downstream
width variation, feed composition, and feed grain-size distribution. The initial conditions
approximate the Brazos River, TX, a system for which we have data
(http://waterdata.usgs.gov, Sylvia and Galloway, 2006). The influence of climate on river
profile and sediment characteristics is investigated by defining three sediment-feed functions
(Fig. 5.1). These functions define the amount of sediment added by tributaries relative to the
amount of water added. The functions are:

Linear

Q s = 2.32 x10 −4 Q

(21)

Upstream-weighted:

Q s = 1.08 x10 −2 Q 2 / 5

(22)

Downstream-weighted:

Q s = 1.58 x10 −8 Q 2.5

(23)

In each case the amount of water added by tributaries (and therefore the rate of increase of
discharge downstream) is the same. The proportionality constants were chosen to force the
sediment flux at x = L to be equal to 0.139 cms in the three cases which is the average
sediment flux of the Brazos River at the Richmond Station (http://waterdata.usgs.gov). The
grain size distribution entering the channel is the same everywhere. As Figure 5.1 indicates,
the linear case increases the amount of sediment input to the fluvial system in direct
proportion to the discharge. The upstream-weighted function requires the stream to carry
more sediment in its upstream reach relative to the linear case; the converse is true for the
downstream-weighted function. The three different sediment supply scenarios are interesting
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with regards to how a fluvial system can be similar at the downstream (x = L) cross-section,
but not upstream.

Figure 5.1: Three sediment discharge relationships. A) Graph of the water and sediment
discharge parameter space investigated. B): Schematic diagram showing the spatial
differences among the various sediment relationships.
Each numerical experiment starts from a standard equilibrium initial condition (Fig.
5.2). All models are run to steady-state. Equilibrium is achieved when the sediment being
transported out of the system is similar to the feedstock with respect to volume. Initially, the
system is run to equilibrium with constant inputs. Starting from the standard equilibrium,
each subsequent equilibrium run is executed at steady discharge with subsidence, or
comminution, or both. Climatic variations are applied to all equilibrium/steady-state
experiments. The temporally varying Q and Qs, from wet-dry and stormy climates, result in
dynamic equilibrium runs). Dynamic equilibrium implies that the system is run until
transport out of the system oscillates about a temporally constant mean.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental set-up showing the variations of the parameters considered herein.
There are 52 combinations of dependent variables.
The hydraulic and sedimentologic conditions for the equilibrium runs are summarized
in Figure 5.3. The composition and texture of the feed are the same for each equilibrium
case, as well as the width, discharge, and water surface elevation at x=L. The initial
conditions are the same per sediment/water relationship (Table 5.1). From the equilibrium
we perturb the system to test the sensitivity of composition and texture to variations in the
hydrograph, sediment supply, and subsidence both with and without comminution. The
simulated river has a discharge increasing downstream from 32 to 610 cms. Each
equilibrium case is run to equilibrium again with comminution, with subsidence, and with
both subsidence and comminution. The additional parameters are added one at a time.
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Table 5.1: Initial and boundary conditions for all experimental runs.

Figure 5.3: Hydrologic and sedimentologic parameters for initial equilibrium runs. Numbers
reflect the low magnitude flow case with the linear relationship between Qs and Q.
The comminution rates (Figure 5.4) used in these experiments are from experimental
abrasion studies (Lewin and Brewer, 2002; Rice, 1999) and chosen so that quartz is the most
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durable, feldspar the least durable, and heavy minerals are moderately durable in the
approximate susceptibility ratios of quartz : feldspar : heavy minerals = 1:75:10.
Susceptibility rates were chosen to represent the known relative relationship between the
durability of quartz, feldspar, and heavy minerals. The chosen susceptibility rates exaggerate
the differences between the comminution of the various species for a maximum effect.
Experiments are conducted with and without comminution to pinpoint the effect of
comminution on the resulting sediment composition and textures.

Figure 5.4: Comminution ranges per compilations from Rice (1999) and Lewin and Brewer
(2002). Values used in the model are on the far right in blue, red and green.
Subsidence is imposed to simulate a passive margin. Subsidence is greatest at x = L
and lowest at x = 0. Passive margin subsidence rates are on the low side of observable rates
at 1 mm/yr (Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Passive subsidence applied to the initial condition equilibrium run of the linear
case.
Two types of flood hydrographs (Fig. 5.6) are applied to the system: 1) high
amplitude, high frequency floods with 4 peaks per year; and 2) high amplitude, low
frequency floods with a year at flood level discharge and a year at drought level discharge.
The sediment supply, Qs, follows the flood hydrographs (Fig. 5.6) in accordance with the
functions defined earlier. The flood level is twice that of the average discharge for the
Brazos River. The flood level on the Brazos is exceeded every 6 months based on 60 years
of monthly averaged discharge values (http://waterdata.usgs.gov).

Figure 5.6: Flood hydrographs with corresponding sediment discharge according to Linear
sediment/water relation.
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Each parameter combination is examined to better understand the controls on
composition and texture (Table 5.1). The steady discharge equilibrium experiments are the
experiments from which all of the subsequent parameter investigations are based. Thus the
experiment examining a wet-dry climate scenario with subsidence is based on the experiment
using steady discharge with subsidence.
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6. RESULTS
Here we summarize the effects of each independent variable on the fluvial form and
the composition and grain size of the fluvial and basin deposits. Details of the individual
numerical experiments are given in Table 5.1. The basin deposit is the material transported
out of the system (at x = L).

6.1. GENERAL BEHAVIOR OF THE FLUVIAL SYSTEM
The relationship between Qs and Q of the sediment feed exerts a strong effect on the
hydraulic geometry and slope of the river (Fig. 6.1), and the composition and grain size of its
sediment (Fig. 6.2). When the amount of sediment feed increases at a linear rate with
discharge, the equilibrium longitudinal profile is a straight line with slight concavity
upstream (Fig.6.1A, green line). The spatially averaged active-layer median grain size is
coarser than the feed (Fig. 6.2). Bed composition shows enrichment in feldspar at the
expense of both quartz and heavy minerals (Fig 6.2).
When the sediment input is weighted towards upstream locations ( Qs ∝ Q 2/5 ), the
average slope of the system at equilibrium increases and the longitudinal profile becomes
much more concave (Fig. 6.1). The spatially averaged active-layer median grain size is now
coarser than the feed (Fig. 6.2). The active layer composition shows an even greater
enrichment in feldspar compared to the linear case (Fig. 6.2). The upstream-weighted
scenario has a steeper slope capable of transporting a greater sediment load. The steeper
slope has a large fraction of the active layer made of feldspar, due to preferential transport,
moving the quartz and heavy minerals downstream more readily.
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Figure 6.1: A) Longitudinal profiles at equilibrium for each sediment/water discharge
relationship. For B, C, and D, the corresponding dashed color line plot the analytic modelpredicted variable in question. B) ZOE-predicted flow depth profiles. C) ZOE-predicted
velocity profiles. D) ZOE-predicted slope profiles.

Figure 6.2: Properties of the fluvial sediments at equilibrium. A) Bed grain size comparison
between the various sediment supply relationships. The upstream weighted case attains
equilibrium with a coarser bed than the downstream weighted or linear case. B) Average bed
composition is compared for the various sediment-to-water discharge relationships. All yaxes are compositional percentages. The y-axis is cropped per mineral species to show the
minute variations between the various sediment-to-water discharge relationships. Red,
green, and blue represent heavy minerals, feldspar and quartz, respectively.
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When the sediment input is weighted towards downstream locations ( Qs ∝ Q 5/2 ), the
longitudinal profile of a river at equilibrium is convex (Fig. 6.1A). The average bed
composition (Fig. 6.2) is again enriched in feldspar relative to the feed, similar to the linear
case.
These results can be understood by considering the ideal case of a steady-state
channel fed homogeneous sediment and water at the rates prescribed by Equations 21-23.
The following equations represent the known relations:

Q = f ( x) = VTy = Qo + qtrib x
Qs = f ( x ) = a Q Q

bQ

T = f ( x) = a1Q1 / 2

(24)

(25)

(26)

where Q is water discharge (m3/s), V is cross-sectional average flow velocity (m/s), T is the
width (m), y is water depth (m), Qo is water discharge at the reach head (m3/s), qtrib is the rate
of lateral inflow of water per unit length of reach (m2/s), x is distance downstream (m), Qs is
sediment discharge (m3/s), and a and b are constants. We want to find y(x), V(x), and the bed
slope, S(x). Our assumptions are:
1)

bed shear stress >> critical shear stress,

τ o >> τ cr
2)

channel is hydraulically wide (width/depth >20), such that the hydraulic

radius can be taken as the flow depth,

∴R∝ y
3)

all sediment is transported as bedload,
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4)

flow is quasi-uniform and steady, and

5)

the grain size distribution and composition are spatially uniform and not a

function of x, Q, subsidence, or Qs.
We start by noting that discharge is defined by:

Q = VTy

(27)

where T is the width (m), y is the flow depth (m) and V, the velocity is defined by the Chezy
equation:

V = C yS

(28)

where C is the Chezy coefficient (m1/2/s), and S is the slope. Given assumption 3, we choose
Bagnold’s formula for bedload transport:

Qs s = Tb(U * − U *cr )(τ o − τ cr )

b=
where Qs is the sediment discharge (m3/s),

(29)

10
(σ − ρ)g , U* is the bed shear velocity (m/s),

U*cr is the critical shear velocity (m/s), σ is the grain density (kg/m3), ρ is the fluid density
(kg/m3), g is gravity (m/s2), τo is the bed shear stress (kg/m/s2), and τcr is the critical shear
stress (kg/m/s2). By definition:

U *cr → 0 and τ *cr → 0
and therefore, Equation 29 reduces to:

Qs = TbU *τ o .

(30)

Using assumption 4, we define the bed shear velocity and the bed shear stress as:
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U * = gyS
and

(31)

τ o = ρgyS .

(32)

Substituting Equation 31 and 32 into Equation 30 yields

Qs = Tbρg 3 / 2 y 3 / 2 S 3 / 2 .

(33)

By Equation 25 we require that:

Qs = aQ Q

bQ

(25)

Therefore, combining Equation 25 and Equation 33, yields:

aQ Q

bQ

= Tbρg 3 / 2 y 3 / 2 S 3 / 2

(34)

We want to find y(x), V(x), and the bed slope, S(x).
Rearranging Equation 34 to isolate flow depth and slope, the following equation is obtained:

aQ
a1bp

g −3/2Q

B=
Letting

bQ −1/2

= (yS )

3/2

.

(35)

aQ
bρa1 ,

(36)

reduces Equation 35 to:
3/2
(yS ) = Bg−3/2Q b −1/2 .
Q

(37)

Solving for (yS) in Equation 37, yields:

yS = B 2/3 g −1Q

2bQ /3−1/3

(38)
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Now we combine Equation 27 and Equation 28 by squaring Equation 28:

V 2 = C 2 yS

(39)

8g
f

C=
where the Chezy C is

(40)

Substituting Equation 38 and Equation 25 into Equation 26, yields:

V=

Q
Q
=
= a1−1Q1 / 2 y −1
1/ 2
Ty a1Q y

(41)

Combining Equation 39 and Equation 41 gives a second relationship between depth, slope,
and discharge:

a1−2Qy−2 = C 2 yS

(42)

6.1.1. SOLVING FOR FLOW DEPTH
Substituting Equation 38 into Equation 42 results in the following

a1−2Qy−2 = C 2 B 2/3 g −1Q

2bQ /3−1/3

(43)

Equation 43 can be rearranged to isolate y as follows:

y−2 = C 2 B 2/3 g −1Q

2 bQ /3−1/3

a12Q−1

(44)

which reduces to:

y−2 = C 2 a12 B 2/3 g −1Q

2 bQ /3−4 /3

(45)

Solving for y yields:
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y = C −1 a1−1 B−1/3 g1/2Q

− bQ /3+2/3

(46)

Thus flow depth varies downstream as a power of water discharge. If bQ is 1, representing
the case where sediment is added to the stream in linear proportion to Q, then y α Q1/3,
similar to standard hydraulic relationships.

6.1.2. SOLVING FOR SLOPE
By rearranging Equation 42 in terms of slope and substituting Equation 46, the
following is obtained:

S = B 2/3 g −1Q

2bQ /3−1/3

y−1 = B 2/3 g −1Q

2bQ /3−1/3

(C

−1

a1−1 B −1/3 g1/2Q

)

−bQ /3+2/3 −1

(47)

Combining like-terms and rearranging produces:

S = Ca1 Bg −3/2Q

2bQ /3−1/3+bQ /3−2/3

(48)

which further reduces to

S = Ca1 Bg −3/2Q

bQ −1

(49)

Equation 49 predicts the graded slope as a function of distance for any Qs ~Q relationship.

6.1.3. SOLVING FOR CURVATURE
Taking the derivative of both sides of the slope Equation 49 provides the following
equation:

dS d 2 zz
b −2
=
= (bQ − 1)Ca1 Bg −3 / 2 Q Q
2
dx dx

(50)

Equation 50 predicts curvature as a function of distance for any Qs ~ Q relationship.
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6.1.4. SOLVING FOR VELOCITY
Substituting Equation 46 into Equation 41 results in:

V = a1−1Q1/2 y−1 = a1−1Q1/2 (C −1 a1−1 B−1/3 g1/2Q

)

− bQ /3+2/3 −1

(51)

By combining like-terms, the following is obtained:

V = CB1/3 g −1/2Q

1/2+bQ /3−2/3

(52)

Simplifying Equation 52 yields a definition of velocity as a function of distance for any Qs ~

Q relationship:

V = CB1/3 g −1/2Q

bQ /3−1/6

(53)

Now we have flow depth (Equation 46), slope (Equation 49), curvature (Equation 50), and
velocity (Equation 53) as functions of Q (x). This is applicable to any system that has a
hydraulically adjusted width (Equation 26), Q increasing linearly downstream (Equation 24),
and a sediment discharge relationship to Q that is a power function (Equation 25).
The three sediment/water discharge relations (Equations 21-23) are of the form:

Qs = aQ ba

(25)

where ba takes the values 1, 5/2, and 2/5 when sediment supplied to the system increases
linearly with water discharge, or is downstream-weighted and upstream-weighted,
respectively. Substituting Equation 26, 47, and 54 into Equation 27, yields an identity,
including that the powers of y(x), V(x) and T(x) sum to one and the product of their respective
coefficients equal 1, as well.
Equation 49 predicts that the equilibrium slopes for the three sediment feed cases are:
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S lin = Ca1 Bg −3/2 (linear)
S wf = Ca1 Bg−3/2 (Qo + qtrib x) (downstream-weighted)

(54)

3/2

S uf = Ca1 Bg −3/2 (Qo + qtrib x)

(55)

−3/5

(upstream-weighted)

(56)

The near constant slope that ZOE predicts for the case of sediment feed in linear proportion
to discharge is a consequence of an increase in sediment transporting capacity with distance
downstream that just balances the rate of additional feed from tributaries. Consequently, bed
slope stays constant. This increase in capacity arises not only because stream power
increases downstream with increasing discharge, but also because width increases, thereby
providing a greater surface area for bedload motion. The slight concavity that ZOE predicts
is a consequence of the fact that in reality, one cannot assume that the fluid bed shear stress is
much greater than critical shear stress, and the grain size distribution and composition of the
active layer at equilibrium are not spatially uniform.
The concavity of the upstream-weighted case arises because a steeper slope is
necessary to transport the excess sediment being added there relative to the water.
Proceeding downstream, the balance between sediment and water input approaches that of
the linear case, and the slope declines with concomitant changes in water depth (Fig. 6.1D)
and velocity (Fig. 6.1C). Feldspar concentrations on average are higher in the active layer
because the slope is steeper, and the velocity is higher. The D50 is coarser because of the
higher feldspar content.
The convexity of the downstream-weighted case arises because the bed slope must
increase downstream to bring the capacity of the flow into equilibrium with the increased
magnitude of sediment that must be carried. The spatially averaged D50 of the active layer is
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more nearly like the linear case as is the feldspar/quartz ratios. This is probably because the
reach averaged slopes of the linear and downstream-weighted cases are within a factor 2 of
each other.

6.2. INFLUENCE OF SUBSIDENCE AND COMMINUTION
The influence of subsidence and comminution is presented only for the cases of a
linear and upstream-weighted sediment feed. The downstream-weighted case had upstream
boundary problems that were never solved, even though the system was at grade.

6.2.1. LINEAR SEDIMENT FEED
The influence of subsidence on the D50 of the active layer (and hence the fluvial
deposits) is minimal (Fig. 6.3A). This seemingly contradicts other studies (Paola, 1988;
Robinson and Slingerland, 1998a) in which subsidence has been shown to produce
measurable downstream-fining. It must be remembered however, that in this study the
subsidence is of the passive margin type in which the rate varies linearly over the 1000 km of
channel length from zero at the headwaters to a maximum at the downstream end of the
reach. For a maximum subsidence rate of 1 mm/yr, only 0.02% of the sediment feed
becomes sequestered in the accommodation space; for a subsidence of 5 mm/yr, the number
increases only to 0.1%. As a consequence, not enough of the coarser and heavier sizes are
being selectively removed from the flow to cause appreciable fining. The composition of the
active layer and the sediment exiting to the basin also remains identical to, or only slightly
different from, the feed composition (Fig. 6.3B, D).
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Figure 6.3: Composition and grain size of fluvial deposits (A, B) and sediment delivered to
the basin (C, D) for the case of a linear sediment feed. Each column presents results at
equilibrium. The fluvial deposits represent a spatial average of the entire bed. A) Dashed
line represents the median grain size of the bed for the equilibrium case minus all parameter
influences. Percentages below dashed line represent fining rates. B) Composition of the
active layer with percentages below the dashed line represents depletion rates. Red depicts
heavy mineral composition; Green depicts feldspar; and Blue depicts quartz composition. C)
Median grain size of material transported to the basin. D) Composition of material
transported to basin.
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The influence of comminution on sediment composition and grain size is subtle,
particularly for the basin deposits. The basin sediments experience a 28% reduction in
median grain size (Fig. 6.3C) and become modestly enriched in heavy minerals relative to the
feed and to the fluvial sediments. This heavy mineral enrichment arises because the heavy
minerals are comminuted at a greater rate than the quartz, passing into the finer fractions as a
higher rate (compared to a case of no comminution). Therefore, heavy minerals are
represented in the suspended load in a higher proportion, capable of being transported into
the basin at a higher rate. This increased transport of heavy minerals correlates with a
depletion in the fluvial deposits. The combination of subsidence and comminution is not
appreciable different from the standard case.

6.2.2. UPSTREAM-WEIGHTED SEDIMENT FEED
Similar to the linear case, subsidence does not induce significant deviation in
composition and grain size compared to the standard case (Fig. 6.4). Upstream-weighted
experiments with comminution led to a greater degree of fining in fluvial and basin deposits
than the linear case experiments (Fig. 6.4A, C). Comminution influences the fluvial
sediment more so than the linear case because the sediment is transported over a larger
distance in the upstream-weighted case. The combination of subsidence and comminution
does not appreciably alter the sediments from the standard case with comminution.
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Figure 6.4: Composition and grain size of fluvial deposits (A, B) and sediment delivered to
the basin (C, D) for the case of a upstream-weighted sediment feed. Each column presents
results at equilibrium. The fluvial deposits represent a spatial average of the entire bed. A)
Dashed line represents the median grain size of the bed for the equilibrium case minus all
parameter influences. Percentages below dashed line represent fining rates. B) Composition
of the active layer with percentages below the dashed line represents depletion rates. Red
depicts heavy mineral composition; Green depicts feldspar; and Blue depicts quartz
composition. C) Median grain size of material transported to the basin. D) Composition of
material transported to basin.
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6.3. INFLUENCE OF A WET-DRY CLIMATE
The modeled wet-dry climate alternates between a year at flood stage and year at
drought level, with the mean flow equivalent to that of the constant climate experiments.
Floods are approximately twice the yearly average discharge. The sediment feed cycles
simultaneously with the discharge (Fig. 5.6). After 5,000 model years, these experiments are
approximately 85-95% of the way to achieving a dynamic equilibrium. Dynamic equilibrium
means that the sediment discharge values oscillate a steady amount about mean sediment
discharge being transported out of the fluvial system. Reported results are temporallyaveraged over the last 500 years of the experiment as the system approached a dynamic
equilibrium.

Figure 6.5: A four year window into the fluvial and basin deposits during a wet-dry climate
cycle after 5,000 yrs of model run. A) Discharge and spatially-averaged change in bed
elevation, Δzz. B) Variations in median grain size of the bed at x = 500 km and the spatially
averaged median grain size of the active layer. C) Compositional variation at x = 500 km
through time. D) Median grain size of material transported to basin transported. E)
Compositional variation through time of material delivered to basin.
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6.3.1. WET-DRY CLIMATE FOR LINEAR SEDIMENT FEED
The bed alluviates on the falling limb and erodes on the rising limb (Fig 6.5A),
consistent with observations in natural streams. Yearly variations in sediment characteristics
for the linear sediment feed case show interesting lags in grain size and composition (Fig.
6.5B-D). D50 of the active layer reaches a maximum on the falling limb (Fig. 6.5B) and a
minimum as discharge begins to rise.
The addition of a wet-dry climate cycle decreases the median grain size of both the
fluvial and basin deposits (Fig. 6.3A, C) relative to the standard. The fluvial deposits exhibit
no change in composition (Fig. 6.3B), yet the basinal deposits experiences a slight variation
(Fig.6.3D). There is enrichment in heavy minerals and quartz, and a depletion of feldspar for
material transported to the basin (Fig. 6.3D). This arises because the fluvial system has
lowered the bed slope and is preferentially transporting the finer species of the heavy
minerals, which results in the larger feldspar species being a smaller percentage in the basin
deposits. The increased discharge means that the bed shear stress is much greater than the
critical shear stress for the grains, which in essence makes the effect of hiding irrelevant.
Therefore the larger grain sizes transport more readily during the flood. The fluvial deposit
is approaching the composition and grain size of the feedstock.
The combination of subsidence and a wet-dry climate decreases the median grain-size
more than does wet-dry climate forcing alone. This arises because higher rates of subsidence
sequester the coarser fractions from the active layer, thus further fining the active layer which
has been fined for the reasons mentioned above. There is no appreciable change in the
fluvial deposit composition. The basin deposits are enriched in heavy minerals, and depleted
in feldspar and quartz due to sequestering of the large grains by subsidence (Fig. 6.3B).
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Comminution and a wet-dry climate cycle decrease the median grain-size of both the
fluvial and basin deposits (Fig. 6.3A, C). The combination of comminution and a wet-dry
climate cycle fines the fluvial deposits to a similar degree as the experiments with subsidence
and a wet-dry cycle (Fig. 6.3A). Given a flood discharge, more sediment is transported as
suspended load. While the effect of comminution is limited to the bedload material which is
decreased from standard runs, during the flooding cycles the bedload material is transported
at a faster rate and therefore is comminuted to a greater degree in spite of the decreased
bedload fraction. There is a slight variation in fluvial deposit composition (Fig. 6.3D) with
depletion of heavy minerals and feldspar, and enrichment of quartz. This depletion of
feldspar and heavy minerals arises because both have a higher comminution susceptibility
than quartz. Therefore, the grain species are more readily comminuted to a finer grain size
which will be preferentially transported out of the system. The basin deposit fines by
approximately half compared to the standard run (Fig. 6.3C). The wet-dry climate cycling
decreases the bed slope, and comminution increases the amount of fine material available for
transport, therefore fine material is available and more readily transported out of the system.
The basin deposits are enriched in heavy minerals and depleted in feldspar and quartz relative
to the standard run. Relative to the case with only a wet-dry climate forcing, there is an
enrichment of heavy minerals and feldspar with a depletion of quartz (Fig. 6.3D). This arises
because comminution reduces the size of the heavy minerals and feldspar grains at a greater
rate than quartz. These finer sizes are more likely to be transported out of the system to the
basin.
The combination of subsidence, comminution and a wet-dry climate fines the fluvial
and basin deposits, enriching both in heavy minerals and quartz, while depleting each of
feldspar. Interestingly, the combined parameters fine the bed less than the wet-dry climate
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combinations (Fig. 6.3A). This arises due to the interaction of subsidence and comminution.
Subsidence sequesters the coarser and heavier fractions of the active layer, removing the
bedload transportable material from being comminuted. And comminution is fining the
coarser fractions that are transported as bedload material, decreasing the likelihood of being
sequestered by subsidence. Subsidence and comminution combined lessen the degree of
fining experienced with the wet-dry climate cycle. The basin deposits are finer by half
compared to the standard case, equivalent to the experiment with a wet-dry cycle and
comminution (Fig. 6.3C). The composition is enriched in heavy minerals and depleted in
feldspar and quartz relative to the standard. Relative to the wet-dry case with comminution,
the active layer is depleted in heavy minerals and feldspar, and enriched in quartz (Fig.
6.3D). This arises due to preferential sequestering of the larger grains accompanied with
selective sorting.

6.3.2. WET-DRY CLIMATE FOR UPSTREAM-WEIGHTED SEDIMENT FEED
The addition of a wet-dry climate cycle decreases the median grain size of both the
fluvial and basin deposits (Fig. 6.4A, D). The fluvial deposits fine slightly, while the basin
deposit fines by 40 %. The fluvial deposits are enriched in heavy minerals and quartz, and
depleted in feldspar (Fig. 6.4B). The basin deposits are depleted in feldspar and enriched in
heavy minerals (Fig. 6.4D). This arises for similar reasons as in the case of the linear
sediment feed with a wet-dry climate.
Adding subsidence does not appreciably change either the fluvial or basin deposits.
This is because the bulk of the sediment now enters the system upstream, whereas most of
the subsidence is downstream. Therefore, the increased effect of subsidence seen in the
linear sediment feed is not to be expected here (Fig. 6.4).
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With the addition of comminution, both the fluvial and basin deposits fine (Fig. 6.4A,
C). The composition of the fluvial deposits are depleted in heavy minerals and feldspar, and
enriched in quartz (Fig. 6.4B). The preferential comminution of the heavy minerals and
feldspar have enriched the fluvial deposits in quartz, which has a finer grain-size distribution
than feldspar. The basin deposits fine by 60% with enrichment in heavy minerals and
depletion in feldspar and quartz relative to the standard case (Fig. 6.4C, D). Relative to the
wet-dry experiment, the basin deposits are enriched in heavy minerals and feldspar and
depleted in quartz, the converse of the fluvial deposits.
Subsidence, comminution and a wet-dry climate cycle combine to fine the fluvial and
basin deposits (Fig. 6.4A,C). The composition of the fluvial deposit is enriched in heavy
minerals and depleted in feldspar and quartz relative to both the standard experiment and the
experiment with only a wet-dry climate (Fig. 6.4B). The preferential comminution of heavy
minerals and feldspar deplete the active layer of those species. In addition, the larger grains
of feldspar are being sequestered in the bed. Heavy minerals are not as depleted as in the
experiment with comminution and a wet-dry climate cycle; feldspar is slightly more depleted
than in that case. The basin deposits mimic those of the experiment with comminution and a
wet-dry climate cycle because comminution is more effective than subsidence when coupled
with an upstream-weighted fluvial system and subsidence.

6.4. INFLUENCE OF A STORMY CLIMATE
The stormy climate represents consists of four floods per year, equally spaced in time,
for the duration of the experiment, in this case 5,000 yrs. The floods have the same
amplitude as those of the wet-dry climate and sediment discharge varies in proportion with
the discharge (Fig 5.6). These runs achieved a dynamic equilibrium at approximately 4,000
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model yrs. The results are spatially and time averaged from the onset of dynamic
equilibrium.

Figure 6.6: A year window into the fluvial and basin deposits during a stormy climate cycle
A) Discharge and spatially-averaged change in bed elevation, Δzz. B) Variations in median
grain size of the bed at x = 500 km and the spatially averaged median grain size of the active
layer. C) Active layer compositional variation through time at x = 500 km. D) Discharge
and change in median grain size of material delivered to the basin material. E) Basin deposit
compositional variation through time.

6.4.1. STORMY CLIMATE FOR LINEAR SEDIMENT FEED
The bed alluviates on the falling limb and erodes on the rising limb (Fig 6.6A),
consistent with observations in natural streams. Yearly variations in sediment characteristics
for the linear sediment feed case show interesting lags in grain size and composition (Fig.
6.6B-D). D50 of the active layer reaches a maximum on the falling limb (Fig. 6.6B) and a
minimum as discharge begins to rise.
The addition of a stormy climate cycle decreases the median grain size of both fluvial
and basin deposits (Fig. 6.3A, C). With the addition of a stormy climate the spatially50

averaged active layer is roughly a third finer than the standard run and the basin deposit is
approximately an order of magnitude finer. The fluvial system has degraded, lowering the
bed slope. The increase discharge means that the bed shear stress is much greater than the
critical shear stress for the grains, which in essence makes the effect of hiding irrelevant.
Therefore the larger grain sizes transport more readily and though there is an increase in the
shear stress necessary to transport the finer grains, it is greatly exceeded by the bed shear
stress. The fluvial deposit has a composition that is enriched in heavy minerals and quartz,
and depleted in feldspar (Fig. 6.3B) relative to the standard. The degraded system
approaches the composition of the feedstock. Relative to the feedstock, the fluvial deposit is
enriched in quartz and feldspar and depleted in heavy minerals. The active layer approaches
the composition of the feedstock with the stormy climate. The basin deposits are
considerably finer than the standard case or any of the wet-dry cases (Fig. 6.3C). In addition,
the transported material is enriched in the finer species of heavy minerals (Fig. 6.3D) because
of the lower slope, and significantly depleted in feldspar due to preferential transport of the
finer grain-sizes.
Subsidence and a stormy climate act together to fine the active layer and the basin
deposits. This arises because subsidence is sequestering the coarser fractions from the active
layer, thus fining the active layer which has been fined for the reasons mentioned above. The
effect of subsidence is represented by the enrichment of the coarser feldspar and quartz
fractions in the active layer relative to the feedstock and substrate. The basin deposits are
enriched in heavy minerals, and depleted in feldspar and quartz due to preferential selective
sorting (Fig. 6.3D).
Comminution and a stormy climate fines the fluvial and basin deposits (Fig. 6.3A,C).
The fluvial deposits fine by a third and are enriched in heavy minerals and quartz, and
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depleted in feldspar relative to the standard (Fig. 6.3A,B). This arises because comminution
is fining the material available for transport, thus fining the active layer which has been fined
for the reasons mentioned above. The effect of comminution is represented by the
enrichment of the coarser feldspar and quartz fractions in the active layer relative to the
feedstock and substrate. The active layer is finer for the reason mentioned above; the feed is
more readily transported at the higher discharge. Consequently, the active layer is
approaching the composition and grain size of the feed. The fluvial deposit composition is
enriched in heavy minerals and quartz and depleted in feldspar. This is due to preferential
transport of the finer material and higher rates of comminution for the heavy minerals and
feldspar grains. The basin deposit is finer due to comminution of the feedstock and transport
on the lower slope (Fig. 6.3C). The basin deposit is enriched in heavy minerals and depleted
in quartz and feldspar. This is resultant of preferential transport and comminution of heavy
minerals the smaller grain-sizes.
The combined effects of subsidence, comminution and a stormy climate fines the
fluvial and basin deposits (Fig. 6.3A,C). The fluvial deposits are enriched in quartz and
heavy minerals, and depleted in feldspar relative to the standard case (Fig. 6.3B). Relative to
the feedstock, the fluvial deposit is enriched in feldspar and depleted in quartz and heavy
minerals. In concert with a decrease in the bed slope, the basin deposits have fined (Fig.
6.3C). The basin composition is enriched in heavy minerals and depleted in feldspar and
quartz. This is resultant of preferential transport and comminution of heavy minerals.

6.4.2. STORMY CLIMATE FOR UPSTREAM-WEIGHTED SEDIMENT FEED
When the sediment feed is upstream-weighted, the addition of a stormy climate cycle
decreases the median grain size of both the fluvial and basin deposits (Fig. 6.4A, C). With
the addendum of a stormy climate the active layer is roughly a third finer than the standard
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run and the basin deposit is almost an order of magnitude finer. The fluvial deposit is
enriched in heavy minerals and quartz and depleted in feldspar relative to the standard case
(Fig. 6.4B). Relative to the feedstock and substrate the material transported to the basin is
depleted in heavy minerals and enriched in feldspar (Fig. 6.4D). This arises for similar
reasons as in the case of the linear sediment feed with a stormy climate.
Subsidence and a stormy climate produces a finer fluvial and basin deposit (Fig.
6.4A,C). The fluvial deposits are similar to those of the stormy climate experiment. The
basin deposits are enriched in heavy minerals and depleted in feldspar and quartz relative to
the standard case and the feedstock (Fig. 6.4D). This is due to preferential transport and
coarser fractions being sequestered in the active layer, which fines the basin deposit, thus
enriching it in heavy minerals.
Comminution and a stormy climate fines the fluvial and basin deposits (Fig. 6.4A,C).
The fluvial deposits are enriched in heavy minerals and depleted in quartz and feldspar,
similar to those of the stormy climate experiment (Fig. 6.4B). The basin deposits are fine
and predominately composed of heavy minerals, depleted in feldspar and quartz (Fig.
6.4C,D). This is a result of preferential transport with a decreased bed slope. The heavy
minerals are enriched relative to the quartz due to a higher rate of comminution. The
feldspar is not well represented in transported material due to a lower transport rate with the
decreased bed slope.
Subsidence, comminution and a stormy climate combine to fine the fluvial deposit by
a third and the basin deposit by ~ 90 % (Fig. 6.4A,C). Similar to all stormy climate
combinations, the fluvial deposit is enriched in heavy minerals and depleted in quartz and
feldspar. The basin deposits are enriched in heavy minerals and depleted in quartz and
feldspar (Fig. 6.4D). This occurs because subsidence sequesters the feldspar, which removes
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it from being comminuted. The decreased bed slope, preferentially transport the heavy
minerals and quartz due to the smaller size. Similar to the experiment with comminution and
stormy climate, the increased rate of comminution of the heavy minerals further enriches the
transported material in heavy minerals.
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7. DISCUSSION
Among the variables studied, sediment supply and climate exert the strongest controls
on river longitudinal profiles. If the ratio of sediment to water input is weighted towards
upstream sites, the river profile at steady-state is more concave. If weighted towards
downstream sites the profile is convex. Leopold and Maddock (1953) were the first to point
out that a linear relation between sediment and water discharge will result in a constant slope.
Empirical hydraulic geometry relations by Leopold and Maddock (1953) and Langbein and
Leopold (1964) indicate that river slope as a function of discharge generalizes to S ∝ Q −0.75 .
Using the analytical solution put forth herein, this corresponds to a relation of Q s ∝ Q <1 for
steady discharge, consistent with our results that an upstream-weighted sediment feed
produces a concave profile. Are sediment loads upstream-weighted in nature? Milliman and
Syvitski (1992) correlated sediment load (both bed and suspended) with basin area for river
length’s ranging from 100 to 3000 m, yielding Qs ∝ A

0.46−0.64

. Substituting the accepted

bankfull discharge to drainage area relation of Qb ∝ A 0.7 from Knighton (1998), we obtain

Qs ∝ Q 0.7 . Note that this relationship should not be confused with suspended sediment load
relations at-a-station which often display a power law relationship with discharge with an
exponent between 2 and 3 (Allen, 1997; Garde and Ranga Raju, 1977). Therefore, it appears
that concave rivers following the hydraulic geometry scaling laws do so because the tectonics
and relief in their catchment deliver more sediment to their headwaters per unit volume of
water than further downstream.
The character of the concave longitudinal profile does not solely depend on the
sediment supply, however. Figure 7.1 compares the longitudinal profiles for the passive
subsidence, comminution, wet-dry climate, and a stormy climate for the various
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sediment/water relationships. Contrary to Morris and Williams (1997), hydraulic sorting and
comminution appear not to be necessary conditions to produce exponential longitudinal
profiles. All of the longitudinal profiles in Figure 7.1 include hydraulic sorting and
nonequilibirum transport, and concave profiles are found for all permutations of Q s ∝ Q <1
and even for the climatically forced Q s ∝ Q1 relation. The inflection point is defined as the
greatest perpendicular distance from a straight line connecting the two ends of the profile in
Figure 7.1. The addition of climate change shifts the inflection point downstream for the
linear and upstream-weighted sediment supply scenarios. The inflection point is a location
where the fluvial system is neither tool limited nor transport limited. This points to a shift in
the balance of the fluvial system increasing the distance over which the fluvial system has
transport-limiting capability. Our results are consistent with Leopold and Maddock (1953),
and Snow and Slingerland (1987) who found that concavity was readily achieved by a system
where Q s ∝ Q <1 for hydraulically adjusted rivers. But Snow and Slingerland (1987) also
found that the degree of concavity correlated well with downstream fining and was muted by
increases in sediment load downstream. These results not supported in this study, because
Snow and Slingerland (1987) employed an exponentially decaying grain size as their
sediment feed for their models. Sinha and Parker (1996) examined the cause of concavity on
fluvial systems possessing a uniform width, discharge, and grain size per distance
downstream. They investigated the role of gravel abrasion, tributary input, profile
progradation, and the case where uniform subsidence is equal to the feed rate. Their tributary
input involved different upstream-weighted cases based on numbers from Snow and
Slingerland (1987); they found that tributary input was the most influential mechanism,
though they only examined the upstream-weighted cases. This work agrees with their
generalized conclusion that the processes inducing concavity are not merely cumulative.
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Figure 7.1: Profile form for high magnitude flow experiments that include hydraulic sorting
and nonequilibrium sediment transport, plotted for each sediment/water relationship as a
function of passive subsidence (1mm/yr), comminution, wet-dry climate forcing, and stormy
climates. The standard longitudinal profiles have a black dashed line illustrating the profile
predicted by a simple analytic model without sediment interactions such as, bed sorting. The
longitudinal profiles are filled in (blue) with respect to a straight profile to visually depict the
differences in curvature. Combinations of the various parameters were run, but are not
shown for the sake of simplicity. Note axes are nondimensionalized with maximum values
per experiment.
The composition and grain size of the fluvial sediments are also most strongly
determined by the composition and grain size of the sediment feed and climate effects.
Although this has been understood qualitatively for about a century, we here show the
strength of the influences quantitatively. Perhaps most surprising is the strength of the role
that climate plays. Varying the discharge about its mean value causes a two to three fold
increase in the fining rate of the fluvial deposits and almost an order of magnitude decrease
in the median grain-size of the material transported to the basin. These changes are in
addition to increases in the clay and silt fraction with increases in temperate-wet climate
variability such as seen by Vittori and Ventura (1995) in the Po River valley. They
hypothesize that the sediment source generates different grain size distributions in response
to variations in vegetation and climate. We also have not accounted for changes in channel
pattern, such as seen by Blum and Tornquist (2000) in the Colorado River where aggradation
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and lateral migration were contemporaneous with a flashy flood climate. This change was
accompanied by increases in the sediment supply relative to the discharge.
The remaining factors---comminution and subsidence---exert only modest influence
on the fluvial compositions and grain sizes in this study. Comminution only subtly altered
the grain-size of the material transported to the basin and exerted only moderate influence on
the composition of the sediment. The effect of comminution was greatest for the upstreamweighted experiments because the sediment had a longer transport distance over which to
abrade. The effect of comminution on material transported in bedload is not as significant as
selective sorting, but comminution is not negligible even for the sand-sized grains, which
transport as bedload during low flows.
Other studies such as Snow and Slingerland (1987) and Robinson and Slingerland
(1998b) have shown that subsidence increases the accommodation space, preferentially
sequestering the larger grains and causing downstream fining. The results presented here
illustrate that this effect is quite dependent upon the type and magnitude of subsidence. If
subsidence is of the passive-margin type with a maximum rate downstream of only 1 mm/yr,
subsidence is ineffective in the presence of a constant climate. When subsidence was
coupled with climate change, it was shown to have a larger effect on the grain size of the
active layer. This is due to the fact that a stormy climate fines the active layer, so that when
subsidence is applied the relative effect is more significant.
The combination of subsidence, comminution, and climate change represents the
most probable combination of parameters for a river in a depositional system. Our results
show that these streams exhibit a finer grain size than the unperturbed equilibrium profile.
The quartz-feldspar ratio of the basin deposit for both a linear and an upstream-weighted
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system is 10:1 for a stormy and 3:1 for a wet-dry climate cycle. Increasing the frequency of
climate change increases the quartz compositional fraction of the sediment.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
ZOE, a 1D unsteady, nonuniform, and nonequilibrium flow and sediment routing
model has been developed to, predict the longitudinal profile and textures and compositions
of fluvial and basin deposits under a range of commonly occurring geological conditions.
ZOE has been validated by comparing its predictions to observations from field and flume
studies. ZOE simulates nonequilibrium transport, the process of aggradation, degradation,
armoring, comminution, subsidence, and variable Q and Qs. ZOE predicts the longitudinal
profile and texture and composition of fluvial and basin deposits.
Sediment supply, comminution, subsidence, and climate change were examined to
determine their relative influence on the longitudinal profile and the texture and composition
of the fluvial and basin deposits. Climate change has the greatest influence on the texture
and composition of the fluvial and basin deposits. A variable discharge leads to a fining of
the fluvial and basin deposits. Increasing the frequency of discharge variation produces even
finer fluvial and basin deposits. Increased discharge lowers bed slope, produces finergrained basin deposits and, through preferential transport, depletes the basinal deposits of
feldspar.
The influence of sediment/water ratios has been integrated with a simple analytical
model. The concave longitudinal profile that typifies the majority of streams is most easily
achieved when Q s ∝ Q a and a < 1, that is the sediment input is weighted upstream. Whether
or not the sediment/water ratio is linear, upstream-weighted, or downstream weighted alters
the effectiveness of subsidence and comminution. Comminution was greatest for the
upstream-weighted experiments due to the longer transport distance of the bulk of the
sediment. Even so, comminution generated less than a 5% difference in the grain size of the
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deposits. Passive margin subsidence is equally ineffective because the location of greatest
subsidence is at the downstream end where the sedimentation rate is the greatest. The effects
of comminution and subsidence are increased when coupled with climate change.
For hydrocarbon prediction, these results suggest that the composition and texture of
a basin deposit is strongly dependent upon the climatic variability and the spatial distribution
of sediment added to the fluvial system. The effectiveness of passive margin subsidence in
producing variations in deposit grain-size is augmented by climate change. These results
also show that a decrease in the median grain-size of basin deposits does not necessarily
indicate tectonic relaxation. The discharge hydrograph of the fluvial system may have
become more variable.
Further work should examine the effects of foreland basin subsidence (Robinson and
Slingerland, 1998b), episodic subsidence rates, and a downstream varying grain size
distribution (Pizzuto, 1995; Snow and Slingerland, 1987).
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Introduction
ZOE is a model investigating density and size sorting numerically that examines
heterogeneous size –density sediment transport under quasi unsteady flow conditions.
ZOE is based on the proven and validated model MIDAS (model investigating density
and size-sorting). MIDAS was originally developed in the late 1980’s by Rudy
Slingerland (PSU) and John Bridge (Univ. of NY at Binghamton) as a 1-D bedload
transport model. MIDAS was originally used to locate gold placer deposits, hence the
name and the gold bars on the cover page. MIDAS was then reworked by A. van Niekirk
and C. James to make the numerical model 2-D and include suspended sediment
transport. In the early 1990’s van Niekirk and K. Vogel reworked MIDAS with respect
to errors and efficiency. In the late 1990’s Rudy Slingerland and Ruth Robinson added
hydraulic geometry and an improved heterogeneous accounting scheme. Currently, Rudy
Slingerland and I have added increased user variability, improved nonequilibrium
transport formula, added comminution, and converted the program to MATLAB to
enhance the modular design. The number of changes made to the MIDAS code
warranted a new name, ZOE (after the daughter of King Midas).
MIDAS was originally designed to be modular. Converting MIDAS from Fortran
77 to MATLAB 7 continues this line of usefulness. The program design compiles the
code in MATLAB from a PC and then the executable code can be run singularly or as a
batch file from a C terminal window. Debugging and checking of the user defined inputs
will work with ZOE can be done in MATLAB.
ZOE uses state of the art equations for nonequilibrium sediment transport of
heterogeneous material. The flow equations, shear stress and hiding components are the
only functions remaining from the previous incarnation of MIDAS. This document is
intended to be a detailed description of the “guts” of ZOE. The equations and numerical
method ZOE employs can be seen in the MATLAB functions within this operating
manual.
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** Operating manual written in same vein as that of Koen Vogel (1992) because I have
found that one immeasurably useful.

*** Image on title page from www.claimyourlifetoday.com/gold1.gif
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How to use ZOE?
Installing ZOE requires copying the ZOE files (*.m) to a location from which you
are able to run ZOE either in its compiled C form or from MATLAB. If you do not have
MATLAB installed on your computer you will need administrator rights to install MCR.
MCR is a library that is necessary for running the compiled ZOE code. The MCr
installation is different for PC, MAC, UNIX and LINUX. The MCR installer for PC's is
included in the ZOE program zip folder.
When setting-up ZOE, it is pertinent that the user input be in a folder named
“IOFILES”. The "/IOFILES/" folder is where the program will retrieve the user defined
input and return the model output. If a model run is being “restarted” then a file named
“restartdata.mat” must be in the /IOFILES/ folder. This file, "restartdata.mat", will have
been previously generated by a model run based off of user defined variables.
Please note that the restartdata.mat file will be overwritten when running ZOE in
the restart mode. All output that the user wishes to save should be moved to another
folder/subfolder &/or renamed to avoid being overwritten. I would suggest making a
copy of the user input that was used for each model run in final data repository locale.

2.1

User Input
All variables are defined in the glossary. All variables are in the metric scale.

The following screen shots show the appearance of the user input Excel files, the
compiled executable window, and the plot screen. Below is a walk-through of the current
program:
To use the program, unzip the ZOE file on a machine that has MATLAB 7 on it.
The main directory has all of the *.m files in it; a folder within that directory named
"IOFILES" contains input/output files. The main driver program is called "ZOE.m".
It will call all of the necessary functions when run.
If you are only running the code in the executable form, then it need not be on a
machine with MATLAB 7 or even MATLAB. But you will need to install MATLAB's
MCR installer.
At the user prompt in the MATLAB command window, you can type ZOE, or
you can open ZOE.m in the Editor and run it in debug mode if you want to see how the
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code works. You can also run the executable associated with the compiled version, by
double clicking on the ZOE.exe file.
The user input is in the form of excel spreadsheets that are located in the
/IOFILES/ folder. There are three input files: ChannelData; FlowData; SedData. The
user defined variables are read into ZOE, unless a model run is being restarted. If a
model is being restarted, then the model variables are read in from the previous model
run. Input by the user must be made prior to starting the run.
All of the user defined variables are defined in the attached glossary.

Figure 1: ChannelData user input file located in the ./IOFILES/ folder.

Figure 2: FlowData user defined Excel input file located in the ./IOFILES/ folder.
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Figure 3: SedData user defined Excel input file located in the ./IOFILES/ folder.

Once the user input values have been entered. The code may be run. The code
will prompt the user for whether or not the model run is using user defined input or is a
restart from a previous run.

Figure 4: Compiled code's executable window.

ZOE will run for the nt timesteps, each of which will be displayed in the command
window. Once ZOE has run to completion several output files are written.
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Figure 5: Plot window from ZOE.

2.2

Testing Run Parameters
The user defined run parameters can be tested by running the code in MATAB

with breaks. The breaks will allow the user to verify that their inputs have been brought
into the code correctly with respect to variable units, and stability of code.

2.3

Changing Code
The code is modular, meaning that the functions can be removed, altered, or

added per the user’s whim. Code modification is not hard, just please be sure to save an
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original version of the code in case debugging is necessary. The code is set-up to be
modified in MATLAB. Coding in MATLAB is not complicated because MATLAB has
a fairly good help manual and the internet offers quite a few solutions to coding issues.
While some of this modularity is available to the user by using the user defined input,
such as turning on/off comminution, tectonics, or hiding, altering the code to limit the
number of “if-loops” read by the program will speed up model run time.

2.4

Compiling Code
Since the code is written in MATLAB and uses Excel files as the input format,

code compiling must be done on a PC from MATLAB. The code is compiled according
to the user specified compiler, likely to be in C/C++. Use the command:
mcc –m ZOEversion#
This command will write 6 files to the folder containing the MATLAB ZOE
functions. All you need to run the compiled version of ZOE is these 6 files, the
./IOFILES/ folder with the user defined input and/or the restartdata.mat file, which can be
copied and moved to a new location.

2.5

Output files
The output files written by ZOE are written by the functions flowdata, sedtrandata

and DelAbkDataSling. Remember these file writing functions are user modifiable. If
you want to add variables or change what the output is, remember the files are
modifiable. The data files written by the function DelAbkDataSling are easy to analyze
in MATLAB or Excel. flowdata and sedtrandata write ASCII data files that are tab
delimited. DelAbkDataSling writes. mat files. "MAT files are not ASCII (or text) files.
They are binary files created by MATLAB (using the save command) for efficient
storage, loading and saving operations."
(http://www.facstaff.bucknell.edu/maneval/help211/loading.html) If you would prefer to
use Excel to analyze the data, you may import the ASCII files or open the files in
MATLAB to copy and paste the relevant parameters into your Excel worksheets. There
is an xlswrite command in MATLAB, but the code does not currently implement it.
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The function, flowdata, writes a text file with flow related data every tenth of the
model run duration when optprint equals one and time equals one tenth of the model
runtime. This file is similar in format and content to previous ZOE outputs. flowdata
writes zz, Q,y, T, V, Fr, to, and d50m for a given timestep to file with an accompanying
date and timestamp of first employment. This file will be appended at each tenth of the
model run.
The function, sedtrandata, writes a text file with sediment related data for each
grain size in each mineral species at every node every tenth of the model run duration
when optprint equals one and time equals one tenth of the model runtime. This file is
similar in format and content to previous ZOE outputs. sedtrandata writes per grain size
per mineral species the dimid, awpm, delAbk, tc, Qt, Qtstar for a given timestep to file
with an accompanying date and timestamp of first employment. This file will be
appended at each tenth of the model run.
DelAbkDataSling writes data to a MATLAB file, "DelAbkData#.mat" for
reviewing a suite of pertinent system descriptive variables every time nt equals one tenth
of the model runtime. DelAbkData files are written because I have found them easier to
use for analysis than the previous ZOE version .txt files. Though, the .txt data files are
still an output option. The pertinent system descriptive variables at a specified timestep
are awpm, delAbk, delAb, zz, z, Qt, d50j, d50m, Q, Qs, V, y, and time. The pertinent
system descriptive variables that are written as a cumulative quantity are awpm, delAbk
and Qt.
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What is going on inside ZOE?
This section offers a brief description of the code going line by line with
definitions, description and reasoning behind use of code. This section goes through the
main body of the code and then each of the subsequent subfunctions in order of use.
There are roughly 1300 (+/- 100) lines of code.

3.1

ZOE

3.1.1 Introduction
ZOE.m is the main program that collects the user input and guides ZOE through
flow and sediment transport calculations by calling the necessary functions. It does
variable initialization and minor calculations. Below is the flow chart for ZOE; this
provides a schematic view of the inner workings of ZOE.

Figure 6: Simplified schematic flow chart for functions performed in ZOE.
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3.1.2 Line By Line Description
L# denotes line number.
i denotes grain size per mineral species
j denotes mineral species
jn denotes channel node
‘:’ denotes the entire matrix dimension, performs operations on a each value in column or
row at the same time.
L1-8: Break lines with comments
L9: Function declaration, necessary for compiling the code from MATLAB into C/C++
L10: Clears all open variables of their previous values and name.
L11: Number formatting. In MATLAB “short e” means floating point format, with 4
digits after the decimal point.
L12-20: Global variable declaration which means that the variables with their values can
be passed to sub functions and return values can be passed back into the main program
L21: Break line separating sections of code, may contain comments on the code; here
after referred to as break line
L22-24: If loop switching off warnings for non- pc users
L22: If loop statement entered when on a non-pc
L23: Turn off warnings in MATLAB for non-pc’s.
L24: End statement of non –pc warning loop
L25: User prompt in either command window of MATLAB or the C-shell, 0 pulls
variable values from the excel spreadsheets; 1 pulls variables from previous run with the
filename “restartdata.mat” located in the /IOFILES/ folder. This file is overwritten if you
do not previously make a copy with a different name or in a different folder.
L26-202: If loop for all input variable to be read from excel spreadsheets
L26: If loop statement entered when restart equals zero, meaning that the model run is
pulling inputs from the Excel files.
L27-29: Break lines
L30: Input number of nodes from Excel file ChannelData.xls
L= number of nodes, length of reach = number of nodes x delx, (unitless);
L31-34: If loop, reading in L for non pc’s
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L31: If loop statement enter when MATLAB function ispc does not return a 1
L32: Input number of nodes from Excel file ChannelData.xls
L= number of nodes, length of reach = number of nodes times delx, (unitless);
L33: Reassign L to the first variable read in. When on a non-pc, the Excel read function
“xlsread” does not recognize row indicators, though it does recognize column indicators.
L34: End statement of ispc if loop
L35-37: Break lines
L38-44: Array initialization
T = cross sectional averaged width per node, (m);
Q= cross sectional averaged fluid discharge per node, (m3/s);
y= cross sectional averaged flow depth per node, (m);
V= cross sectional averaged flow velocity per node, (m2/s);
z= cross sectional averaged water surface elevation per node, (m);
zz= cross sectional averaged bed elevation per node, (m);
Fr= Froude number per node, (unitless);
L45-47: Break lines
L48-50: Constants defined
g= gravity = 9.81 (m/s2);
rho= density of water = 1000 (kg/m3);
viskin= kinematic viscosity of water, viscosity/density= 0.0018/1000= 0.0000018
(m2/s);
L51-53: Break lines
L54: Input variables from Excel file FlowData.xls
FlowData= vector of variables inputted from FlowData.xls
L55-58: If loop reading in FlowData for non pc’s
L55: If loop statement enter when MATLAB function ispc does not return a 1
L56: Input FlowData from Excel file FlowData.xls
FlowData= vector of variables inputted from FlowData.xls
L57: Reassign FlowData to the appropriate variables read in. When on a non-pc, the
Excel read function “xlsread” does not recognize row indicators, though it does recognize
column indicators.
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L58: End statement of ispc if loop
L59-67: Assignment of variables from FlowData vector
Qo= Initial fluid discharge at channel head or uniform channel discharge, FlowData(1),
(m3/s);
qw= tributary input, averaged over all tributaries that will be added to the flow in
downstream increments, a constant, FlowData(2), (m2/s); This can be adjusted to be a
function of distance downstream, though this is currently not implemented.
Period= For a sinusoidal time-varying discharge simulating floods, set the period in
hours here, FlowData(3), (hrs); Currently not implemented
Amplitude= Amplitude of the flood wave discharge, FlowData(4), (m3/s);
f= Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, FlowData(5), (unitless);
Duration=duration of model, FlowData(6), (yrs);
delt=timestep of model, FlowData(7), (s);
BCL= Lower boundary condition, refers to the water surface elevation at the end of the
channel reach, can be set to zero, FlowData(8), (m);
Qvary= user option to input discharge based on time in sec on sheet 2 of the
FlowData.xls spreadsheet. If set to 0, discharge is either hydraulically varying or uniform
downstream. If set to 1, discharge and time interval of said discharge are read in from
cells 2-27, columns A and B of sheet 2. FlowData(9), (unitless); This is not currently not
implemented. It has been previously used and is minor adjustment in the code to read in
user defined space and/or time varying components and either loop them or increment the
variables according to the user-defined timestep.
L68: variable defined that is used in the function GRADVAR per Chen’s Modeling of
Rivers-Chapter 10;
K1=gravity times delt, (m/s);
L69-72: Break lines
L73: Input variables from Excel file SedData.xls
SedData= vector of variables inputted from SedData.xls
L74-76: If loop, reading in SedData for non pc’s
L74: If loop statement enter when MATLAB function ispc does not return a 1
L75: Input SedData from Excel file SedData.xls
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SedData= vector of variables inputted from SedData.xls
L76: End statement of ispc if loop
L77-86: Assignment of variables from SedData vector
Qso= sediment discharge input at the head; this is either the constant value added to the
system every delt or it is the initial value, SedData(1), (m3/s);
morph=1 turns on sediment transport and dynamic bed evolution, set to 0 turns off
sediment transport and dynamic bed evolution and you have a gradually varying fluid
flow model, SedData(2), (unitless);
p= porosity of sediment , a user specified constant, SedData (3), (kg/m3);
nsigma= number of grain species in the fluvial system, SedData (4), (unitless);
morphscale=morphodynamic scaling factor used in the TECTONICS function and in
calculating the bed elevation change, SedData (5), (unitless);
qstrib= bulk volumetric rate of sediment being input per tributary node averaged over all
tributary input, SedData (6), (unitless); This can be made to be for specific tributaries
fairly easily by altering the code to make this variable have jn indices throughout the
code.
bQ= user option to input sediment discharge based on simple analytic model. If bQ=1,
then the sediment water discharge relation is linear; if bQ<1 then the sediment water
discharge relation is upstream-weighted; and if bQ>1 then the sediment water discharge
relation is downstream-weighted.
opthide= user specified option for type of hiding, 0= No hiding, 1 = Komar hiding, 2=
Egiazaroff hiding, SedData (8), (unitless);
opttrans= user specified option for type of bedload transport, 0 = Meyer-Peter Mueller, 1
= Bagnold, 2 = Ashida & Michuie, 3= van Rijn, SedData (9), (unitless);
optcomm= user specified option for type of comminution, 0= No comminution of grains,
1 = comminution of grains, SedData (10), (unitless);
L87: Blank line
L88-94: Assignment of variables from SedData vector
GrainStat= subset vector of SedData containing all grain species and size information,
SedData (14:(14+nsigma*6-1)), (unitless);
sigma= mineral densities for each mineral species, GrainStat (1:6:nsigma*6), (kg/m3);
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xbar= median grain size in phi per mineral species, geometric mean,
GrainStat(2:6:nsigma*6), (phi);
stdev= standard deviation of the grain size distribution per mineral species with respect
to the xbar, GrainStat(3:6:nsigma*6), (phi);
nsize= number of size classes per mineral species, GrainStat(4:6:nsigma*6), (unitless);
proptj= proportion of species j in the bed, GrainStat(5:6:nsigma*6), (unitless);
suscept= comminution susceptibility of grains per mineral species,
GrainStat(6:6:nsigma*6), (unitless);
L95-97: Break lines
L9-105: Variable initialization of arrays
tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);
shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);
qtrib= sediment discharge for each tributary at a given node or averaged over all nodes,
per grain size per mineral species, (m3/s);
qtribold= previous timesteps values for qtrib, (m3/s);
subawp= substrate available weight percentage per grain size per mineral species per
node, (unitless);
subawpold= previous timesteps values for subawp, (unitless);
Vold= previous timesteps values for velocity, (m/s);
Qtstar= capacity sediment transport for grains as if the bed was uniform for each grain
size per mineral species per node, includes bedload and suspended load transport, (m3/s);
Qtstarold= previous timesteps values for Qtstar, (m3/s);
Am=area of active layer, default is 0.05 of the flow depth, must be manually changed in
code, (m2);
Amold= previous timesteps values for Am, (m2);
Qt= nonequilibrium sediment transport rate per grain size per mineral size per node,
(m3/s);
delAbk= change in bed area elevation per grain size per mineral species per node, (m2);
delAb= change in bed area elevation for all grain sizes and all mineral species per node,
(m2);
A= data tracking matrix used for keeping track of cumulative delAbk, (m2);
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QQ= data tracking matrix used for keeping track of cumulative Qt, (m3/s);
L106: Section break
L107-110: Break lines
L111: PHINORM function calculates grain size distribution for each mineral species and
their available weight percentages. Variables returned are:
dimid= median diameter for grain size interval (nsize) per mineral species, (m);
awpom= original weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,
this bed distribution has not interacted with the bed, (unitless);
awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,
(unitless);
subawp= substrate available weight percentage per grain size per mineral species per
node, set equal to the awpom initially, (unitless);
L112: D50 function calculates geometric mean of the grain size distribution for all
mineral species. This is found by converting grain size dimid values from meters to phi.
Variables returned are:
d50m= median grain size of the bed per node, (m);
L113: ENTRAIN function calculates critical shear stress of the grains without hiding.
Variables returned are:
tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);
shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);
L114: SETTLE function calculates the constant terminal settling velocity of each grain
size per each mineral species. This is a constant value calculated from Dietrich’s (1982)
equation. Variable returned:
setv= settling velocity for each grain size per each mineral species (m/s);
L115: Section break
L116-118: Break lines
L119: Input variables from Excel file ChannelData.xls
ChannelData= vector of variables inputted from ChannelData.xls
L120-124: If loop, reading in ChannelData for non pc’s
L120: If loop statement enter when MATLAB function ispc does not return a 1
L121: Input ChannelData from Excel file ChannelData.xls
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ChannelData= vector of variables inputted from ChannelData.xls
L122: Reassign ChannelData to the appropriate variables read in. When on a non-pc, the
Excel read function “xlsread” does not recognize row indicators.
L123: Assign zero to last ChannelData vector column
L124: End statement of ispc if loop
L125-136: Assignment of variables from ChannelData vector
Sm= average bed slope, ChannelData(1), (unitless);
To= average channel width or initial channel width, ChannelData (2), (m);
delx= model space step, size of unit cell, ChannelData (3), (m);
HydraFlag= user specified option, set = 0 for uniform channel case, where Q and T are
uniform downstream, set = 1 for hydraulic geometry channel, where Q and T increase
downstream, ChannelData (4), (unitless);
coeffwidth= variable used in hydraulic geometry laws, where width, T(i) =
coeffwidth*Q^expwidth, 0 otherwise, ChannelData (5), (unitless);
expwidth= variable used in hydraulic geometry laws, where width, T(i) =
coeffwidth*Q^expwidth, 0 otherwise, ChannelData (6), (unitless);
elevtop= bed elevation at channel head, ChannelData (7), (m);
opttect= user specified option for tectonics, 0 = No Tectonics, 1 = subsidence is linear,
greatest at last node (jn =L); 2 = subsidence is an exponential function, greatest at
channel head (jn=1), 3= subsidence is uniform along channel length, 4= only channel
head (jn=1) is uplifted or lowered, ChannelData (8), (unitless);
tecrate= tectonic subsidence rate, ChannelData (9), (m/ma);
efoldx= distance along stream at which subsidence rate equals 1/e (expressed as a
number of nodes) only for opttect = 2, ChannelData (10), (unitless);
optplot= user specified option for plotting, 0 =no plotting, 1 = plotting, ChannelData
(11), (unitless);
optprint= = user specified option for printing, 0 =no printing, 1 = printing, ChannelData
(12), (unitless);
L137: Break lines
L138: Constant assigned that could not be assigned earlier
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theta=delt/delx, used in Preissman numerical modeling scheme, (s/m); For more
information on the Preissmann numerical scheme, I would like to point the user to a
mathematical modeling book or a website such as:
http://www.water.tkk.fi/wr/kurssit/Yhd-12.126/oppimateriaali/kulk_e.htm .
L139-141: Break lines
L142-163: If loop for initial flow and geometry conditions for reach using HydraFlag
L142: If statement entered when for HydraFlag = 1 for hydraulically varying geometry
L143: Discharge for the reach is a function of initial fluid discharge, Qo, tributary input
and channel length, (m3/s);
Q(1:L) = Qo + qw*delx.*(0:L-1);
L144: Width based on hydraulic geometry as a function of Q, increases downstream as Q
increases downstream, (m);
T = coeffwidth.*Q.^expwidth;
L145-146: Break lines with comments
L147-150: Estimation of initial flow depths by relation of width, discharge and spatial
sediment relation- (see Fambrough thesis).
C=(8*g/f)^1/2;
b= 10/(sigma-rho);
B=qstrib/(b*1000*coeffwidth);
y= (C^-1)*(coeffwidth^-1)*(B^(-1/3))*sqrt(9.81).*(Q.^(-bQ/3+1/3));
L150: The critical flow depth estimation is commented out currently, (where Fr =1) and
add a meters, (m);
ycrit =((Q./T)^2/g)^0.3333 +1;
ycrit= critical flow depth based on relationships falling out of the specfic energy
equation, (m) ;
L152: Setting flow depth for the length of the channel equal to ycrit;
L153: Initial calculation of velocity based on conservation of mass, Q =VA for a
rectangular channel, (m2/s);
L154: Slope estimation by relation of width, discharge and spatial sediment relation- (see
Fambrough thesis).
S=C*coeffwidth*B*(g^(-3/2))(Q^(bQ-1));
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L155: Break line
L156: Bed elevation calculation using Sm and elevtop, (m);
zz = elevtop-Sm.*(1:L)*delx;
L157-166: Equations for HydraFlag =0 for uniform channel geometry
L157: Else part of loop, HydraFlag is the default setting
L158: Uniform discharge downstream, sets initial Qo equal to the discharge for the
channel reach, Q, (m3/s);
L159: Uniform width downstream, sets initial To equal to the width for the channel
reach, T, (m);
L160-161: Break lines with comments
L162: Estimation of initial flow depths by taking critical flow depth (where Fr =1) and
add a few meters, (m);
ycrit =((Q./T)^2/g)^0.3333 +1;
L163: Setting flow depth for the length of the channel equal to ycrit;
L164: Initial calculation of velocity based on conservation of mass, Q =VA for a
rectangular channel, (m2/s);
L165: Break line
L166: Bed elevation calculation using Sm and elevtop, (m);
zz = elevtop-Sm.*(1:L)*delx;
L167: End of initial flow and geometry loop.
L168: Break line
L169: Setting initial bed elevation to the original bed elevation, (m);
zzo= original bed elevation per node, (m);
L170: Water surface elevation equation equal to bed elevation plus flow depth, (m);
z=y+zz;
z= water surface elevation, (m);
L171: Setting initial water surface elevation to the original water surface elevation, (m);
zo=original water surface elevation, (m);
L172: Commented out PreCalc function used in debugging to estimate velocity (K), slope
(So) and flow depth (yii) based off of the sediment discharge, fluid discharge, width,
critical shear stress, friction factor, and median grain size. Variables are not used in
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subsequent calculations or written to file; they are for use in debugging and setting the
system up with best guesses. Variables returned are:
K= estimation of equilibrium velocity for system with user input variables, (m/s);
So= estimation of equilibrium bed slope for system with user input variables, (unitless);
yii= estimation of equilibrium flow depth for system with user input variables, (unitless);
L173: Else statement for reading in user-defined input loop in ZOE.m, the program enters
the else statement portion of the loop if the user is utilizing a previous runs ending
variables
L174: Input previous run variables using MATLAB load function. Previous run name =
restartdata.mat
L175: End loop for inputting variables
L176-177: Break lines
L178: Calculate number of timeloops from model run duration with a given timestep,
(unitless);
nt=round(Duration*365*24*3600/delt);
nt= number of timesteps necessary to reach the model run Duration, (unitless);
L179: Convert tectonic subsidence rate from meters per Ma to meters per timestep
tec= tectonic subsidence rate, (m/delt);
L180: Initialize Bed, a variable the sums the awpm’s per timestep in DelAbkDataSling
function.
L181-183: Break lines
L184: Calculates alongstream boundary condition for sediment input at tributaries that
are constant throughout time.
qq=tributary input increasing alongstream, (m2/s);
L185: Initialize internal counting variable for use in DelAbkDataSling function
L186-189: Break lines
L190: Save Initialization variables as initialdata.mat in the ./IOFILES/ folder
L191: Section break
L192-262: Main time loop for code running from 1 to Duration per delt
L192: For loop statement running through time loop
L193: Assign qstrib to qq.
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Insert temporal fluxing discharge equation here if desired.
L194: Calculate discharge as a linear function of distance downstream based on the
fluctuating discharges at the head and tributaries.

Q(1 : L) = Qo + qw(delx.)(0 : L - 1)
Equation 1: Discharge increasing downstream due to contributions from tributaries.

L195: Calculate sediment discharge at the channel head based on changes in the water
discharge at the head. qq is hard coded in based on available steady state data. This
makes the water and sediment discharge fluxes contemporaneous.
Qs = qq(Q bQ )
Equation 2: Sediment flux at the channel head based on discharge.

L196: Assignment of sediment flux at channel head.
L197: Calculate the sediment flux at the channel head. The sediment input varies in
volume but not in grain size distribution. This is not accurate, but is an approximation
that allows the users to better understand how grain size distribution changes
downstream.
Qt:,:,1 = awpm:,:,1Qso
Equation 3: Sediment input at the channel head.

L198: Assign tributary input for 1 node.
L199-201: For loop assigning tributary volumes.
L199: For loop statement running through internal nodes
L200: Assigning tributary volumes.
qstribo(jn+1)=(Qs(jn+1)-Qs(jn))/delx;
L201: End statement of tributary volume loop
L202-208: For loop running through nodes for grain size distribution assignment per
tributary volume.
L202: For loop state running through nodes
L203-207: For loop running through mineral species for grain size distribution
assignment per tributary volume.
L203: For loop state running through mineral species
L204-206: For loop running through grain sizes for grain size distribution assignment per
tributary volume.
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L204: For loop state running through grain sizes
L205: Assignment of grain size distribution per tributary input and volumetric
contribution.
L206: End statement for grain size loop
L207: End statement for mineral species loop
L208: End statement for node loop
L209: Break Line
L210: Reassignment of V to Vold before new V is calculated in GRADVAR function
L211: GRADVAR function calculates y, V and Fr using gradually varied flow equations
from Henderson (1966). Uses total head, friction slope and conservation of mass.
Variables returned are:
y= cross sectional averaged flow depth per node (m);
V= cross sectional averaged flow velocity per node (m2/s);
Fr= Froude number per node (unitless);

L212: Updates water surface elevation based on new flow depth and bed elevation, which
is updated at the end of the time loop
L213: Reassigns Amold, the active layer to the previous timesteps value
L214: Calculates C1, Courant-Frederic-Levy (CFL) number, should be less than 1 for
stability of most models. C1 can be greater than 1 since this model uses gradually
varying flow models, Fr is the actual stability factor that should be kept under 1, so that
flow is subcritical.
C1 = (1.5V )theta
Equation 4: Kinematic wave speed stability number should be less than 1.

C1= kinematic wave speed and CFL number, (unitless);

L215: Calculates C2, shallow water wave stability value that should be less than 1 for the
stability of most models. C2 can be greater than 1 since this model uses gradually varying
flow models, Fr is the actual stability factor that should be kept under 1, so that flow is
subcritical.
C2 =

(

)

gy + V theta

Equation 5: Shallow water wave stability number that should be less than 1.

C2= shallow water wave stability number per node, (unitless);
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L216: Am calculation/update, active layer area
L217-220: Break lines with comments
L221-235: Sediment transport loop for loose bed material and Exner Equation enter if
morph =1 and time*delt/3600 >1. The second criteria is to smooth out flow prior to
sediment transport calculations, occurs after model time > 1 hr.
L234: If loop statement entered if morph =1 and time*delt/3600 >1. The second criteria
is to smooth out flow prior to sediment transport calculations, occurs after model time > 1
hr.
L222: SVELA function calculates shear velocity and shear stress following Einstein
(1950). Variables returned are:
svelm= bed shear velocity per node, (m/s);
svelum= total shear velocity per node, (m/s);
to= bed shear stress per node, (kg/m/s2 or Pa);

L223: ENTRAINH calculates the critical shields theta for the median size of the
distribution and hen calculates the critical shear stress for each grain size per mineral
species using either Komar or Egiazaroff. The option of no hiding is also a possibility.
Variables returned are:
tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);
shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);

L224: TRANS calculates sediment transport rates using either MPM (1948), Bagnold
(1973), A&M (1971), or van Rijn (1984) for bedload and Garcia and Parker (1991) for
suspended transport. These capacities are reduced in SEDTRANS to account for nonuniform mixtures and lack of availability in the active layer. The shear stess for
transporting grains is just that due to skin friction. Consequently, the total shear stress is
reduced here using Engelund and Hanson (1967). Variables returned are:
Qtstar= capacity sediment transport for grains as if the bed was uniform for each grain

size per mineral species per node, includes bedload and suspended load transport, (m3/s);
bedfrac= bedload transport fraction of total capacity transport rate, (unitless);

L225: SEDTRAN2004 calculates the nonequilibrium sediment transport rates, the
changes in the available weight percentage of grains per size and mineral species, and the
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changes in bed elevation. This is an implicit coupled method based on Wu et al 2004.
Variables returned are:
awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
delAbk= change in bed area elevation per grain size per mineral species per node, (m2);
delAb= change in bed area elevation for all grain sizes and all mineral species per node,

(m2);
Qt= nonequilibrium sediment transport rate per grain size per mineral size per node,

(m3/s);
L226-228: If loop for comminution calculations
L226: If statement entered when optcomm =1
L227: COMMPARKER3 calculates comminution using Parker (1991) formula for
abrasion of bedload transported grains including size cascading effect. Variables
returned are:
awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
L228: End comminution loop
L229: D50 function calculates geometric mean of the grain size distribution for all
mineral species. This is found by converting grain size dimid values from meters to phi.
Variables returned are:
d50m= median grain size of the bed per node, (m);

L230: New bed elevation calculated using delAb from SEDTRAN2004
L231-233: If loop for tectonics
L231: If statement for tectonics loop entered when opttect does not equal 0
L232: TECTONICS calculates the change in bed elevation due to subsidence. The
subsidence rate and type are specified by the user. Variable returned is:
zz= cross sectional averaged bed elevation per node (m);

L233: End statement for tectonics loop
L234: D50J function calculates geometric mean of the grain size distribution per mineral
species. This is found by converting grain size dimid values from meters to phi.
Variables returned are:
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d50j= median grain size per mineral species per node, (m);

L235: End statement for the sediment transport loop that started at L218
L236: Calculate total sediment transport rate per timestep for the last node. This tracks
the total transport into the basin from the fluvial system.
TotQt= summation of sediment transport for all grain sizes and species per last node per

timestep, (m3/s);
L237-239: Break lines
L240: r calculated to determine plotting interval, set for every 60 delt timesteps
L241-244: If loop for primitive plotting
L241: If loop entered when r ==1 and optplot ==1
L242: Plot axes definition for use in PLOTIT function
Plotaxes= plot axes defined base on user input, (unitless);

L243: PLOTIT function plots a window of 8 subgraphs: longitudinal profile; velocity
downstream; Qt/Qso downstream; delAb downstream; Qt; Fr, C1, and C2; d50m; to and
tc. No variables are returned.
L244: End statement for primitive plotting loop
L245-247: Break lines
L248-253: If loop for primitive file writing
L248: If loop entered when optprint==1
L249: r calculated to determine plotting interval, set for 1/8 of the Duration
L250-253: If loop for writing variables file
L249: If loop entered when r equals a multiple of 1/8 of the Duration
L251: flowdata function writes variables to text file named
“daymonthyear_hourminuteseconda”. The “a” is appended to the end of the file name.
The variables written to file per node are: distance; bed elevation; discharge; flow depth;
channel width; mean velocity; Froude number; bed shear stress; d50m. File is appended
per timestep in the loop.
L252: sedtrandata function writes variables to text file named
“daymonthyear_hourminutesecondb”. The “b” is appended to the end of the file name.
The variables written to file per grain size are: dimid; awpm; delAbk/T; tc; Qt; Qtstar.
File is appended per timestep in the loop.
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L253: End statement for printing loop
L254:: r calculated to determine plotting interval, set for 1/4 of the Duration
L255-257: If loop for writing restartdata.mat file. This is very necessary if the computer
or network crash or are rebooted.
L255: If loop entered when r =1
L256: Save restartdata.mat file.
L257: End statement for file restartdata.mat writing loop
L258: DelAbkDataSling function sums delAbk and Qt variables per timestep. Function
writes to .mat file every 1/10 of the model run Duration. The filename is
“DelAbkdata#.mat”. The “#” is the count variable that was initiated prior to the time
loop being entered. The variables written are: summed delAbk; summed Qt; delAbk per
nt; Qt per nt; L; nsigma; awpm; Qt; dimid; T; delAb; zz; z; time; nt.
L259: End statement to loop for writing variables to files
L260: Display time in either the MATLAB command window or in the c-shell window.
L261: End statement to timeloop
L262: Save last variable values to .mat file called “restartdata.mat”

3.1.3 Problems Associated With ZOE
The line numbers listed above might not agree with the code you are using. Sorry
for that but this is the down side of having an easily modifiable code. File writing and
plotting are time consuming. Cutting out plotting or file writing increase speed of model
run. Cut these out by commenting them out.
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3.2

PHINORM

3.2.1 Introduction
This function calculates the phi-normal grain size distribution for each grain
density using the cumulative distribution function and it calculates the phi-normal grain
size. This is done in phi units because grain size distribution in phi units has been found
to follow a normal distribution. This assumes a phi normal distribution for each mineral
species by volume not by mass.

3.2.2 Line By Line Description
L1-19: Break Line with intro comments
L20: Function call
L21: Blank line
L22-23: Global calls for variables necessary for calculation and for those being returned
from the function
L24: Break line with comments
L25: Conversion factor definition for converting between log base e and log base 2.
Remember log in MATLAB is the natural log.
conv= conversion factor definition for converting between log base e and log base 2,

(unitless);
L26-28: Break lines withcomments
L29-48: For loop running through calculations for all mineral species
L29: For loop statement per mineral species
L30: Upper range definition of grain size range; 3x stdev to encompass 99.7% of the
distribution
uprange= uppler limit of grain size range for 99.7% of the probability

L31: Interval length definition for grain size range, (unitless);
nrange=( 2 times 3 st dev )/nsize, defines the difference per interval from the uprange,

(unitless);
L32: Break line with comments
L33: Range from mean +/- 3 times standard deviation
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x= vector of full 3 standard deviation range per nrange units, (unitless);

L34: This is the MATLAB function for Normal Cumulative Distribution Function.
Previous version of ZOE did this calculation with the error function. This is done for
nsize +1 intervals. This function that is solved is contained below:

yy =

1
stdev 2π

x

∫e

− ( x − xbar ) 2
2 stdev 2

dt

−∞

Equation 6: Cumulative distribution function.

yy= cumulative normal distribution for all x with a mean of xbar and stdev, (unitless);

L35: Convert from cumulative distribution function to individual weight percentages
awp= normally distributed weight percentages per grain size per mineral species,

(unitless);
L36-47: For loop running through all grain sizes per mineral species
L36: For loop statement per grain size per mineral species
L37: dimid calculation using conversion factor between log base e and log 2.
dimid= median diameter for grain size interval (nsize) per mineral species, (m);

L38: defend calculation using conversion factor between log base e and log 2.
defend= lower range of grain size interval per mineral species, (m);

L39: Break line
L40: Rounding down dimid on the micrometer scale
L41: Rounding down defend on the micrometer scale
L42: Blank line
L43-46: For loop assigning normalized weight percentages per mineral species
proportion per node
L43: For loop statement per grain size per mineral species per node
L44: awpom assignment
awpom= original weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

this bed distribution has not interacted with the bed, (unitless);
L45: awpm assignment
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awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
L46: End node for loop
L47: End to grain size loop
L48: End to mineral species loop
L49: subawp assignment to initial bed distribution
subawp= substrate available weight percentage per grain size per mineral species per

node, (unitless);

3.2.3 Problems Associate With PHINORM
This creates a phi normal distribution of the grain sizes. If you want to alter the
distribution, you need to edit the code. This can be seen in the function
PHINORMAmazonTracer.m. The more species and/or grain size in a model run will
increase the computation time.
There are no functional problems with the code to date.
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3.3

D50

3.3.1 Introduction
This function calculates the geometric mean of the bed material for all grain sizes
and mineral species based upon the available weight percentages. D50 is based off of
Middleton’s cumulative probability graphs and calculations. The grain sizes build a
vector depending on their respective available weight percentages per grain size and
mineral species. Then the vector of grain sizes in meters is converted to phi from which
the geometric mean is determined per node. The d50 of the bed is used in sediment
transport equations in ZOE.

3.3.2 Line By Line Description
L1-4: Break lines with comments
L5: Function call
L6: Blank line
L7: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main program
L8-11: Break lines with comments
L12-53: For loop running through the nodes from 1 to L
L12: For loop statement for running through the nodes
L13-17: Break lines with comments
L18: Counter variable initialized per node
nstart=counter variable for vector position, (unitless);

L19: Blank vector initialized per node
x= vector of 100 grain sizes portioned out based on available weight percentages,

(unitless);
L20-44: For loop running through mineral species
L20: For loop statement for mineral species loop
L21: Break line with comments
L22: Temporary variable assigned for end points of vector assignment
tempvar=temporary variable used for counting instances a grain size should occur in the

x vector based on the available weight percentages, (unitless);
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L23: Counter variable for x vector assignment
nstop= counter variable for vector position, (unitless);

L24-43: For loop running through grain sizes per mineral species
L24: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L25-35: For loop running through instances of grain sizes in x vector based on the
available weight percentages
L25: For loop statement for grain size instance in the x vector
L26-29: If loop trap for awpm values that are set to NaN= not a number
L26: If loop statement when nstart or nstop equals NaN
L27: Error message displayed when loop is entered in either the MATLAB command
window or the C-shell.
" Got a problem with starts and stops in D50 “
L28: Keyboard command in MATLAB returns control to the programmer or user so that
they may check variable values and adjust the inputs as need be
L29: End loop statement for NaN occurances
L30-33: If loop trap for awpm values that are set to zero
L30: If loop statement when nstart or nstop equals zero
L31: Error message displayed when loop is entered in either the MATLAB command
window or the C-shell.
" Got a problem with starts and stops in D50 “
L32: Keyboard command in MATLAB returns control to the programmer or user so that
they may check variable values and adjust the inputs as need be
L33: End loop statement for zero occurances
L34: Assignment of x vector to nstop-nstart instances of that specific grain size
L35: End statement for loop of grain size instance in the x vector
L36: Increment nstart to be 1 more than current nstop
L37-42: If loop trap for nsize increment errors
L37: If loop statement for nsize trap
L38: Counter variable for x vector assignment
nstop= counter variable for vector position, (unitless);
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L39-41: If loop reassignment when no incrementation occurs b/c either nstart or nstop
equals zero
L39: If loop statement entered when nstart equals nstop
L40: Reset nstop to nstop -1 so that in the next increment of the i-loop is -1
L41: End loop statement for nstart equal to nstop
L42: End loop statement for nsize increment errors
L43: End loop statement for grain size loop
L44: End loop statement for mineral species loop
L45: Break line with comments
L46: x vector convert from meters to phi units
L47: Geometric mean calculated using MATLAB function mean
L48: Unit Conversion from phi to meters and assignment to d50m per node
L49-52: If loop trap for negative d50 values
L49: If statement for negative d50 values
L50: MATLAB command to pause model run. Pause command is disabled by pressing
the space bar.
L51: Keyboard command in MATLAB returns control to the programmer or user so that
they may check variable values and adjust the inputs as need be
L52: End loop statement of negative d50 trap
L53: End loop statement of node loop

3.3.3 Problems Associate With D50
Decimal awpm values are rounded, which does not preserve the fractional
percentage of the available grain size. This rounding of awpm values can lead to the x
vector being longer or shorter it should be. The awpm’s should sum to 1, which means
that the x vector should have 100 grain size instances contained within it.
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3.4

ENTRAIN

3.4.1 Introduction
This function calculates the critical shear stress for a cohesionless grain of a given
size and mineral species. This function is for use in PRECALC only. The critical shear
stress necessary to entrain the grain is calculated from John Bridge’s (1981) equations
approximating the Shields curve. The Shields curve is only valid for prediction of quartz
grain entrainment of a homogenous bed. Therefore the critical shear stress for sediment
transport for the bed material is calculated in the function ENTRAINH, which includes
hiding. Hiding accounts for a nonuniform grain size distribution and the relative effect of
other grains on an individual grains’ mobility. More detail about entrainment with hiding
function can be found in ENTRAINH function description.

3.4.2 Line By Line Description
L1-9: Break lines with comments
L10: Function call
L11-13: Break lines with comments
L14: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main program
L15-17: Break lines with comments
L18: Internal variable set for use in function
thetac= critical Shields parameter necessary to entrain a grain out of a homogeneous bed

under fully rough condition, (unitless);
L19-65: For loop running calculations through all available mineral species
L19: For loop statement running through mineral species
L20-64: For loop running calculations through all grain sizes per mineral species
L20: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L21-24: Break lines with comments
L25-29: If loop calculating initial approximations to critical bed shear stress using
Komar’s (1986) approximation equations for use in approximating U* in the grain
Reynolds number equation, which determine the hydraulic roughness of the bed.
L25: If loop statement for grains smaller than < 0.8 mm (0.32 phi)
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L26: Initial critical shear stress calculation for small grains
t ci = 0.1 *17.7 * (100 * Di ) 0.59
Equation 7: Initial critical shear stress equation for small grains from Komar.

tci= initial critical shear stress calculation using Komar’s eqns (kg/m/s2);

L27: Else statement of initial critical shear stress loop for grains larger than > 0.8 mm
(0.32 phi).
L28: Initial critical shear stress calculation for large grains
t ci = 0.1 * 65.62 * (100 * Di )1.11
Equation 8: Initial critical shear stress equation for large grains from Komar.

tci= initial critical shear stress calculation using Komar’s eqns (kg/m/s2);

L29: End statement of initial critical shear stress calculation
L30: Calculate the grain Reynold’s number for determination of hydraulic roughness of
the bed.

t ci
reg =

ρ

Dij

viskin

Equation 9: Grain Reynold's number equation.

reg= grain Reynold’s number, (unitless);

L31-58: If loop determining which critical shear stress approximation fits given the
hydraulic roughness of the bed for that specific grain size and mineral species
L31: If loop statement entered for hydraulically smooth beds, where the grain Reynold’s
number < 1.
L32-34: Break lines with comments
L35-36: Calculate critical shear stress using Bridge’s approximation equations

((

)

tc1 = 0.1(σ j − ρ ) gρ 0.15 viskin 0.3 Dij0.7

)

0.869565

Equation 10:Bridge calculated critical shear stress equation.

tc1= Bridge calculated critical shear stress, (kg/m/s2);

L37: Elseif statement entered for hydraulically transitional beds, when reg <60 and >1.
L39-42: Break lines with comments
L43: Initialize tcin for Newton –Raphson loop to solve for critical shear stress of the
hydraulically transitional bed. There is a Newton-Raphson loop to converge on the
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correct solution. I did not use a MATLAB root finding function because this portion of
the code does not take a considerable amount of time.
tcin= tci +1, internal variable used to approximate critical shear stress for the

hydraulically rough bed, (kg/m/s2);
L44- 51: While loop converging on critical shear stress of hydraulically transitional bed
using Newton-Raphson method
L44: While loop statement entered with the difference between tcin – tci is greater than
1/1000th.
L45: Calculate Shields critical parameter based off of tci. Remember log in MATLAB is
the same as natural log.
⎛
t ci
thet ln = log⎜
⎜ (σ − ρ )gD
ij
⎝ j

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

Equation 11: Natural log of critical Shield's parameter.

thetln= natural log of the critical Shields parameter, which is the nondimensional form of

the critical shear stress, (unitless);
L46: Calculate natural log of the grain Reynold’s number
reln= natural log of the grain Reynolds number, (unitless);

L47: Calculate remainder from Bridge’s regression equation for the transitional
hydraulically rough bed
ftc = −2.26 − 0.905re ln + 0.168re ln 2 − thet ln
Equation 12: Bridge's regression equation for calculating critical shear stress on hydraulically
transitional beds.

ftc= remainder from Bridge’s regression equation for the transitional hydraulically rough

bed, (unitless);
L48: Calculate the derivative of Bridge’s regression equation for the transitional
hydraulically rough bed.

dftc =

− 1.45 + 0.168re ln
t ci

Equation 13: Derivative of Bridge's regression equation for calculating critical shear stress on
hydraulically transitional beds.

dftc= derivative of transitional hydraulically rough eqn , (unitless);

L49: Calculated new tcin
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tcin = tci −

ftc
dftc

Equation 14: Critical shear stress equation for hydraulically transitional bed.

tcin= internal variable used to approximate critical shear stress for the hydraulically

transitional bed, (kg/m/s2);
L50: Reassign tci to tcin.
L51: End statement of the while loop converging on critical shear stress of hydraulically
transitional bed using Newton-Raphson method
L52: Reassign tc1 = tcin;
tc1= Bridge calculated critical shear stress, (kg/m/s2);

L53: Elseif statement entered for hydraulically transitional beds, when reg >60.
L54-56: Break lines with comments
L57: Calculating tc1 for the hydraulically rough bed which has a constant critical Shields
parameter, thetac.

tc1 = thetac( g )(σ j − ρ ) Dij
Equation 15: Critical shear stress equaiont for hydraulically rough beds.

tc1= Bridge calculated critical shear stress, (kg/m/s2);

L58: End statement of loop determining which critical shear stress approximation fits
given the hydraulic roughness of the bed for that specific grain size and mineral species
L59-61: Break lines with comments
L62: Reassign critical shear stress per grain size of a given species for all nodes to the
calculate value tc1.
tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);

L63: Calculate critical shear velocity per grain size of a given species for all nodes.
shvelc =

tc1ij

ρ

Equation 16: Critical shear velocity.

shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);
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3.4.3 Problems Associate With ENTRAIN
None to date.
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3.5

SETTLE

3.5.1 Introduction
This function calculates the settling velocity for spherical particles of diameter
given by dimid, which was calculated in PHINORM. The settling velocity of the
particles is the rate at which a particle falls through a static fluid due to gravity. The
settling velocity falls out of setting the force due to the particle weight equal to drag force
of a given grain. The settling velocity of an individual grain depends on density and
viscosity of the fluid, and the density, shape, size, roundness and surface texture of a
given particle. ZOE uses an empirical formula from Dietrich (1982) to calculate the
settling velocity. Dietrich’s calculation depends on 4 nondimensional parameters and is
good for size from very fine clay to small buildings (10 m = max limit of diameter to use
in formula). The 4 nondimensional parameters are 1) dimensionless diameter, assumed
to be dimid for uses in ZOE, 2) dimensionless settling velocity, 3) Corey Shape Factor,
and 4) Powers roundness index.

3.5.2 Line By Line Description
L1-10: Break lines with comments
L11: Function call
L12: Global call for variables used in the following calculations and returning to the main
program
L13: Break line
L14-21: For loop running through mineral species
L14: For loop statement running through mineral species
L15-20: For loop running through grain sizes per mineral species
L15: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L16: Dimensionless diameter calculation
dim dl =

(sigma − rho )g
rho(kinematicvi cos ity )

2

dim id 3

Equation 17: Dimensionless diameter.

dimdl= dimensionless diameter of grain sizes, (unitless);
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L17: Take log base 10 of dimensionless diameter for use in Dietrich’s eqn 9
dim dl = log10 dim dl
Equation 18: Log of dimensionless diameter.

L18: Compute log base 10 of dimensionless settling velocity, Dietrich’s eqn 9
rhs = −3.76715 + 1.92944(dim dl ) − 0.09815(dim dl ) 2 − 0.00575(dim dl ) 3 + 0.000565(dim dl ) 4
Equation 19: Dimensionless settling velocity.

rhs= log base 10 of dimensionless settling velocity computed from Dietrich’s eqn 9,

(unitless);
L19: Convert log base 10 of dimensionless settling velocity into dimensional settling
velocity.
⎛ ( sigma − rho) g (kinematicvis cos ity )10
setv = ⎜⎜
rho
⎝

rhs

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

1
3

Equation 20: Settling velocity of spheriecal grains in a static fluid.

setv= settling velocity of spherical grains in static fluid, (m/s);

L20: End loop statement running through grain sizes
L21: End loop statement running through mineral species

3.5.3 Problems Associate With SETTLE
Settling velocity is calculated for grains in a static fluid. The grains in ZOE are
not in a static fluid. This is the best approximation to the actual settling velocity. This
function assumes the same shape- spherical, and roundness – well rounded, for all grains.
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3.6

GRADVAR

3.6.1 Introduction
This function calculates the stream profile, water discharge, flow depth and
velocity based on the energy equation using the gradually varied flow equations from
Henderson (1966). This function uses a backwater calculation method that works with
subcritical flow, as the majority of natural streams are subcritical. The backwater
calculation method is based off of the user supplied downstream water surface elevation
or the critical flow depth at the last node if the lower boundary condition (BCL) equals
zero. This uses the numerical method from Chen (1979).

3.6.2 Line By Line Description
L1-9: Break lines with comments
L10: Function call
L11-12: Global call for variables used in the following calculations and returning to the
main program
L13-15: Break lines with comments
L16-45: If loop to set up water surface elevation at downstream boundary.
L16: If loop statement entered if user has specified downstream water surface elevation
L17: Set lower water surface elevation equal to the user specified lower boundary
condition
z= cross sectional averaged water surface elevation per node (m);
BCL= Lower boundary condition, refers to the water surface elevation at the end of the

channel reach, can be set to zero, (m);
L18: Calculates the critical flow depth from specific energy equations
⎛ ⎛ Q ⎞2
⎜⎜ ⎟
⎜ T
ycrit = ⎜ ⎝ ⎠
g
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

1

3

+1

Equation 21: Critical flow depth equation.
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ycrit= critical flow depth based on relationships falling out of the specfic energy

equation, (m) ;
L19: Calculate manning number assuming wide channel so that the hydraulic radius
approximately equals the flow depth
ycrit

mann =

1
6

8g
f

Equation 22: Manning number

mann= roughness coefficient values, (m1/3/s);

L20: Calculate flow depth based on lower boundary condition and bed elevation
L21: Assign flow depth to dinit
dinit = initial depth at control section, (m);

L22: Else statement to lower boundary if loop, entered when BCL equals zero
L23-26: Break lines with comments
L27: Calculates the critical flow depth from specific energy equations
⎛ ⎛ Q ⎞2
⎜⎜ ⎟
⎜ T
ycrit = ⎜ ⎝ ⎠
g
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

1

3

+1

Equation 23: Critical flow depth equation.

ycrit= critical flow depth based on relationships falling out of the specfic energy

equation, (m) ;
L28: Calculate manning number assuming wide channel so that the hydraulic radius
approximately equals the flow depth. The friction factor for various stream regimes and
locales can be found in Knighton (1998).
mann =

ycrit

1
6

8g
f

Equation 24: Manning number

mann= roughness coefficient values, (m1/3/s);

L29-31: Break lines with comments
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L32: Slope calculated at downstream boundary assuming hydrostatic pressure
slop= bed slope of last 2 nodes in channel, (unitless);

L33-35: If loop trapping negative slopes
L33: If loop statement entered for slope equaling zero or a negative number
L34: Reassignment of slop to 1 x 10-5
L35: End statement of loop trapping negative slopes
L36: Calculate dinit assuming wide channel
3

⎛ Qmann ⎞ 5
⎟
dinit = ⎜
⎜ T slop ⎟
⎠
⎝

Equation 25: Lower boundary water depth.

dinit= water depth at lower boundary for the slop, (m);

L37-39: If loop trapping dinit when less than ycrit, this keeps the flow critical or less
L37: If loop statement entered when dinit < ycrit
L38: Reassign dinit to ycrit
L39: End statement for critical flow depth trap
L40-46: If loop testing if wide channel assumption was accurate within 5 significant
digits. If the assumption was wrong, the loop is entered and the correct flow depth is
calculated.
L40: If loop statement for wide channel assumption error
L41: Constant calculated for use in flow depth determining polynomial
⎛
⎜ Qn
c=⎜ 5
⎜ 3
⎝T S

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

3

Equation 26: Constant used in water depth polynomial.

c= constant for use in determining flow depth where withd> 20 can not be assumed,

(m6/s);
L42: Break line with comments
L43: Setting up the polynomial to solve assuming a rectangular cross section from
manning equation
0 = dinit 5 + 4Cdinit 2 + 4CTdinit + CT 2
Equation 27: Backwater calculation for water depth.
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dinit= water depth at lower boundary for the slop, (m);

L44: Calculate roots of the above polynomial using MATLAB solver roots. The first
root will be positive and the rest negative or imaginary. The correct solution for our
purposes in replicating the natural world is the 1st positive root.
L45: Assign positive root to dinit
L46: End statement for wide channel assumption error
L47: Assign flow depth at last node to dinit
L48: End statement for lower boundary condition water surface elevation assignment
loop
L49-53: Break lines with comments
L54: Calculate cross sectional area assuming a rectangle channel shape for lower
boundary
area = width times depth, (m2);

L55: Calculate velocity using conservation of mass at lower boundary
V= velocity at a given node, (m/s);

L56: Calculate perimeter from rectangular cross section at lower boundary
P= width plus 2 times the flow depth, (m);

L57: Calculate hydraulic radius
rch= area/P, (m);

L58-62: Break lines with comments
L63: Initialization of counter variable for use in forthcoming loop
step = counter variable, (unitless);

L64-66: Break lines with comments
L67-109: For loop calculating flow depth in backwater calculations from lower boundary,
using the step increment
L67: For loop statement running through backwater calculations
L68-75: If loop calculating friction slope, flow depth
L68: If loop statement initializing friction slope for lower boundary
L69: Calculate friction slope from lower boundary conditions
sf1= friction slope of downstream boundary for backwater calculations, (unitless);

L70: Calculate total head at lower boundary
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h1 = zz + y +

v2
2g

Equation 28: Total head at lower boundary of unit cell.

h1= total head calculation of downstream section of unit cell in backwater calculation,

(m);
L71: Assign flow depth of downstream section of unit cell in backwater calculation to
dinit
L72: Else statement for calculating downstream section of unit cell in backwater
calculation when not at lower boundary
L73: Assign friction slope determined from backwater calculation to new lower friction
slope used in backwater calculation
sf1= friction slope of downstream boundary for backwater calculations, (unitless);

L74: Assign total head determined from backwater calculation to new lower friction
slope used in backwater calculation
h1= total head calculation of downstream section of unit cell in backwater calculation,

(m);
L75: End statement of loop calculating downstream boundary conditions for backwater
calculations
L76-80: Break lines with comments
L81: Assign counter variable for forthcoming while loop
node = jn +step, (unitless);

L82: Assign internal variables for forthcoming while loop
h2= initial estimate total head calculation of upstream section of unit cell in backwater

calculation, (m);
h21= holder variable for total head calculation of upstream section of unit cell in

backwater calculation, (m);
count= counter variable, (unitless);

L83-100: While loop used for calculating upstream flow depth entered when count < 100
(used to prevent being stuck in the loop from lack of convergence) and when (h2-h21) is
greater than 1 x 10-8.
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L83: While statement for calculating upstream flow depth entered when count < 100
(used to prevent being stuck in the loop from lack of convergence) and when (h2-h21) is
greater than 1 x 10-8.
L84-86: If loop reassigning upstream flow depth when it is too low
L84: If loop statement entered when upstream flow depth is estimated to be less than 1 x
10 -9.
L85: Reassign upstream flow depth to a higher value (1 x 10-3 m) that does not induce
unrealistic results
d2 = upstream unit cell flow depth in backwater calculations, (m);

L86: End statement of if loop for flows that are too thin
L87-90: Calculate estimate of upstream variables based on initial guess of flow depth.
Initial guess of flow depth at upstream boundary is equal to flow depth a lower boundary.
L87: Calculate upstream cross sectional area, assuming rectangular shape.
a2= d2 * width, (m2);

L88: Calculate upstream perimeter, assuming rectangular shape
p2 = T + 2(d2), (m);

L89: Calculate upstream velocity, assuming conservation of mass
v2 = Q/a2, (m/s);

L90: Calculate upstream hydraulic radius
rch2 =a2/p2, (m);

L91-94: Break lines with comments
L95: Calculate friction slope at upstream boundary
sf2= friction slope of upstream boundary for backwater calculations, (unitless);

L96: Calculate total head at upstream boundary, same eqn as that used to calculate h1.
h2= total head of upstream section of unit cell in backwater calculation, (m);

L97: Calculate h21 using a liner approach based on the downstream boundary total head.

h21 = h1 − step

delx
( sf 1 + sf 2)
2

Equation 29: Total head at upper unit cell boundary.

h21= total head of upstream boundary assuming a linear relationship, (m);

L98: Increment counter variable by 1
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L99: Calculate flow depth using a total head difference equation
d2 = d2 +

h 21 − h 2
⎛ v 2 ⎞ ⎛ 3sf 2 Δx ⎞
⎟⎟
⎜⎜1 − ⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜
⎝ gy ⎠ ⎝ 2rch2 ⎠

Equation 30: Upstream flow depth.

d2 = upstream unit cell flow depth in backwater calculations, (m);

L100: End statement of while loop exited when h21 –h2 is less than <1 x 10-8 m.
L101: Assign y (node) to d2 value
L102: Round y to the nearest 0.0005
L103: Calculate velocity at the node for the given flow depth
L104: Calculate the Froude number at the node for the given flow depth and velocity.
L105: End statement of loop backstepping up the channel calculating the flow depth.

3.6.3 Problems Associate With GRADVAR
This function does not due well with rapid changes in the discharge or in the bed
elevation. If sawtoothing occurs in the long profile, cut down the timestep to help the
model increment through time more smoothly. Sawtoothing means that there is too large
of a change in bed elevation which is causing a rapid change in the flow calculation.
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3.7

SVELA

3.7.1 Introduction
This function calculates shear velocity and shear stress of the bed following Du
Boys. Older version of ZOE used Einstein (1950) which calculated the shear stress due
to skin friction and its resulting velocity. The code reflects this older version and may be
implemented again in yet another version of ZOE. Shear stress can be reduced to skin
friction components in TRANS.

3.7.2 Line By Line Description
L1-8: Break lines with comments
L9: Function call
L10: Global call for variables used in the following calculations and returning to the main
program
L11: Break line
L12-20: For loop running through nodes covering the length of the river
L12: For loop statement running through nodes
L13: Velocity assigned to local variable, hold over in code style from days of Fortran 77
V= velocity at a given node, (m/s);

L14: Hydraulic radius definition using Lacy’s wide channel assumption that withd > 20,
which sets the hydraulic radius equal to the flow depth
rch= hydraulic radius given wide channel assumption, i.e. flow depth, (m);

L15: Friction slope calculation assuming hydrostatic pressure
fv 2
sf =
8 g (rch)
Equation 31: Friction slope

sf= friction slope, (unitless);

L16: Reassigning rch to dr,
dr=rch, previously it is was the hydraulic radius for skin friction, (m);

L17: Calculate shear velocity
svelm = g (dr )( sf )
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Equation 32: Shear velocity.

svelm= total shear velocity per node. Previously this was the bed shear velocity, now it

is the same as svelum, (m/s);
L18: Calculate shear velocity
svelum = g (dr )( sf )

svelum= total shear velocity per node, (m/s);

L19: Calculate bed shear stress
to = rho( g )( sf )(dr )
Equation 33: Bed shear stress.

to= bed shear stress per node (kg/m/s2 or Pa);

L20: End statement to node loop

3.7.3 Problems Associate With SVELA
The code is not as clean as it could be due to relict code and the future possibility
of using Einstein’s skin friction hydraulic radius equations.
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3.8

ENTRAINH

3.8.1 Introduction
This function calculates critical shear stress necessary to entrain a specific grain
on the bed relative to the grain size distribution as a whole for a given node. Natural
rivers are not made of uniform-sized sediment; the distribution of sediment is commonly
log-normal, ranging from silt transported to gravel transported as bedload by sliding,
rolling and saltating. Non-uniform sediment creates hiding conditions, where grains can
be block from the force of the flow or the grains are extruding into the flow relative to the
neighboring grains. The influence of other grain sizes reduces the shear stress needed to

initiate motion on the larger grains and increases the critical shear stress needed to move
smaller grains, imagine basketballs rolling over bb’s and the inverse. Two types of
hiding formual are plotted in the figure below, Komar, and Egiazaroff. Both formulas for
Figure 7: This plots shows how critical shear stress increases with grain size when considering the
effects of hiding.

hiding show an increase in the critical shear stress for small grain sizes relative to the
critical shear stress without hiding. In addition, both Komar and Egiazaroff hiding show
a significant decrease in the critical shear stress for large grain sizes relative to the case
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without hiding. Overall, Komar’s equation for critical shear stress with hiding is lower
than that of Egiazaroff. In general, Egiazaroff’s hiding functions are better for smaller
grain sizes, while Komar’s function is better for a wider distribution that includes gravels.

3.8.2 Line By Line Description
L1-11: Break lines with comments
L12: Function call
L13: Global call for variables used in the following calculations and returning to the main
program
L14-16: Break lines with comments
L17: Blank
L18: Internal variable set for use in function
thetac= critical Shields parameter necessary to entrain a grain out of a homogeneous bed

under fully rough condition, (unitless);
L19-73: For loop running calculations through all available mineral species
L19: For loop statement running through mineral species
L20-24: If loop calculating initial approximations to critical bed shear stress using
Komar’s (1986) approximation equations for use in approximating shear velocity in the
grain Reynolds number equation, which determines the hydraulic roughness of the bed.
L20: If loop statement for grains smaller than < 0.8 mm (0.32 phi)
L21: Initial critical shear stress calculation for small grains
t ci = 0.1 *17.7 * (100 * Di ) 0.59
Equation 34: Critical shear stress for small grains using Komar's formula.

tci= initial critical shear stress calculation using Komar’s eqns (kg/m/s2);

L22: Else statement of initial critical shear stress loop for grains larger than > 0.8 mm
(0.32 phi).
L23: Initial critical shear stress calculation for large grains
t ci = 0.1 * 65.62 * (100 * Di )1.11
Equation 35: Critical shear stress for large grains using Komar's formula.

tci= initial critical shear stress calculation using Komar’s eqns (kg/m/s2);

L24: End statement of initial critical shear stress calculation
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L25: Calculate the grain Reynold’s number for determination of hydraulic roughness of
the bed.
t ci
reg =

ρ

Dij

viskin

Equation 36: Grain Reynold's number.

reg= grain Reynold’s number, (unitless);

L26-42: If loop determining which critical shear stress approximation fits given the
hydraulic roughness of the bed for that specific grain size and mineral species
L26: If loop statement entered for hydraulically smooth beds, where the grain Reynold’s
number < 1.
L27-29: Break lines with comments
L30: Calculate Shield’s critical parameter using Vogel’s (1992) approximation equations

(

thet ln = log 0.1reg 0.3

)

Equation 37: Natural log of the critical Shield's parameter.

thetln= natural log of the critical Shields parameter, which is the nondimensional form of

the critical shear stress, (unitless);
L31: Elseif statement entered for hydraulically transitional beds, when reg <60 and >1.
L32-34: Break lines with comments
L35: Calculate natural log of the grain Reynold’s number
reln= natural log of the grain Reynolds number, (unitless);

L36: Calculate Shield’s critical parameter from Bridge’s regression equation for the
transitional hydraulically rough bed
thet ln = −2.26 − 0.905re ln + 0.168re ln 2
Equation 38: Shield’s critical parameter for the transitional hydraulically rough bed

thetln= natural log of the critical Shields parameter, which is the nondimensional form of

the critical shear stress, (unitless);
L37: Elseif statement entered for hydraulically transitional beds, when reg >60.
L38-40: Break lines with comments
L41: Calculating Shield’s critical parameter for the hydraulically rough bed which has a
constant critical Shields parameter, thetac.
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thet ln = log(thetac)
Equation 39: Shield’s critical parameter for the hydraulically rough bed .

thetln= natural log of the critical Shields parameter, which is the nondimensional form of

the critical shear stress, (unitless);
L42: End statement of loop determining which critical shear stress approximation fits
given the hydraulic roughness of the bed for that specific grain size and mineral species
L43: Calculate median Shield's critical parameter.
thet 50 = e thet ln
Equation 40: Median Shield's critical parameter

thet50= Median of Shield’s critical parameter per node, (unitless);

L44-72: Switch loop for selection of hiding formulation
L44: Switch loop based on value of user-defined variable, opthide.
L45: Case (0) entered when opthide equals zero. This is the no hiding option.
L46: Break line with comments
L47: Case (1) entered when opthide equals one. This case calculates the critical shear
stress per grain per mineral species per node using Komar’s formulation.
L48-50: Break lines with comments
L51: Internal variable declared for use in calculating Komar’s critical shear stresses.
con1= constant used in Komar’s (1986) critical shear stress formulation, (unitless);

L52-58: For loop running through Komar’s equation for all mineral species
L52: For loop statement running through mineral species
L53-57: For loop running through Komar’s equation for all grain sizes
L53: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L54-55: Calculate critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species using Komar’s
equation 6 (1986)
1
tci , j , jn = thet 50 jn g (sigma j − rho )Di1,+jcon1 Di−, con
j

Equation 41: Critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species using Komar's equation 6.

tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);

L56: Calculate critical shear velocity per grain size of a given species for all nodes.
shvelc =

tc1ij

ρ
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Equation 42: Shear velocity.

shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);

L57: End statement for grain size loop
L58: End statement for mineral species loop
L59: Case (2) entered when opthide equals two. This case calculates the critical shear
stress per grain per mineral species per node using Egiazaroff’s formulation.
L60-71: For loop running through Egiazaroff’s equation for all mineral species
L60: For loop statement running through mineral species
L61-70: For loop running through Egiazaroff’s equation for all grain sizes
L61: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L62-68: If loop for allocating Egiazaroff’s equation for grains smaller than 40% of the
median grain size and for those grains larger than 40 %.
L62: If loop statement entered when dimid(i,j) /d50 (jn) is smaller than or equal to 0.4
L63-64: Calculate critical shear stress per grain size using Egiazaroff’s equation

⎛ D50m jn
tci , j , jn = (sigmaj − rho)gDi , j thet50 jn 0.843⎜
⎜ D
⎝ i, j

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

Equation 43: Critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species using Egiazaroff's formula for
small grains.

tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);

L65: Else statement for grains larger than 0.4 of the mean grain size
L66-67: Calculate critical shear stress per grain size using Egiazaroff’s equation

tci , j , jn

⎛
⎜
⎜
log(19)
= (sigma j − rho )gDi , j thet 50 jn ⎜
⎜ ⎛ 19 Di , j
⎜ log⎜
⎜ ⎜ D50 m jn
⎝ ⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠⎠

2

Equation 44: Critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species using Egiazaroff's formula for
large grains.

tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);

L68: End statement for the if loop
L69: Calculate critical shear velocity per grain size of a given species for all nodes.
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shvelc =

tc1ij

ρ

Equation 45: Shear velocity

shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);

L70: End statement for grain size loop
L71: End statement for mineral species loop
L72: End statement for Switch loop
L73: End statement for node loop

3.8.3 Problems Associate With ENTRAINH
No known problems with the hiding function.
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3.9

TRANS

3.9.1 Introduction
This function calculates the capacity transport, which is the transport of sediment
as if the specific grain size per a given mineral species was the only grain on the bed.
Total sediment transport rates are calculated using both bedload and suspended load
functions. Bedload functions are chosen through a user specified variable, opttrans. The
bedload function options are: Meyer-Peter and Mueller (1948); Bagnold (1973); Ashida
and Michuie (1971); or van Rijn (1984). Please note that van Rijn is a total load
formulation. Garcia and Parker (1991) equations are used for suspended load
calculations.

3.9.2 Line By Line Description
L1-16: Break lines with comments
L17: Blank
L18: Function call
L19: Blank
L20-21: Global call for variables used in the following calculations and returning to the
main program
L22: Blank
L23: Turn off warnings that may arise in normal MATLAB use by using the TRANS
function. This is a hold over part of the code that is not necessary, but kept for debugging
purposes in case more functions are added.
L24: Define nu, the kinematic viscosity of the water.
nu=kinematic viscosity of water (m2/s);

L25: Define Von Karman’s constant kappa
kappa= 0.4, Von Karman’s constant for clear water, (unitless);

L26: Define A, a constant used in Garcia and Parker (1991). This constant is used for
calibrating their observed versus predicted data.
A =1.3x10-7, Garcia and Parker constant, (unitless);
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L27-117: For loop running through capacity transport calculations per grain size per
mineral species per node
L27: For loop statement running through nodes
L28: Internal variable initialization
Qbtot= internal variable summing bedload transport per node, (m3/s);

L29: Defines reference level used in Garcia and Parker (1991) suspended load
calculation. Set to 0.05 of the flow depth. This is approximately, the same value as the
active layer thickness.
b=Garcia and Parker (1991) reference level, (m);

L30: Defines lower level from which the Garcia and Parker suspended load equations are
integrated from.
zetab= lower boundary of vertical integration of the suspended load formaulation from

Garcia and Parker (1991), (unitless);
L31: Define constant Cf, the law of the wall
Cf =

U
=
U*

8
f

Equation 46: Law of the wall.

Cf = the law of the wall, (unitless);

L32: Calculate kc, turbulent roughness boundary layer
⎛
⎞
11 y
⎟⎟
kc = ⎜⎜
−
0
.
5
1000
⎝ e − kappa*Cf
⎠
Equation 47: Turbulent roughness boundary layer.

kc= turbulent roughness boundary layer thickness, (mm);

L33: Break line with comments
L34: Calculate Shield’s stress of the flow
To =

toi , j , jn

(sigma − rho )gDi , j

Equation 48: Shield's stress for the flow.

To= Shield’s stress of the flow, assumes density of quartz, (unitless);

L35: Break line with comments
L36: Break line
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L37: Shield’s Stress due to skin friction using Engelund and Hanson (1967) formulation
for lower regime dunes. This is currently commented out. Remove the % sign in front of
the equation to engage this capability.
L38-39: Break lines with comments
L40: Calculate bed shear stress from skin friction. This is currently commented out.
Remove the % sign in front of the equation to engage this capability. To use this
equation, the equation on L36 must be engaged.
L41: Break line
L42: Calculate shear velocity of the flow
Ustar =

to
rho

Equation 49: Shear velocity

Ustar= shear velocity of the flow, (m/s);

L43-115: For loop running through mineral species per node
L43: For loop statement running through mineral species
L44: Calculate R, internal variable of mineral species density relation to fluid density
R=

(sigma

j

− rho )

rho

Equation 50: Internal variable relating mineral species to flow density.

R= internal variable of mineral species density relation to water, (unitless);

L45-114: For loop running through grain sizes per mineral species per node
L45: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L46: Calculate critical Shield’s stress per grain size per mineral species per node

Toc =

tci , j , jn
( sigma j − rho) gDi , j

Equation 51: Critical Shield's stress per grain size per mineral species per node.

Toc= Shield’s critical stress needed to entrain a grain, (unitless);

L47-48: Break lines with comments
L49-85: Switch loop for optional bedload transport equations chosen by the user through
the opttrans variable.
L49: Switch loop statement based on value of opttrans
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L50: Case 1 entered when opttrans equals 1, meaning that Bagnold’s bedload formulation
is to be used.
L51: Break line with comments
L52-58: If loop calculates Qb, bedload transport, if to is greater than tc.
L52: If loop statement entered when to > tc
L53: Calculate immersed weight transport rate per unit width, using Bagnold’s
formulation as recast by Bridge (1984) (kg/s3)

Qb = 10(to jn − tci , j , jn )(Ustar − shvelci , j , jn )

Equation 52: Bagnold's formula for immersed weight transport rate per unit width.

L54: Break line with comments
L55: Convert Qb from mass (kg/s3) to volumetric discharge (m3/s)
Qb =

QbT
( sigma j − rho) g

Equation 53: Bagnold's formula converted to cms.

Qb=bedload transport rate, (m3/s);

L56: Else statement for when to < tc
L57: Set Qb to zero for that grain size per mineral species per node because it is not
entrainable.
L58: End statement of If loop with Bagnold transport formula
L59: Case 2 entered when opttrans equals 2, meaning that Ashida and Michuie’s
transport formula is to be used
L60-61: Break lines with comments
L62-67: If loop calculates Qb if To is greater than Toc (Shield’s stresses)
L62: If loop statement entered when To> Toc
L63: Calculate qbistar, dimensionless transport value.

(

qbistar = 17(To − Toc ) To − Toc

)

Equation 54: Ashida & Michuie's bedload formula.

qbistar = Ashida & Michuie dimensionless transport value, (unitless);

L64: Convert qbistar from dimensionless number to (m3/s).

Qb = T (qbistar ) RgDi , j Di , j
Equation 55: Ashida & Michuie's bedload formula converted to cms.
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Qb=bedload transport rate, (m3/s);

L65: Else statement for when To < Toc
L66: Set Qb to zero for that grain size per mineral species per node because it is not
entrainable.
L67: End statement of If loop with Ashida & Michuie transport formula
L68: Case 3 entered when opttrans equals 3, meaning that van Rijn’s (1984) transport
formula is to be used. This is a total load transport formula.
L69: Break line with comments
L70: Calculate dimensionless particle parameter
1

⎛ Rg ⎞ 3
Dstar = D50 m ⎜
⎟
⎝ν ⎠
Equation 56: Dimensionless particle number.

Dstar= van Rijn’s dimensionless particle parameter, (unitless);

L71: Calculate Chezy C, ignoring grain shearing
C=

8g
f

Equation 57: Chezy C.

C= Chezy roughness parameter, (m1/2/s);

L72: Calculate effective bed shear velocity
Ustarp =

g
C

Equation 58: Effective bed shear velocity.

Ustarp= effective bed shear velocity, (unitless);

L73: Calculate dimensionless transport stage parameter.
Tstar =

(Ustarp

2

− shvelci2, j , jn )

shvelci2, j , jn

Equation 59: Dimensionless transport stage parameter.

Tstar= dimensionless transport stage parameter, (unitless);

L74: Calculate Qb (m2/s) per van Rijn’s formula
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Qb =

(0.053Tstar

2.1

1.5
D50
m

Dstar

)

Rg

0.3

Equation 60: van Rijn's total load formulation.

L75: Break line with comments
L76: Convert Qb (m2/s) to (m3/s)
Qb = TQb
Equation 61: van Rijn's total load formula converted to cms.

Qb=bedload transport rate, (m3/s);

L77: Otherwise statement, this is the default formula, Meyer- Peter Mueller, for opttrans
and this is the formula when opttrans equals zero.
L78: Break line with comments
L79-84: If loop calculates Qb if To is greater than Toc (Shield’s stresses)
L79: If loop statement entered when To> Toc
L80-81: Calculate bedload transport with Meyer-Peter-Mueller formula with unit
conversion from dimensionless to cumecs.
Qb = 8(To − Toc ) 2 T RgDi , j
3

Equation 62: Meyer-Peter & Mueller bedload formula.

Qb=bedload transport rate, (m3/s);

L82: Else statement for when To < Toc
L83: Set Qb to zero for that grain size per mineral species per node because it is not
entrainable.
L84: End statement of If loop with Meyer-Peter-Mueller transport formula
L85: End statement of Switch loop for transport formula
L86-97: Break lines with comments
L98-111: Calculate suspended sediment using Garcia and Parker (1991) formula
L98: Calculate the particle Reynold’s number
⎛ sigma j − rho
Re p = ⎜
gDi , j
⎜
rho
⎝

⎞ Di , j
⎟
⎟ ν
⎠

Equation 63; Reynold's particle number.

Rep= particle Reynold’s number, (unitless);

L99-100: Break lines with comments
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L101: Calculate the straining parameter
lambdam = 1 − 0.298stdev j
Equation 64: Straining parameter.

lambdam= straining parameter, mobility of a given grain decreases with a larger

standard deviation, (unitless);
L102: Calculate the similarity variable, Zui. The similarity variable relates the
dimensional shear velocity to the sediment concentration at the bed.
⎛ Ustar
Zui = lambdam⎜
⎜ setv
i, j
⎝

⎞
⎛ D
⎟ Re p 0.6 ⎜ i , j
⎜D
⎟
⎝ 50 m
⎠

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

0.2

Equation 65: Similarity variable relating dimensional shear velocity to the sediment concentration at
the bed.

Zui= similarity variable, (unitless);

L103: Calculate the sediment entrainment ratio, Eui. The sediment entrainment ratio,
where A is a specified constant 1.3 x 10 ^-7 based on observed versus predicted values.
AZ 5
Eui =
A 5
1+
Z
0.3
Equation 66: Sediment entrainment ratio.

Eui = sediment entrainment ratio, (unitless);

L104-106: Set up integral to be solved, F. F is the velocity profile times the concentration
profile over the bed.
setvi , j

⎛ 1 − zeta
⎞ kappaUstar
⎜
⎟
30 y
⎟
log
F = ⎜ zeta
1 − zetab ⎟
k c zeta
⎜⎜
⎟
zetab ⎠
⎝
Equation 67: Upward volumetric flux of particles.

F= function of the upward volumetric flux, the velocity profile multiplied by the

concentration profile, (unitless);
L107: Integrate the upward volumetric flux from top of the active layer to the top of the
water column. The integration is done using a quadrature method in MATLAB. This is
not an integral; it numerically evaluates the integral with an error of 10-6. F is integrated
from zetab to 1 using increments of 0.001.
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Int= quadrature of F from zetab to 1 using increments of 0.001, (unitless);

L108: Convert the upward volumetric flux to cumes.
⎛ yUstarEui ⎞
⎟⎟ Int
Qss = T ⎜⎜
⎝ kappa ⎠
Equation 68: Garcia and Parker's suspended sediment formula in cms.

Qss= suspended sediment load, (m3/s);

L109-111: Break lines with comments
L112: Calculate capacity transport per grain size per mineral species per node

Qtstar = Qb + Qss
Equation 69: Capacity transport per grain size per mineral species.

Qtstar= sum of capacity bedload and suspended load transport rates, (m3/s);

L113: Calculate cumulative bedload transport rate per node
Qbtot= internal variable summing bedload transport per node, (m3/s);

L114: End statement running through grain size loop
L115: End statement running through mineral species loop
L116: Calculate bedload transport fraction of total capacity transport for use in
comminution function.
bedfrac= bedload transport fraction of total capacity transport rate, (unitless);

L117: End statement running through nodes in channel loop

3.9.3 Problems Associate With TRANS
There are no known problems with the capacity transport functions.
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3.10 SEDTRAN2004
3.10.1

Introduction

This function calculates the nonequilibrium sediment transport using a method
from Wu et al (2004). These are suitable for rivers that are transporting capacity and
noncapacity loads. We are using an implicit coupled system of equations for sediment
transport, Qt, bed elevation changes, zz, and bed sorting, awpm. Note that the transport
equations are still decoupled from the flow calculations.

Figure 8: Schematic of source and sink of sediment considered for nonequilibrium sediment
transport.

In the figure above, the deposition case on the left has sediment being deposited,
causing all of the layers to thicken. This schematic shows that as sediment is deposited,
only the top portion of the sediment is available for transport. The erosional case, on the
right in the above figure, has sediment being transported away and shows the layers
getting thinner. As sediment is eroded, sediment from the substrate layer becomes the
active layer. The active layer is the top portion of the mixing layer.

Here is a brief description of the equations below, consult Wu et al (2004) for the actual
equations.
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Equation 70: Nonequilibrium sediment transport equations from Wu et al (2004).

They are solved in an implicit and coupled manner using the Preissman scheme.
The nonequilibrium transport of nonuniform sediment, tells how the flow area changes
with the actual transport rate and the amount being deposited or eroded. The available
capacity transport is the full capacity transport for grains as if the were the only material
available times their available weight percentage. The change in bed area calculates how
much of each grain size is being deposited or eroded. And we calculate how much of
each grain size exchanges with the active layer during deposition or erosion.

3.10.2

Line By Line Description

L1-12: Break lines with comments
L13: Function call
L14: Blank line
L15-17: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main
program
L18: Blank line
L19-21: Break lines with comments
L22-23: Internal variable declaration for use in Preissman scheme
psi= weighting factor for time discretized partial differential equations, set as a constant,

(unitless);
phi= weighting factor for space discretized partial differential equations, set as a

constant, (unitless);
Ls= adaptation length, (m);
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L24-26: Break lines with comments
L26-32: Updating variables representing previous timestep values. We use reassignment
of these variables to increase speed. 4 dimensional matrices really muck up the speed of
the code.
Lsold= previous timesteps adaptation length scale, (m);
supawpold= previous timesteps available weight percentages of the substrate, (unitless);
awpmold= previous timesteps available weight percentages of the active layer, (unitless);
pbstar= previous timesteps available weight percentages of the active layer for the case

of deposition, reassigned to supawp when there is erosion, (unitless);
qtribold= previous timesteps feed rate and distribution, (m3/s);
Qtold= previous timesteps nonequilibrium sediment transport rates, (m3/s);

L33: Section Break
L34-36: Break lines with comments
L37-59: Compute erosion or deposition at first node and the changes to the available
weight percentage.
L37: Calculate internal variable f1. The variable names such as f1, e0k, etc… are from
the Wu et al (2004) paper. The naming scheme was kept consistent to reduce confusion
in implementation.
f1=

phi(delt )
(1 − p ) Ls1

Equation 71: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, f1.

f1=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);
p=porosity, (unitless);

L38: Calculate internal variable f0k1
f 0k1 =

(1 − phi )delt
(1 − p) Ls1

Equation 72: : Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, f0k1.

f0k1= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);

L39-40: Calculate the change in the bed elevation per grain size per mineral species for
the 1st node.
delAbk = f 1(Qtold − awpm(Qtstar ) ) + f 0k1(Qtold − awpmold (Qtstarold ) )
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Equation 73: Change in bed elevation per grain size per mineral species for the 1st node.

delAbk= change in bed area elevation per grain size per mineral species per node, (m2);

L41: Calculate total change in bed elevation per 1st node
delAb =

nsigma nsize ( j )

∑ ∑ delAbk
j

i , j ,1

i

Equation 74: Change in bed elevation for the 1st node.

delAb= change in bed area elevation for all grain sizes and all mineral species per node,

(m2);
L42-43: Calculate awpm of first node
awpm = (delAbk + Amold (awpmold ) + pbstar ( Am − Amold − delAb) )

Am

Equation 75: awpm of the 1st node.

awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
Am= area of the active layer defined in ZOEMAIN, (m2);
Amold = previous timesteps area of active layer, (m2);

L44-50: For loop to check round-off error
L44: For loop statement running through mineral species for the first node round-offerror-check loop
L45-49: For loop running through grain sizes for the first node error check
L45: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L46-48: If loop trapping negative awpm’s
L46: If loop statement entered when an awpm of the 1st node is negative
L47: Reassignment of negative awpm to 0
L48: End of negative trap if loop
L49: End of grain size for loop
L50: End of mineral species for loop
L51: Break line with comments
L52-57: Ensuring conservation of mass by tracking relative changes in awpm, otherwise
round off errors end up not conserving mass.
L52: Calculate internal variable sumawpm
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sumawpm= sum of available weight percentages for all grain sizes and all mineral

species per node, (unitless);
L53-57: For loop running through mineral species for the first node mass conservation
L53: For loop statement running through mineral species
L54-56: For loop running through grain sizes for the first node mass conservation
L54: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L55: Relative changes to net change in awpm of the the first node
L56: End of grain size for loop
L57: End of mineral species for loop
L58: Section Break
L59-61: Break lines with comments
L62-165: For loop computes Qt, awpm, delAb, delAbk
L62: For loop statement running through channel nodes
L63-65: Internal variable initialization and clearing per node
part20a, b, and c= sections of Wu et al. (2004) equation 20, (m2);

L66-100: For loop calculating time and space dependent internal variables for all mineral
species
L66: For loop statement running through mineral species
L67-99: For loop calculating time and space dependent internal variables for all grain
sizes per mineral species
L67: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L68-69: Break lines with comments
L70: Calculate internal variable f1.
f1=

phi(delt )
(1 − p ) Ls1

Equation 76: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, f1.

f1=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);
p=porosity, (unitless);

L71: Calculate internal variable c1 at node being solved for
c1 =

psi
phi
psi
+
+ phi
V jn +1 delt delx
Ls jn +1
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Equation 77: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, c1

c1= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);

L72: Calculate internal variable c2 at previous node
c2 = −

1 − psi phi
1 − psi
+
− phi
V jn delt delx
Ls jn

Equation 78: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, c2

c2= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);

L73-74: Calculate internal variable c3 at node being solved for at previous timestep
c3 =

psi
Vold jn +1 delt

−

1 − phi
psi
− (1 − phi )
delx
Lsold jn +1

Equation 79: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, c3

c3= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);

L75-76: Calculate internal variable c4 at previous node for at previous timestep
c4 =

1 − psi
1 − phi
1 − psi
+
− (1 − phi )
Vold jn delt
delx
Lsold jn

Equation 80: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, c4

c4= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);

L77: Calculate internal variable ek
ek = phi

psi
(c1( Ls jn+1 ))

Equation 81: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, ek

ek = internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (unitless);

L78: Calculate internal variable c5
c5 = f 1 − f 1(ek )
Equation 82: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, c5

c5 = internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);

L79-86: Calculate internal variable c0k
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c0k i , j = phi(1 − psi )
+ (1 − phi )(1 − psi )

awpmi , j , jn Qtstari , j , jn
Ls jn

+ (1 − phi) psi

awpmold i , j , jn Qtstarold i , j , jn
Ls jn

awpmold i , j , jn +1Qtstarold i , j , jn +1
Ls jn +1

+ phi ( psi )qtribi , j , jn +1 + phi(1 − psi )qtribi , j , jn

+ (1 − phi )( psi )qtribold i , j , jn +1 + (1 − phi)(1 − psi )qtribold i , j , jn
Equation 83: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, c0k.

c0k=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m2/s);

L87-88: Calculate internal variable e0k
e0 k =

c 2(Qt i , j , jn +1 ) + c3(Qtold i , j , jn +1 ) + c 4(Qtold i , j , jn ) + c0k i , j
c1

Equation 84: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, e0k.

e0k=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m3/s);

L89-91: Calculate internal variable f0k
f 0k = (1 − phi)delt

Qtold i , j , jn +1 − (awpmold i , j , jjn +1 )Qtstarold i , j , jn +1
(1 − p) Ls jn +1

Equation 85: Internal variable for Wu nonequilibrium formula, f0k.

f0k= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m2);

L92-94: Calculate internal variable part20a

part 20a =

nsigma nsize ( j )

∑ ∑
j

i

⎛ c5(Qtstari , j , jn +1 )(awpmold i , j , jn +1 Amold jn +1 + pbstari , j , jn +1 ( Am jn +1 − Amold jn +1 ) ) ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
+
Am
c
5
(
Qtstar
)
jn +1
i , j , jn +1
⎝
⎠

Equation 86: 1st part of Wu's equation 20.

part20a=1st part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (m2);

L95-96: Calculate internal variable part20b

part20b =

nsigma nsize( j )

∑ ∑
j

i

⎛ f 1(e0ki , j ) + f 0ki , j ) Am jn+1 ⎞
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ Am + c5(Qtstar
jn+1
i , j , jn+1 ) ⎠
⎝

Equation 87: 2nd part of Wu's equation 20.

part20b=2nd part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (m2);

L97-98: Calculate internal variable part20c
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part 20c =

nsigma nsize ( j )

∑ ∑
j

i

⎛ c5(Qtstari , j , jn +1 ) pbstari , j , jn +1 ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜ Am + c5(Qtstar
⎟
)
1
,
,
1
jn
i
j
jn
+
+
⎝
⎠

Equation 88: 3rd part of Wu's equation 20.

part20c=3rd part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (unitless);

L99: End statement of grain size loop
L100: End statement of mineral species loop
L101: Section break
L102-104: Break lines with comments
L105: Calculate delAb using Wu et al (2004) equation 20
delAb jn +1 =

− part 20a + part 20b
1 − part 20c

Equation 89: Change in bed elevation for each node.

delAb= change in bed area elevation for all grain sizes and all mineral species per node,

(m2);
L106: Break line with comments
L107-123: If loop checking on value of Pbstar, which is different for the case of erosion
and for the case of deposition.
L107: If loop statement entered when the system is depositing sediment
L108: Break line with comment
L109: Else statement entered when the system is eroding sediment
L110: Reassign the value of pbstar to that of the substrat
L111: Re initialize part20a and part20c
L112-12: For loop recalculating part20a and part20c for all mineral species
L112: For loop statement running through mineral species
L113-120: For loop running through grain sizes
L113: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L114-117: Recalculate internal variable part20a
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part 20a =

nsigma nsize ( j )

∑ ∑
j

i

⎛ c5(Qtstari , j , jn +1 )(awpmold i , j , jn +1 Amold jn +1 + pbstari , j , jn +1 ( Am jn +1 − Amold jn +1 ) ) ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
+
Am
c
5
(
Qtstar
)
1
,
,
1
jn
i
j
jn
+
+
⎝
⎠

Equation 90: 1st part of Wu's equation 20.

part20a=1st part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (m2);

L118-119: Recalculate internal variable part20c

part20c =

nsigmansize( j )

∑ ∑
j

i

⎛ c5(Qtstari, j , jn+1 ) pbstari, j , jn+1 ⎞
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ Am + c5(Qtstar
jn+1
i , j , jn+1 ) ⎠
⎝

Equation 91: 3rd part of Wu's equation 20.

part20c=3rd part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (unitless);

L120: End statement of grain size loop
L121: End statement of mineral species loop
L122: Recalculate delAb using Wu et al (2004) equation 20
delAb jn +1 =

− part 20a + part 20b
1 − part 20c

Equation 92: Change in bed elevation for each node.

delAb= change in bed area elevation for all grain sizes and all mineral species per node,

(m2);
L123: End statement to if loop checking the erosion versus deposition case calculations
of delAb
L124: Section break
L125-127: Break lines with comments
L128-144: For loop calculating delAbk and awpm per mineral species per grain size
L128: For loop statement running through mineral species
L129-143: For loop running through grain sizes
L129: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L130-135: Calculate the change in the bed elevation per grain size per mineral species
with Wu et al (2004) equation 19
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delAbk i , j , jn +1 =
−

delAb jn +1c5(Qtstari , j , jn +1 ) pbstari , j , jn +1
Am jn +1 + c5(Qtstari , j , jn +1 )

+

( f 1(e0k i , j ) + f 0k i , j ) Am jn +1
Am jn +1 + c5(Qtstari , j , jn +1 )

c5(Qtstari , j , jn +1 )(awpmold i , j , jn +1 Amold jn +1 + pbstari , j , jn +1 ( Am jn +1 − Amold jn +1 ) )
Am jn +1 + c5(Qtstari , j , jn +1 )

Equation 93: Change in bed elevation per grain size per mineral species for each node.

delAbk= change in bed area elevation per grain size per mineral species per node, (m2);

L136-138: Calculate awpm with Wu et al (2004) equation 16
awpmi , j , jn +1 =

delAbk i , j , jn +1 + Amold jn +1 awpmold i , j , jn +1 + pbstari , j , jn +1 ( Am jn +1 − Amold jn +1 − delAb jn +1 )
Am jn +1

Equation 94: Available weight percentage per mass of grain size per mineral species per node.

awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
L139-142: If loop trapping negative awpm’s
L139: If loop statement entered when an awpm is negative
L140: Break line with comments
L141: Reassignment of negative awpm to 0
L142: End of negative trap if loop
L143: End of grain size for loop
L144: End of mineral species for loop
L145: Section break
L146: Break line with comments
L147-152: Ensuring conservation of mass by tracking relative changes in awpm,
otherwise round off errors end up not conserving mass.
L147: Calculate internal variable sumawpm
sumawpm= sum of available weight percentages for all grain sizes and all mineral

species per node, (unitless);
L148-152: For loop running through mineral species for the first node mass conservation
L148: For loop statement running through mineral species
L149-151: For loop running through grain sizes for the first node mass conservation
L149: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L150: Relative changes to net change in awpm
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L151: End of grain size for loop
L152: End of mineral species for loop
L153: Section break
L154-156: Break line with comments
L157-164: For loop running through mineral species nonequilibrium sediment transport
L157: For loop statement running through mineral species
L158-162: For loop running through grain sizes
L158: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L159: Calculate nonequilibrium sediment transport using Wu et al. (2004) equation 12
Qt i , j , jn +1 = ek (awpmi , j , jn +1 )Qtstari , j , jn +1 + e0k i , j
Equation 95: Nonequilibrium sediment transport formula.

Qt= nonequilibrium sediment transport rate per grain size per mineral size per node,

(m3/s);
L160-162: If loop trapping negative Qt values due to round off error
L160: If loop statement entered when Qt < 0
L161: Reassign negative Qt to zero
L162: End statement of negative Qt loop trap
L163: End statement of grain size loop
L164: End statement of mineral species loop
L165: End statement of channel node loop
L166: Reassign Qtstarold to current timestep’s Qtstar values for use in the next timestep

3.10.3

Problems Associate With SEDTRAN2004

Only known problem is with round off errors.
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3.11 COMMPARKER3
3.11.1

Introduction

This function calculates comminution by abrasion, tracks grain size changes due
to abrasion and to size cascading. Comminution is the chemical and mechanical
breakdown of grains. Comminution by abrasion is only considered here, but it is
considered for all grain sizes. Kuenen (1950’s) may have found that previously reworked
beach sand did not abrade, but it does comminute. Salman and Gorham (1995)
experiments show that a grain 12 mm in diameter will abrade 100 % of the time, where as
a grain 6 mm in diameter will fracture 100 % of the time. As a first approach to
considering the effect of comminution on sand sized particles, all grain sizes transported
as bedload are considered to abrade. A more intelligent and knowledgeable approach
would be to describe the breakage patterns of mineral species, but this gets into the realm
of fracture probability, damage accumulation, and likely a LaGrangian treatment of the
fluvial system.
This uses Parker’s formula for abrasion of gravel to abrade all sizes of material
though sand sized grains are more likely to break into smaller fractions than abrade to silt
sized particles. Consideration of breakage associated with different minerals of different
sizes is not at a distilled understanding to be implemented, currently. I believe that L.G.
Austin's work on quantifying mechanical comminution from 1999- 2005 is the closest to
date. Austin's work still relies heavily on empirical fitting parameters. Figure 9 shows
that all grains lose silt sized material through abrasion. In addition to producing silt, the
amount of grains of a given size changes by exposure to abrasion. Larger grains will
abrade more readily as will more available grains. The equation shown in Figure 5,
computes how the grains are abraded and cascade from one size range to the next.
Susceptibility contains the rates of comminution per size and density.
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Figure 9: Schematic image of comminution by abrasion. The upward squiggly arrows show volume
lost to abrasion. The arrow pointing from one grain size column to another is showing size cascading
due to decrease in volume from comminution.

∂awpmi , j , jn
∂t

=−

1
∂
(suscept j qTi, j , jn awpmi, j , jn ) − (suscept j qTi, j , jn awpmi, j , jn )
3 ln(2) ∂φ

Equation 96: Equation for comminution of spherical grains from Parker (1991a).

3.11.2

Line By Line Description

L1-10: Break lines with comments
L11: Function call
L12: Blank line
L13-14: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main
program
L15: Blank line
L16-22: Break lines with comments
L23: Blank line
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L24-124: For loop running comminution equations for all nodes
L24: For loop statement running through nodes
L25-123: For loop running through comminution equations per mineral species for all
mineral species
L26: Calculate U* for use in determining whether or not the grain in question is being
transported as bedload.
L27-28: Calculate dimensionless shear stress of flow using density of quartz
L29: Calculate critical shear stress needed to move the ith, jth, grain
L30: Compute volume of specific grain size per mineral species in the unit cell given the
porosity.
Vold :, j , jn = Am jn delx(1 − p)awpm:, j , jn
Equation 97: Grain size volume in the active layer.

Vold = matrix of the volume of specific grain size per mineral species in the unit cell

given the porosity, (m3);
L31-53: If loop determining whether the largest grain size is being transported as bedload
L31: If loop statement for largest grain size
L32: Compute bedload fraction of total transport rate per unit width. Assumes that
capacity bedload to total load relationship hold for non equilibrium values.
qT= total bedload nonequilibrium transport rate per unit width (m2/s);

L33: Initialize siltvol with zeros.
SiltVol = volume of smallest size in grain size distribution, may actually be clay size,

(m3);
L34: Compute the change in absolute value of the change in gphi
delphi= difference between phi grain sizes, (phi);

L35: Compute the coeff per mineral species, which is equal to the susceptibility of a
mineral species times the bedload transport flux.
coeff= susceptibility of a mineral species times the bedload transport flux, (m/s);

L36-39: Break lines with comments
L40: Compute A
A = suscept j qT jn awpmi , j , jn delt (delx)T jn
Equation 98: Volume per grain size lost to abrasion.
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A= volume lost to abrasion, (m3);

L41-42: Compute Acasc
Acasc = coeff

1
(awpmi −1, j , jn − awpmi, j , jn )delt (delx )T jn
(3 log(2))delphi

Equation 99: Volume lost to cascade effect from abrasion.

Acasc= volumen lost to the cascade over a given timestep, (m3);

L43: Compute new unit cell volume of grain given loss to abrasion and cascade
Vnewi , j , jn = Vold i , j , jn − A − Acasc
Equation 100: Volume of grain in active layer post- comminution.

Vnew= new volumen of grain given comminution, (m3);

L44-50: If loop trapping sign errors
L44: If loop statement entered when Vnew is negative
L45: Reassigns negative Vnew to zero
L46: Elseif statement entered when Vnew is greater than Vold. This is not possible at
this point for the largest grain size per mineral species
L47: Reassign SiltVol to Vold
SiltVol = volume of smallest size in grain size distribution, may actually be clay size,

(m3);
L48: Else statement entered elsewise
L49: Assign volume lost to abrasion to SiltVol
L50: End statement of if loop
L51: Else statement for bedload if-loop
L52: Assign susceptibility coefficient to 0 for suspended load grain size.
L53: End statement for largest grain size comminution
L54: Break line with comments.
L55-88: For loop running through comminution equations for grain sizes from the second
largest to the second smallest
L55: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L56: Calculate critical shear stress needed to move the ith, jth, grain
L57-87: If loop determining whether the grain size is being transported as bedload
L57: If loop statement for grain size entered when grain is transported as bedload
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L58: Compute bedload fraction of total transport rate per unit width. Assumes that
capacity bedload to total load relationship hold for non equilibrium values.
qT= total bedload nonequilibrium transport rate per unit width (m2/s);

L59: Compute the coeff per mineral species, which is equal to the susceptibility of a
mineral species times the bedload transport flux.
coeff= susceptibility of a mineral species times the bedload transport flux, (m/s);

L60-63: Break line with comments.
L64-65: Calculate A
A = (coeff )awpmi , j , jn − coeff

1
(awpmi, j , jn − awpmi+1, j , jn )
3 log(2)delphi

Equation 101: Volume of grains lost to abrasion.

A= volume lost to abrasion, (m3);

L66-67: Break lines with comments
L68: Compute tempvar, an aptly named temporary variable, calculating the total volume
of the ith size class lost or gained by the cascade over a timestep.
tempvar= total volume of the ith size class lost or gained by the cascade over a timestep,

(m3);
L69: Calculate Vnew
Vnewi , j , jn = Vold i , j , jn − temp var
Equation 102: Volume of grain in active layer post- comminution.

Vnew= new volumen of grain given comminution, (m3);

L70-76: If loop trapping sign errors
L70: If loop statement entered when Vnew is negative
L71: Reassigns negative Vnew to zero
L72: Elseif statement entered when Vnew is greater than Vold. This is not possible at
this point for the largest grain size per mineral species
L73: Reassign SiltVol to Vold
SiltVol = volume of smallest size in grain size distribution, may actually be clay size,

(m3);
L74: Else statement entered elsewise
L75: Assign volume lost to abrasion to SiltVol
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L76: End statement of if loop
L77: Else statement for grains transported as suspended load
L78: Assign susceptibility coefficient to 0 for suspended load grain size.
L79-86: If loop for accounting for cascade effect from larger grain size
L79: If loop statement entered when larger grain was in suspension
L80: Reassign Vnew to Vold for ith, jth, jnth grain.
L81: Else statement if larger grain size was transported in bedload.
L82: Calculate A
A = (coeff )awpmi , j , jn − coeff

1
(awpmi, j , jn − awpmi+1, j , jn )
3 log(2)delphi

Equation 103: Volume of grains lost to abrasion.

A= volume lost to abrasion, (m3);

L83: Break line with comments.
L84: Compute tempvar, an aptly named temporary variable, calculating the total volume
of the ith size class lost or gained by the cascade over a timestep.
tempvar= total volume of the ith size class lost or gained by the cascade over a timestep,

(m3);
L85: Calculate Vnew
Vnewi , j , jn = Vold i , j , jn − temp var
Equation 104: Volume of grain in active layer post- comminution.

Vnew= new volumen of grain given comminution, (m3);

L86: End cascade loop statement
L87: End statement for bedload transport
L88: End statement of grain size for loop
L89-92: Break lines with comments.
L93: Sum SiltVol for all grain sizes
SiltVolTot = summation of each grain sizes contribution to the total volume of the

smallest grain size, (m3);
L94-101: Break line with comments
L102:Calculate Vnew for the smallest grain size fraction per mineral species.
L103-104: Break lines with comments
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L105-111: For loop running through grain sizes computing new awpm based on
volumetric changes.
L105: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L106: Break line with comment
L107: Calculate new awpm’s from changes due to comminution
awpmi , j , jn =

Vnewi , j , jn

Am jn delx(1 − p )

Equation 105: Available weight percentage per grain size per mineral species after comminution.

awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
L108-110: If loop for negative awpm trap
L108: If loop statement for negative awpm trap
L109: Reassignment of negative awpm’s.
L110: End statement for negative awpm loop.
L111: End statement of grain size for loop
L112-113: Break lines with comments
L114-122: Ensuring conservation of mass by tracking relative changes in awpm,
otherwise round off errors end up not conserving mass.
L114: Calculate internal variable sumawpm
sumawpm= sum of available weight percentages for all grain sizes and all mineral

species per node, (unitless);
L115-122: For loop running through mineral species for the first node mass conservation
L115: For loop statement running through mineral species
L116-121: For loop running through grain sizes for the first node mass conservation
L116: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L117: Relative changes to net change in awpm
L118-120: If loop trapping NaN = Not a Number
L118: If loop statement entered if awpm equals NaN
L119: Reassign NaN awpm to zero
L120: End statement of NaN trap
L121: End of grain size for loop
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L122: End of mineral species for loop
L122: End of mineral species for loop
L124: End of node for loop

3.11.3

Problems Associate With COMMPARKER3

This is an analytical set of equations applied at each timestep that comminution is
turned on. Parker’s method allows the conservation of mass to occur.
This overestimates the amount of the smallest grain size. Not all grains
comminute to silt or clay size particles. Small gravel and sand sized particles are more
likely to fracture than to abrade. The rate of fracture, fracture pattern, damage
accumulation, fracture growth for the sediment introduced to the system and that
produced from comminution are all variables that should be considered for the
comminution of sand – silt sized particles.
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3.12. D50J
3.12.1

Introduction

This function calculates the geometric mean of the bed material for all grain sizes
in a given mineral species based upon the available weight percentages. D50J is based
off of Middleton’s cumulative probability graphs and calculations. The grain sizes build
a vector depending on their respective available weight percentages. Then the vector of
grain sizes in meters is converted to phi from which the geometric mean is determined
per node. The d50j of the bed is not used in sediment transport equations in ZOE, but it
is a good thing to keep track of. The diminution of a given mineral species can be used
for the purpose of less coarse consideration such as diagenesis.

3.12.2

Line By Line Description

L1: Function call
L2-3: Break lines
L4: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main program
L5-8: Break lines with comments
L9-37: For loop running through the nodes from 1 to L
L9: For loop statement for running through the nodes
L10-14: Break lines with comments
L15-L36: For loop running through mineral species
L15: For loop statement for mineral species loop
L16: Counter variable initialized per node
nstart=counter variable for vector position, (unitless);

L17: Blank vector initialized per node
x= vector of 100 grain sizes portioned out based on available weight percentages,

(unitless);
L18: Temporary variable assigned for end points of vector assignment
tempvar=temporary variable used for counting instances a grain size should occur in the

x vector based on the available weight percentages, (unitless);
L19: Counter variable for vector assignment loop
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nstop= counter variable for vector position, (unitless);

L20-31: For loop running through grain sizes per mineral species
L20: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L21-23: For loop running through instances of grain sizes in x vector based on the
available weight percentages
L21: For loop statement for grain size instance in the x vector
L22: Assignment of x vector to nstop-nstart instances of that specific grain size
L23: End statement for loop of grain size instance in the x vector
L24: Increment nstart to be 1 more than current nstop
L25-30: If loop trap for nsize increment errors
L25: If loop statement for nsize trap
L26: nstop increment through tempvar
L27-29: If loop reassignment when no incrementation occurs b/c either nstart or nstop
equals zero
L27: If loop statement entered when nstart equals nstop
L28: Reset nstop to nstop -1 so that in the next increment of the i-loop is -1
L29: End loop statement for nstart equal to nstop
L30: End loop statement for nsize increment errors
L31: End loop statement for grain size loop
L32: Break line with comments
L33: x vector convert from meters to phi units
L34: Geometric mean calculated using MATLAB function mean
L35: Conversion from phi units to meters and assignment to d50m per node
L36: End loop statement of node loop
L37: End loop statement for mineral species loop

3.12.3

Problems Associate With D50J

None of the traps of D50 are in this function, because the model run would be
trapped in D50 and never make it to the D50J function.
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3.13 TECTONICS
3.13.1

Introduction

This function calculates the bed elevation with respect to a subsidence rate. The
subsidence is described by the user in terms of rate and type. There are currently 4 types
of subsidence: 1) passive margin applied linearly with the largest amount of subsidence
occurring at the end of the channel; 2) foreland basin applied as an exponential function
with the largest amount of subsidence occurring at the channel head; 3) uniform
subsidence applied equally along the channel; 4) channel head subsidence applied only to
the head of the channel. Subsidence is given as a positive number. Uplift is given as a
negative number. All equations calculating the amount of subsidence solve for the
subsidence of the whole profile using vector addition and multiplication.

Figure 10: Passive subsidence profile shown in red dashed line. The subsidence rate is greatest at the
channel mouth.
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Figure 11: Foreland basin subsidence shown in the green dashed line. Foreland basin subsidence is
greatest at the channel head.

3.13.2

Line By Line Description

L1-8: Break lines with comments
L9: Function call
L10: Break line
L11: Blank
L12: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main program
L13: Blank line
L14: Assign internal variable jn to the vector [1:L]
jn= vector from 1 to L in increments of 1, (unitless);

L15-36: If loop applying the user defined subsidence rate based on opttect
L15: If loop statement entered when opttect =1
opttect= user specified option for tectonics, 0 = No Tectonics, 1 = subsidence is linear,

greatest at last node (jn =L); 2 = subsidence is an exponential function, greatest at
channel head (jn=1), 3= subsidence is uniform along channel length, 4= only channel
head (jn=1) is uplifted or lowered, ChannelData (8), (unitless);
L16-18: Break lines with comments
L19: Calculate bed elevation with passive margin subsidence

zz ( jn) = zz ( jn) + morphscale * tec *

jn
L

Equation 106: Passive margin subsidence.

Where:
morphscale= morphodynamic scaling factor used in the TECTONICS function and in

calculating the bed elevation change, SedData (5), (unitless);
tecrate= tectonic subsidence rate, ChannelData (9), (m/ma);
tec= tectonic subsidence rate, (m/delt);
zz= cross sectional averaged bed elevation per node (m);

L20: Elseif statement entered when opttect equals 2
L21-24: Break lines with comments
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L25: Calculate bed elevation for a foreland basin using flexural subsidence with a efolding length.
zz ( jn) = zz ( jn) − morphscale * tec * e

− jn
efolx

Equation 107: Foreland basin subsidence.

Where:
efoldx= distance along stream at which subsidence rate equals 1/e (expressed as a

number of nodes) only for opttect = 2, ChannelData (10), (unitless);
morphscale= morphodynamic scaling factor used in the TECTONICS function and in

calculating the bed elevation change, SedData (5), (unitless);
tecrate= tectonic subsidence rate, ChannelData (9), (m/ma);
tec= tectonic subsidence rate, (m/delt);
zz= cross sectional averaged bed elevation per node (m);

L26: Elseif statement entered when opttect equals 3
L27-29: Break lines with comments
L30: Calculate bed elevation for a uniform subsidence rate along the channel length.
zz ( jn) = zz ( jn) − morphscale * tec
Equation 108: Uniform subsidence.

Where:
morphscale= morphodynamic scaling factor used in the TECTONICS function and in

calculating the bed elevation change, SedData (5), (unitless);
tecrate= tectonic subsidence rate, ChannelData (9), (m/ma);
tec= tectonic subsidence rate, (m/delt);
zz= cross sectional averaged bed elevation per node (m);

L31: Elseif statement entered when opttect equals 4
L32-34: Break lines with comments
L35: Calculate bed elevation changes to channel head

zz (1) = zz (1) − morphscale * tec
Equation 109: Subsidence/Uplift at channel head.

Where:
morphscale= morphodynamic scaling factor used in the TECTONICS function and in

calculating the bed elevation change, SedData (5), (unitless);
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tecrate= tectonic subsidence rate, ChannelData (9), (m/ma);
tec= tectonic subsidence rate, (m/delt);
zz= cross sectional averaged bed elevation per node (m);

L36: End statement to loop applying tectonics

3.13.3

Problems Associate With TECTONICS

There are no known problems with the tectonics function. This function describes
the effect of a process. It does not describe the process of subsidence or uplift.
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3.14 PLOTIT
3.14.1

Introduction

This function plots 8 variables in one window updated by the main program every
60 timesteps. This slows down the model run time a bit, but helps the user visualize and
monitor the variable interaction. The plots are the longitudinal profile with the water
surface elevation, velocity profile downstream, total transport rate/feed rate, amount of
bed gradation per node, relative composition of the bed downstream, Stability parameter
– Froude number, shallow water wave and CFL (Courant Frederich-Levy), d50 of the
bed material downstream, and bed shear stress and total critical shear stress. Any of
these plots can be changed for the parameter of interest. The parameters plotted are ones
that we found useful to monitor in debugging and in understanding the river system
feedbacks.
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Figure 12: Window of plots that are produced when optplot is turned on.

3.14.2

Line By Line Description

L1-7: Break lines with comments
L8: Blank line
L9: Function call
L10: Blank line
L11: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main program
L12: Figure call
L13: Break line
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L14: Subplot call and assignment. This set up which subplot in the figure will be plotted
in.
L15: Break line
L16: Plot longitudinal profile of the bed elevation
L17: Hold on command. Retains previous plotted information and adds more data to the
same plot.
L18: Title of subplot = Longitudinal Profile
L19: Plot longitudinal profile of the water surface elevation
L20: Drawnow command. Immediately updates the figure.
L21: Hold off command. Releases the plot, allows next timestep plot to be located in the
same subplot frame of the figure.
L22: Break line
L23: Subplot call and assignment.
L24: Break line
L25: Plot downstream profile of velocity.
L26: Hold on command. Retains previous plotted information and adds more data to the
same plot.
L27: Title of subplot = Velocity
L28: Hold off command. Releases the plot, allows next timestep plot to be located in the
same subplot frame of the figure.
L29: Break line
L30: Subplot call and assignment
L31: Break line
L32: Sum transport rate of the last node for all grain size and mineral species.
L33: Compute the fraction of the transport being deposited in the basin relative to the
feed rate at the head.
L34: Plot fraction of sediment output/input
L35: Hold on command. Retains previous plotted information and adds more data to the
same plot.
L36: Title of subplot = Sediment Throughput
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L37: Hold off command. Releases the plot, allows next timestep plot to be located in the
same subplot frame of the figure.
L38: Break line
L39: Subplot call and assignment
L40: Break line
L41: Plot amount of bed gradation per node
L42: Hold on command. Retains previous plotted information and adds more data to the
same plot.
L43: Title of subplot = Changes in bed elevation
L44: Hold off command. Releases the plot, allows next timestep plot to be located in the
same subplot frame of the figure.
L45: Break line
L46: Subplot call and assignment
L47: Break line
L48-50: For loop running through mineral species for determing downstream
composition
L48: For loop statement running through mineral species
L49: Calculate proportion of species downstream
qq= proportion of mineral species downstream, (unitless);

L50: End statement of mineral species loop
L51: Transpose qq matrix (only for non complex matrices)
L52: Plot a log y axis against the x axis for qq.
L53: Define vector of labels for the legend of the mineral densities
L54: Convert vector from ‘number’ data type to ‘string’ data type
L55: Hold on command. Retains previous plotted information and adds more data to the
same plot.
L56: Plot legend on subplot using mineral densities to signify composition
L57: Title of subplot = Compositon
L58: Drawnow command. Immediately updates the figure.
L59: Hold off command. Releases the plot, allows next timestep plot to be located in the
same subplot frame of the figure.
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L60: Break line
L61: Subplot call and assignment
L62: Break line
L63: Plot Froude number
L64: Hold on command. Retains previous plotted information and adds more data to the
same plot.
L65: Plot C1 number
L66: Plot C2 number
L67: Title of subplot = Stability #’s
L68: Add Legend
L69: Hold off command. Releases the plot, allows next timestep plot to be located in the
same subplot frame of the figure.
L70: Drawnow command. Immediately updates the figure.
L71: Break line
L72: Subplot call and assignment
L73: Break line
L74: Plot D50 profile in mm
L75: Hold on command. Retains previous plotted information and adds more data to the
same plot.
L76: Title of subplot = D50 (mm)
L77: Hold off command. Releases the plot, allows next timestep plot to be located in the
same subplot frame of the figure.
L78: Break line
L79: Subplot call and assignment
L80: Break line
L81: Plot bed shear stress
L82: Hold on command. Retains previous plotted information and adds more data to the
same plot.
L83: Calculate total critical shear stress per node
L84: Plot total critical shear stress per node
L85: Title of subplot = to & tc
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L86: Add legend
L87: Hold off command. Releases the plot, allows next timestep plot to be located in the
same subplot frame of the figure.
L88: Drawnow command. Immediately updates the figure.

3.14.3

Problems Associate With PLOTIT

The function slows down the overall model. I usually suppress the surrounding if
statement for maximum efficiency with regards to this function.
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3.15 flowdata
3.15.1

Introduction

This function writes a text file with flow related data every tenth of the model run
duration when optprint equals one and the remainder to time to this interval is equal to
one. This file is similar in format and content to previous ZOE outputs. flowdata writes
zz, Q,y, T, V, Fr, to, and d50m for a given timestep to file with an accompanying date
and timestamp of first employment.

3.15.2

Line By Line Description

L1-7: Break lines with comments
L8: Function call
L9: Blank line
L10: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main program
L11-13: Break lines with comments
L14-16: If loop concatenating file name with date and time stamp for 1st timestep
L14: If loop statement entered when count =1
L15: Assign file name as date and time stamp
f3= flowdata filename with date and time stamp, (unitless);

L16: End statement of if loop
L17: Concatenate filename with ‘a’ per relict ZOE nomenclature
fout = concatenated file name of f3 and ‘a’, (unitless);

L18: Write and/or amend file in the IOFILES folder. This uses MATLAB specific file
writing format commands.
L19: Blank line
L20-28: If loop writing file header
L20: If loop statement entered when count =1
L21-27: Using MATLAB file writing command fprintf, the following text and variables
(in italics) are written to file:
“
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sediment transport model for heterogeneous size –density mixtures

the number of nodes (m)

:

L

the distance between nodes (delx):

delx

the size of timestep (delt)

:

delt

Date and Time

timestamp of date and time

:

“

** note that ‘\n’ signifies a line return and ‘\t’ signifies a tab
L28: End statement of header if loop
L29-32: Using MATLAB file writing command fprintf, the following text and variables
(in italics) are written to file:
“
At timestep : model run time (hrs)

Distance
mean velocity
(m)

bed elevation

discharge

Froud #

Bed Shear stress

(m)
(m/s)

(m3/s)
(pa)

(m)

flow depth

channel width

…

d50m
((m)

(m)

…

(m)

“
** please note that ‘…’ denotes line returned for viewing but not for file writing. The
files are written to view and compare variables at once instance, so it is written in
landscape page setup format.
L33-39: For loop running through channel nodes printing variables to file
L33: For loop statement running through nodes
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L34-36: Break lines
L37-38: Using MATLAB file writing command fprintf, the following variables are
written to file separated by a tab and 2 space characters: delx*jn, zz, Q, y, T, V, Fr, to,
d50m
L39: End statement of channel node for loop
L40-42: Using MATLAB file writing command fprintf, the following text is written to
file:
“ ………………………………………………………………………………….
“
L43: Close flowdata file using a MATLAB file writing command

3.15.3

Problems Associate With flowdata

None to date.
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3.16 sedtrandata
3.16.1

Introduction

This function writes a text file with sediment related data for each grain size in
each mineral species every tenth of the model run duration when optprint equals one and
the remainder to time to this interval is equal to one. This file is similar in format and
content to previous ZOE outputs. sedtrandata writes per grain size per mineral species
the dimid, awpm, delAbk, tc, Qt, Qtstar for a given timestep to file with an
accompanying date and timestamp of first employment.

3.16.2

Line By Line Description

L1-6: Break lines with comments
L7: Function call
L8: Blank line
L9-10: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main
program
L11-13: Break lines with comments
L14-16: If loop concatenating file name with date and time stamp for 1st timestep
L14: If loop statement entered when count =1
L15: Assign file name as date and time stamp
f4= sedtrandata filename with date and time stamp, (unitless);

L16: End statement of if loop
L17: Concatenate filename with ‘b’ per relict ZOE nomenclature
fout = concatenated file name of f4 and ‘b’, (unitless);

L18: Write and/or amend file in the IOFILES folder. This uses MATLAB specific file
writing format commands.
L19: Blank line
L20-28: If loop writing file header
L20: If loop statement entered when count =1
L21-27: Using MATLAB file writing command fprintf, the following text and variables
(in italics) are written to file:
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“

sediment transport model for heterogeneous size –density mixtures

the number of nodes (m)

:

L

the distance between nodes (delx):

delx

the size of timestep (delt)

:

delt

Date and Time

timestamp of date and time

:

“

** note that ‘\n’ signifies a line return and ‘\t’ signifies a tab
L28: End statement of header if loop
L29: Using MATLAB file writing command fprintf, the following text and variables (in
italics) are written to file:
“
At timestep : model run time (hrs)

“
L30-40: For loop running file printing of variables per channel node
L30: For loop statement running through channel nodes
L31: File print channel node location. Italics denote variable being printed.
˝
Results at jn*delx meters down reach
˝
L32: File print column headings that are tab delimited.
“ dimid (m)

awpm

delAbk/T (m)

Crit Tau (pa)

Qt (m3/s)

Qtstar (m3/s) ˝
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L33-39: For loop running through print statements for mineral species
L33: For loop statement running through mineral species
L34-38: For loop running through print statement per grain size
L34: For loop running through grain sizes
L35-37: File print the following variables in tab delimited form: dimid, awpm, delAbk/T,
tc,Qt, and Qtstar
L38: End statement of grain size for loop
L39: End statement of mineral species for loop
L40: End statement of channel node for loop
L41-43: Using MATLAB file writing command fprintf, the following text is written to
file:
“ ………………………………………………………………………………….
“
L44: Close flowdata file using a MATLAB file writing command

3.16.3

Problems Associate With sedtrandata

None to date.
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3.17 DelAbkDataSling
3.17.1

Introduction

This function writes data to a MATLAB file for reviewing a suite of pertinent
system descriptive variables at time increments. The pertinent system descriptive
variables at a specified timestep are awpm, delAbk, delAb, zz, z, Qt, d50m, d50j and
time. The pertinent system descriptive variables that are written as a cumulative quantity
are delAbk and Qt. These files are written because I have found them easier to use for
analysis than the previous ZOE version .txt files. Though, the .txt data files are still an
output option.

3.17.2

Line By Line Description

L1-6: Break lines with comments
L7: Function call
L8-9: Global call for variables used in calculation and those returned to the main
program
L10-13: Break lines with comments
L14: Blank line
L15-22: For loop running through summations per node at each timestep
L15: For loop statement running through channel nodes
L16-21: For loop running through summations per mineral species at each timestep
L16: For loop statement running through mineral species
L17-20: For loop statement running through summations per grain size at each timestep
L17: For loop statement running through grain sizes
L18: Summation of delAbk per timestep
A = Time-integrated change in delAbk over model run, (m2);

L19: Summation of Qt per timestep
QQ = Time-integrated transport rate over model run, (m3/s);

L20: End statement of grain size for loop
L21: End statement of mineral species for loop
L22: End statement of channel node for loop
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L23: Calculate remainder of time per function defined timestep. This is currently set up
to print out this data every tenth of the model run, regardless of Duration.
r = remainder used to evaluate when delAbkdata file is written, (unitless);

L24-28: If loop for naming and writing data from delAbkdataSling to file.
L24: If loop entered when remainder is one, which occurs when the model is one tenth of
the way through it run time.
L25: Concatenate filename with count variable and appropriate MATLAB extension
L26: Save file
L27: Increment count variable by 1
count= counter variable, (unitless);

L28: End statement of if loop

3.17.3

Problems Associate With DelAbkDataSling

The data of what grains are transported and deposited where are tracked but I am
not sure if this is the best way to view that information.
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Glossary
A =1) TRANS-- 1.3x10-7, Garcia and Parker constant, (unitless); 2)—

DELABKDATASLING-- data tracking matrix used for keeping track of cumulative
delAbk, (m2); 3) BRUTESLING5-- volume lost to abrasion, (m3);
a2= d2 * width, (m2);
Acasc= volument lost to the cascade over a given timestep, (m3);
Am=area of active layer, default is 0.05 of the flow depth, must be manually changed in

code, (m2);
Amold = previous timesteps area of active layer, (m2);
Amplitude= Amplitude of the flood wave discharge, FlowData(4), (m3/s);
area = width times depth, (m2);
awp= normally distributed weight percentages per grain size per mineral species,

(unitless);
awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
awpmold= previous timesteps available weight percentages of the active layer, (unitless);
awpom= original weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

this bed distribution has not interacted with the bed, (unitless);
b=Garcia and Parker (1991) reference level, (m);
BCL= Lower boundary condition, refers to the water surface elevation at the end of the

channel reach, can be set to zero, FlowData(8), (m);
bedfrac= bedload transport fraction of total capacity transport rate, (unitless);
bQ= user option to input sediment discharge based on simple analytic model. If bQ=1,

then the sediment water discharge relation is linear; if bQ<1 then the sediment water
discharge relation is upstream-weighted; and if bQ>1 then the sediment water discharge
relation is downstream-weighted;
C= Chezy roughness parameter, (m1/2/s);
c= constant for use in determining flow depth where withd> 20 can not be assumed,

(m6/s);
c0k=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m2/s);
c1= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);
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C1= kinematic wave speed and CFL number, (unitless);
c2= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);
C2= shallow water wave stability number per node, (unitless);
c3= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);
c4= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);
c5 = internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);
Cf = the law of the wall, (unitless);
ChannelData= vector of variables inputted from ChannelData.xls
coeff= susceptibility of a mineral species times the bedload transport flux, (m/s);
coeffwidth= variable used in hydraulic geometry laws, where width, T(i) =

coeffwidth*Q^expwidth, 0 otherwise, ChannelData (5), (unitless);
conv= conversion factor definition for converting between log base e and log base 2,

(unitless);
count= counter variable, (unitless);
d2 = upstream unit cell flow depth in backwater calculations, (m);
d50j= median grain size per mineral species per node, (m);
d50m= median grain size of the bed per node, (m);
defend= lower range of grain size interval per mineral species, (m);
delAb= change in bed area elevation for all grain sizes and all mineral species per node,

(m2);
delAbk= change in bed area elevation per grain size per mineral species per node, (m2);
delphi= difference between phi grain sizes, (phi);
delt=timestep of model, FlowData(7), (s);
delx= model space step, size of unit cell, ChannelData (3), (m);
dftc= derivative of transitional hydraulically rough eqn , (unitless);
dimdl= dimensionless diameter of grain sizes, (unitless);
dimid= median diameter for grain size interval (nsize) per mineral species, (m);
dinit = initial depth at control section, (m);
dQ= user defined hydrograph in delx timesteps, (m3/s);
dQs= user defined sediment discharge in delx timesteps, (m3/s);
dr=rch, previously it is was the hydraulic radius for skin friction, (m);
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Dstar= van Rijn’s dimensionless particle parameter, (unitless);
dT= hydrograph space vector, (s);
Duration=duration of model, FlowData(6) (yrs);
e0k=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m3/s);
efoldx= distance along stream at which subsidence rate equals 1/e (expressed as a

number of nodes) only for opttect = 2, ChannelData (10), (unitless);
ek = internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (unitless);
elevtop= bed elevation at channel head, ChannelData (7), (m);
Eui = sediment entrainment ratio, (unitless);
expwidth= variable used in hydraulic geometry laws, where width, T(i) =

coeffwidth*Q^expwidth, 0 otherwise, ChannelData (6), (unitless);
f= Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, FlowData(5), (unitless);
F= function of the upward volumetric flux, the velocity profile multiplied by the

concentration profile, (unitless);
f0k= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m2);
f0k1= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);
f1=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);
f3= flowdata filename with date and time stamp, (unitless);
f4= sedtrandata filename with date and time stamp, (unitless);
FlowData= vector of variables inputted from FlowData.xls
FlowVar= user defined discharge, (m3/s);
fout = 1)flowdata- concatenated file name of f3 and ‘a’, (unitless); 2) sedtrandata-

concatenated file name of f4 and ‘b’, (unitless);
Fr= Froude number per node (unitless);
ftc= remainder from Bridge’s regression equation for the transitional hydraulically rough

bed, (unitless);
g= gravity (m/s2) = 9.81;
gphi= grain size diameters per mineral species, (phi);
GrainStat= subset vector of SedData containing all grain species and size information,

SedData (14:(14+nsigma*6-1)), (unitless);
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h1= total head calculation of downstream section of unit cell in backwater calculation,

(m);
h2= 1) GRADVAR at last node- initial estimate total head calculation of upstream

section of unit cell in backwater calculation, (m); 2)GRADVAR for all nodes < L- total
head of upstream section of unit cell in backwater calculation, (m);
h21= 1) GRADVAR- holder variable for total head calculation of upstream section of

unit cell in backwater calculation, (m); 2) total head of upstream boundary assuming a
linear relationship, (m);
HydraFlag= user specified option, set = 0 for uniform channel case, where Q and T are

uniform downstream, set = 1 for hydraulic geometry channel, where Q and T increase
downstream, ChannelData (4), (unitless);
Int= quadrature of F from zetab to 1 using increments of 0.001, (unitless);
jn= vector from 1 to L in increments of 1, (unitless);
K= estimation of equilibrium velocity for system with user input variables, (m/s);
K1=gravity times delt, (m/s);
kappa= 0.4, Von Karman’s constant, (unitless);
kc= turbulent roughness boundary layer thickness, (mm);
L= number of nodes, (length of reach = number of nodes x delx)
lambdam= straining parameter, mobility of a given grain decreases with a larger

standard deviation, (unitless);
Ls= adaptation length, (m);
Lsold= previous timesteps adaptation length scale, (m);
mann= roughness coefficient values, (m1/3/s);
morph=1 turns on sediment transport and dynamic bed evolution, set to 0 turns off

sediment transport and dynamic bed evolution and you have a gradually varying fluid
flow model, SedData(2), (unitless);
morphscale= morphodynamic scaling factor used in the TECTONICS function and in

calculating the bed elevation change, SedData (5), (unitless);
node = jn +step, (unitless);
nrange=( 2* 3 st dev )/nsize, defines the difference per interval from the uprange,

(unitless);
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nsigma= number of grain species in the fluvial system, SedData (4), (unitless);
nsize(1:nsigma)= number of size classes per mineral species, GrainStat(4:6:nsigma*6),

(unitless);
nstart=counter variable for vector position, (unitless);
nstop= counter variable for vector position, (unitless);
nt= number of timesteps necessary to reach the model run Duration, (unitless);
nu=kinematic viscosity of water (m2/s);
optcomm= user specified option for type of comminution, 0= No comminution of grains,

1 = comminution of grains, SedData (10), (unitless);
opthide= user specified option for type of hiding, 0= No hiding, 1 = Komar hiding, 2=

Egiazaroff hiding, SedData (8), (unitless);
optplot= user specified option for plotting, 0 =no plotting, 1 = plotting, ChannelData

(11), (unitless);
optprint= = user specified option for printing, 0 =no printing, 1 = printing, ChannelData

(12), (unitless);
opttect= user specified option for tectonics, 0 = No Tectonics, 1 = subsidence is linear,

greatest at last node (jn =L); 2 = subsidence is an exponential function, greatest at
channel head (jn=1), 3= subsidence is uniform along channel length, 4= only channel
head (jn=1) is uplifted or lowered, ChannelData (8), (unitless);
opttrans= user specified option for type of bedload transport, 0 = Meyer-Peter Mueller, 1

= Bagnold, 2 = Ashida & Michuie, 3= van Rijn, SedData (9), (unitless);
p= porosity of sediment , a user specified constant, SedData (3), (kg/m3);
P= 1) wetted perimeter, width plus 2 times the flow depth, (m); 2) T + 2(d2), (m);
part20a=1st part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (m2);
part20b=2nd part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (m2);
part20c=3rd part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (unitless);
pbstar= previous timesteps available weight percentages of the active layer for the case

of deposition, reassigned to supawp when there is erosion, (unitless);
Period= For a sinusoidal time-varying discharge simulating floods, set the period in

hours here, FlowData(3), (hrs); Currently not implemented
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phi= weighting factor for space discretized partial differential equations, set as a

constant, (unitless);
Plotaxes= plot axes defined base on user input, (unitless);
proptj(1:nsigma) = proportion of species j in the bed, GrainStat(5:6:nsigma*6),

(unitless);
psi= weighting factor for time discretized partial differential equations, set as a constant,

(unitless);
Q= cross sectional averaged fluid discharge per node (m3/s);
Qb=bedload transport rate, (m3/s);
qbistar = Ashida & Michuie dimensionless transport value, (unitless);
Qbtot= internal variable summing bedload transport per node, (m3/s);
Qo= Initial fluid discharge at channel head or uniform channel discharge, FlowData(1),

(m3/s);
QQ= data tracking matrix used for keeping track of cumulative Qt, (m3/s);
qq= proportion of mineral species downstream, (unitless);
Qso= sediment discharge input at the head; this is either the constant value added to the

system every delt or it is the initial value, SedData(1), (m3/s);
Qss= suspended sediment load, (m3/s);
qstrib= bulk volumetric rate of sediment being input per tributary node averaged over all

tributary input, SedData (6), (unitless); This can be made to be for specific tributaries
fairly easily.
QsVar= user defined sediment discharge, (m3/s);
Qt= nonequilibrium sediment transport rate per grain size per mineral size per node,

(m3/s);
qT= total bedload nonequilibrium transport rate per unit width (m2/s);
Qtold= previous timesteps nonequilibrium sediment transport rates, (m3/s);
qtrib= sediment discharge for each tributary at a given node or averaged over all nodes,

per grain size per mineral species, (m3/s);
qtribold= previous timesteps feed rate and distribution, (m3/s);
Qtstar= capacity sediment transport for grains as if the bed was uniform for each grain

size per mineral species per node, includes bedload and suspended load transport, (m3/s);
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Qtstar= sum of capacity bedload and suspended load transport rates, (m3/s);
Qtstarold= previous timesteps values for Qtstar, (m3/s);
Qvary= user option to input discharge based on time in sec on sheet 2 of the

FlowData.xls spreadsheet. If set to 0, discharge is either hydraulically varying or uniform
downstream. If set to 1, discharge and time interval of said discharge are read in from
cells 2-27, columns A and B of sheet 2. FlowData(9), (unitless);
qw= tributary input, averaged over all tributaries that will be added to the flow in

downstream increments, a constant, FlowData(2), (m2/s); This can be adjusted to be a
function of distance downstream, though this is currently not implemented.
r = remainder used to evaluate when delAbkdata file is written, (unitless);
R= internal variable of mineral species density relation to water, (unitless);
rch= hydraulic radius given wide channel assumption, i.e. flow depth, (m);
rch2 =a2/p2, (m);
reg= grain Reynold’s number, (unitless);
reln= natural log of the grain Reynolds number, (unitless);
Rep= particle Reynold’s number, (unitless);
rho= density of water (kg/m3) = 1000;
rhs= log base 10 of dimensionless settling velocity computed from Dietrich’s eqn 9,

(unitless);
SedData= vector of variables inputted from SedData.xls
setv= 1) settling velocity for each grain size per each mineral species (m/s); 2) settling

velocity of spherical grains in static fluid, (m/s);
sf= friction slope, (unitless);
sf1= friction slope of downstream boundary for backwater calculations, (unitless);
sf2= friction slope of upstream boundary for backwater calculations, (unitless);
shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);
sigma(1:nsigma)= vector of mineral densities for each species, GrainStat (1:6:nsigma*6),

(kg/m3);
SiltVol = volume of smallest size in grain size distribution, may actually be clay size,

(m3);
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SiltVolTot = summation of each grain sizes contribution to the total volume of the

smallest grain size, (m3);
slop= bed slope of last 2 nodes in channel, (unitless);
Sm= average bed slope, ChannelData(1), (unitless);
So= estimation of equilibrium bed slope for system with user input variables, (unitless);
stdev= standard deviation of the grain size distribution per mineral species with respect

to the xbar, GrainStat(3:6:nsigma*6), (phi);
step = counter variable, (unitless);
subawp= substrate available weight percentage per grain size per mineral species per

node, (unitless);
subawpold= previous timesteps values for subawp, (unitless);
sumawpm= sum of available weight percentages for all grain sizes and all mineral

species per node, (unitless);
suscept(1:nsigma)= comminution susceptibility of grains per mineral species,

GrainStat(6:6:nsigma*6), (unitless);
svelm= 1) bed shear velocity per node, (m/s); 2) total shear velocity per node. Previously

this was the bed shear velocity, now it is the same as svelum, (m/s);
svelum= total shear velocity per node, (m/s);
T = cross sectional averaged width per node (m);
tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);
tc1= Bridge calculated critical shear stress, (kg/m/s2);
tci= initial critical shear stress calculation using Komar’s eqns (kg/m/s2);
tcin= internal variable used to approximate critical shear stress for the hydraulically

rough bed, (kg/m/s2);
tec= tectonic subsidence rate, (m/delt);
tecrate= tectonic subsidence rate, ChannelData (9), (m/ma);
tempvar= 1) total volume of the ith size class lost or gained by the cascade over a

timestep, (m3); 2) temporary variable used for counting instances a grain size should
occur in the x vector based on the available weight percentages, (unitless);
theta= delt/delx, used in preissman numerical modeling scheme, (s/m);
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thetac= critical Shields parameter necessary to entrain a grain out of a homogeneous bed

under fully rough condition, (unitless);
thetln= natural log of the critical Shields parameter, which is the nondimensional form of

the critical shear stress, (unitless);
To= average channel width or initial channel width, ChannelData (2), (m);
to= bed shear stress per node (kg/m/s2 or Pa);
To= Shield’s stress of the flow, assumes density of quartz, (unitless);
Toc= Shield’s critical stress needed to entrain a grain, (unitless);
TotQt= summation of sediment transport for all grain sizes and species per last node per

timestep, (m3/s);
Tstar= dimensionless transport stage parameter, (unitless);
uprange= uppler limit of grain size range for 99.7% of the probability;
Ustar= shear velocity of the flow, (m/s);
Ustarp= effective bed shear velocity, (unitless);
V= 1) cross sectional averaged flow velocity per node (m2/s); 2)velocity at a given node,

(m/s);
v2 = Q/a2, (m/s);
viskin= kinematic viscosity of water= viscosity/density= 0.0018/1000= 0.0000018

(m2/s);
Vnew= new volume of grain given comminution, (m3);
Vold = 1) matrix of the volume of specific grain size per mineral species in the unit cell

given the porosity, (m3); 2) previous timesteps values for velocity, (m/s);
x= vector of full 3 standard deviation range per nrange units, (unitless);
xbar= median grain size in phi per mineral species, geometric mean,

GrainStat(2:6:nsigma*6), (phi);
xi= vector breaking user defined hydrograph into delx portions, (unitless);
y= cross sectional averaged flow depth per node (m);
ycrit= critical flow depth based on relationships falling out of the specfic energy

equation, (m) ;
yii= estimation of equilibrium flow depth for system with user input variables, (unitless);
yy= cumulative normal distribution for all x with a mean of xbar and stdev, (unitless);
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z= cross sectional averaged water surface elevation per node (m);
zetab= lower boundary of vertical integration of the suspended load formaulation from

Garcia and Parker (1991), (unitless);
zo=original water surface elevation, (m);
Zui= similarity variable, (unitless);
zz= cross sectional averaged bed elevation per node (m);
zzo= original bed elevation per node, (m);

4.1

PHINORM

awp= normally distributed weight percentages per grain size per mineral species,

(unitless);
awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
awpom= original weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

this bed distribution has not interacted with the bed, (unitless);
conv= conversion factor definition for converting between log base e and log base 2,

(unitless);
defend= lower range of grain size interval per mineral species, (m);
dimid= median diameter for grain size interval (nsize) per mineral species, (m);
nrange=( 2* 3 st dev )/nsize, defines the difference per interval from the uprange,

(unitless);
subawp= substrate available weight percentage per grain size per mineral species per

node, (unitless);
uprange= uppler limit of grain size range for 99.7% of the probability;
x= vector of full 3 standard deviation range per nrange units, (unitless);
yy= cumulative normal distribution for all x with a mean of xbar and stdev, (unitless);

4.2

D50m

nstart=counter variable for vector position, (unitless);
nstop= counter variable for vector position, (unitless);
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tempvar=temporary variable used for counting instances a grain size should occur in the

x vector based on the available weight percentages, (unitless);

4.3

ENTRAIN

dftc= derivative of transitional hydraulically rough eqn , (unitless);
ftc= remainder from Bridge’s regression equation for the transitional hydraulically rough

bed, (unitless);
reg= grain Reynold’s number, (unitless);
reln= natural log of the grain Reynolds number, (unitless);
shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);
tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);
tc1= Bridge calculated critical shear stress, (kg/m/s2);
tci= initial critical shear stress calculation using Komar’s eqns (kg/m/s2);
tcin= 1) internal variable used to approximate critical shear stress for the hydraulically

rough bed, (kg/m/s2); 2) tci +1, internal variable used to approximate critical shear stress
for the hydraulically rough bed, (kg/m/s2);
thetac= critical Shields parameter necessary to entrain a grain out of a homogeneous bed

under fully rough condition, (unitless);
thetln= natural log of the critical Shields parameter, which is the nondimensional form of

the critical shear stress, (unitless);

4.4

SETTLE

dimdl= dimensionless diameter of grain sizes, (unitless);
rhs= log base 10 of dimensionless settling velocity computed from Dietrich’s eqn 9,

(unitless);
setv= settling velocity of spherical grains in static fluid, (m/s);

4.5

GRADVAR

a2= d2 * width, (m2);
area = width times depth, (m2);
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BCL= Lower boundary condition, refers to the water surface elevation at the end of the

channel reach, can be set to zero, FlowData(8), (m);
c= constant for use in determining flow depth where withd> 20 can not be assumed,

(m6/s);
count= counter variable, (unitless);
d2 = upstream unit cell flow depth in backwater calculations, (m);
dinit = initial depth at control section, (m);
h1= total head calculation of downstream section of unit cell in backwater calculation,

(m);
h2= initial estimate total head calculation of upstream section of unit cell in backwater

calculation, (m);
h2= total head of upstream section of unit cell in backwater calculation, (m);
h21= holder variable for total head calculation of upstream section of unit cell in

backwater calculation, (m);
h21= total head of upstream boundary assuming a linear relationship, (m);
mann= roughness coefficient values, (m1/3/s);
node = jn +step, (unitless);
P= width plus 2 times the flow depth, (m);
p2 = T + 2(d2), (m);
rch= area/P, (m);
rch2 =a2/p2, (m);
sf1= friction slope of downstream boundary for backwater calculations, (unitless);
sf2= friction slope of upstream boundary for backwater calculations, (unitless);
slop= bed slope of last 2 nodes in channel, (unitless);
step = counter variable, (unitless);
V= velocity at a given node, (m/s);
v2 = Q/a2, (m/s);
ycrit= critical flow depth based on relationships falling out of the specfic energy

equation, (m) ;
ycrit= critical flow depth based on relationships falling out of the specfic energy

equation, (m) ;
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z= cross sectional averaged water surface elevation per node (m);

4.6

SVELA

dr=rch, previously it is was the hydraulic radius for skin friction, (m);
rch= hydraulic radius given wide channel assumption, i.e. flow depth, (m);
sf= friction slope, (unitless);
svelm= total shear velocity per node. Previously this was the bed shear velocity, now it

is the same as svelum, (m/s);
svelum= total shear velocity per node, (m/s);
to= bed shear stress per node (kg/m/s2 or Pa);
V= velocity at a given node, (m/s);

4.7

ENTRAINH

con1= constant used in Komar’s (1986) critical shear stress formulation, (unitless);
reg= grain Reynold’s number, (unitless);
reln= natural log of the grain Reynolds number, (unitless);
shvelc= critical shear velocity per grain size per mineral species per node, (m/s);
tc= critical shear stress per grain size per mineral species per node, (kg/m/s2);
tci= initial critical shear stress calculation using Komar’s eqns (kg/m/s2);
thet50= Median of Shield’s critical parameter per node, (unitless);
thetac= critical Shields parameter necessary to entrain a grain out of a homogeneous bed

under fully rough condition, (unitless);
thetln= natural log of the critical Shields parameter, which is the nondimensional form of

the critical shear stress, (unitless);

4.8

TRANS

A =1.3x10-7, Garcia and Parker constant, (unitless);
b=Garcia and Parker (1991) reference level, (m);
bedfrac= bedload transport fraction of total capacity transport rate, (unitless);
C= Chezy roughness parameter, (m1/2/s);
Cf = the law of the wall, (unitless);
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Dstar= van Rijn’s dimensionless particle parameter, (unitless);
Eui = sediment entrainment ratio, (unitless);
F= function of the upward volumetric flux, the velocity profile multiplied by the

concentration profile, (unitless);
Int= quadrature of F from zetab to 1 using increments of 0.001, (unitless);
kappa= 0.4, Von Karman’s constant, (unitless);
kc= turbulent roughness boundary layer thickness, (mm);
lambdam= straining parameter, mobility of a given grain decreases with a larger

standard deviation, (unitless);
nu=kinematic viscosity of water (m2/s);
Qb=bedload transport rate, (m3/s);
qbistar = Ashida & Michuie dimensionless transport value, (unitless);
Qbtot= internal variable summing bedload transport per node, (m3/s);
Qss= suspended sediment load, (m3/s);
Qtstar= sum of capacity bedload and suspended load transport rates, (m3/s);
R= internal variable of mineral species density relation to water, (unitless);
Rep= particle Reynold’s number, (unitless);
To= Shield’s stress of the flow, assumes density of quartz, (unitless);
Toc= Shield’s critical stress needed to entrain a grain, (unitless);
Tstar= dimensionless transport stage parameter, (unitless);
Ustar= shear velocity of the flow, (m/s);
Ustarp= effective bed shear velocity, (unitless);
zetab= lower boundary of vertical integration of the suspended load formaulation from

Garcia and Parker (1991), (unitless);
Zui= similarity variable, (unitless);

4.9

SEDTRAN2004

Am= area of the active layer defined in ZOEMAIN, (m2);
Amold = previous timesteps area of active layer, (m2);
awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
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awpmold= previous timesteps available weight percentages of the active layer, (unitless);
c0k=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m2/s);
c1= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);
c2= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);
c3= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);
c4= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (1/m);
c5 = internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);
delAb= change in bed area elevation for all grain sizes and all mineral species per node,

(m2);
delAbk= change in bed area elevation per grain size per mineral species per node, (m2);
e0k=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m3/s);
ek = internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (unitless);
f0k= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (m2);
f0k1= internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);
f1=internal variable used in Wu nonequilibrium calculations, (s/m);
Ls= adaptation length, (m);
Lsold= previous timesteps adaptation length scale, (m);
p=porosity, (unitless);
part20a=1st part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (m2);
part20b=2nd part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (m2);
part20c=2nd part of equation 20 in Wu et al (2004), (unitless);
pbstar= previous timesteps available weight percentages of the active layer for the case

of deposition, reassigned to supawp when there is erosion, (unitless);
phi= weighting factor for space discretized partial differential equations, set as a

constant, (unitless);
psi= weighting factor for time discretized partial differential equations, set as a constant,

(unitless);
Qt= nonequilibrium sediment transport rate per grain size per mineral size per node,

(m3/s);
Qtold= previous timesteps nonequilibrium sediment transport rates, (m3/s);
qtribold= previous timesteps feed rate and distribution, (m3/s);
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sumawpm= sum of available weight percentages for all grain sizes and all mineral

species per node, (unitless);
subwpold= previous timesteps available weight percentages of the substrate, (unitless);

4.10 COMMPARKER3
A= volume lost to abrasion, (m3);
Acasc= volument lost to the cascade over a given timestep, (m3);
awpm= current weight percentages of each grain size per mineral species per node,

(unitless);
coeff= susceptibility of a mineral species times the bedload transport flux, (m/s);
delphi= difference between phi grain sizes, (phi);
gphi= grain size diameters per mineral species, (phi);
qT= total bedload nonequilibrium transport rate per unit width (m2/s);
SiltVol = volume of smallest size in grain size distribution, may actually be clay size,

(m3);
SiltVolTot = summation of each grain sizes contribution to the total volume of the

smallest grain size, (m3);
sumawpm= sum of available weight percentages for all grain sizes and all mineral

species per node, (unitless);
tempvar= total volume of the ith size class lost or gained by the cascade over a timestep,

(m3);
Vnew= new volumen of grain given comminution, (m3);
Vold = matrix of the volume of specific grain size per mineral species in the unit cell

given the porosity, (m3);

4.11 D50J
nstart=counter variable for vector position, (unitless);
nstop= counter variable for vector position, (unitless);
tempvar=temporary variable used for counting instances a grain size should occur in the

x vector based on the available weight percentages, (unitless);
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x= vector of 100 grain sizes portioned out based on available weight percentages,

(unitless);

4.12 TECTONICS
efoldx= distance along stream at which subsidence rate equals 1/e (expressed as a

number of nodes) only for opttect = 2, ChannelData (10), (unitless);
jn= vector from 1 to L in increments of 1, (unitless);
morphscale= morphodynamic scaling factor used in the TECTONICS function and in

calculating the bed elevation change, SedData (5), (unitless);
opttect= user specified option for tectonics, 0 = No Tectonics, 1 = subsidence is linear,

greatest at last node (jn =L); 2 = subsidence is an exponential function, greatest at
channel head (jn=1), 3= subsidence is uniform along channel length, 4= only channel
head (jn=1) is uplifted or lowered, ChannelData (8), (unitless);
tec= tectonic subsidence rate, (m/delt);
tecrate= tectonic subsidence rate, ChannelData (9), (m/ma);
zz= cross sectional averaged bed elevation per node (m);

4.13 PLOTIT
qq= proportion of mineral species downstream, (unitless);

4.14 flowdata
f3= flowdata filename with date and time stamp, (unitless);
fout = concatenated file name of f3 and ‘a’, (unitless);

4.15 sedtrandata
f4= sedtrandata filename with date and time stamp, (unitless);
fout = concatenated file name of f4 and ‘b’, (unitless);

4.16 DelAbkDataSling
A = Cummulative change in delAbk over run, (m2);
count= counter variable, (unitless);
QQ = Cummulative transport rate over run, (m3/s);
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r = remainder used to evaluate when delAbkdata file is written, (unitless);
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1. Abstract
Climate change modifies the flood and sediment hydrographs of rivers, which then
modifies the compositions, and grain-size distributions of sand delivered to sedimentary
basins. It would be useful to predict these changes quantitatively, as for example, in
reservoir studies in frontier basins. Towards this end we have conducted a series of
numerical experiments using MIDAS (Model Investigating Density and Size-Sorting) in
MATLAB, simulating the fluvial transport and deposition of sand-sized heterogeneous
quartz and feldspar mixtures under varying flood hydrographs. The experimental design
consists of a standard steady-state control run to which are compared various runs of
simulated flood conditions with increased discharge (Q) and sediment discharge (Qs) in
varying ratios. Q, Qs, and the feed stock size distribution (D50 = 0.32 mm, quartz D50 = 0.35
mm, feldspar D50 = 0.23 mm) and composition (quartz/feldspar ratio by weight = 4) are held
constant throughout each model run. Results show that when Q and Qs are each increased in
direct proportion, the bed coarsens, the bed slope decreases, and the quartz/feldspar ratio of
the degrading bed increases. When Qs is increased at a greater rate than Q, the bed alluviates
to a new steeper graded slope. The alluviated deposit fines and increases in feldspar
downstream. These experiments imply that a change to a wetter climate (all other factors
being equal) causes a temporary fining of sediment delivered to a basin and a decrease in the
quartz/feldspar ratio of the deposited sands.

2. Introduction
Climate change modifies the flood and sediment hydrographs of rivers, which then
modifies the compositions, and grain-size distributions of sand delivered to sedimentary
basins. It would be useful to predict these changes quantitatively, as for example, in
reservoir studies in frontier basins. Towards this end we have conducted a series of
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numerical experiments using Zoe in MATLAB, simulating the fluvial transport and
deposition of sand-sized heterogeneous quartz and feldspar mixtures under varying flood
hydrographs. Given a river experiencing temporally constant tectonics and climate adjusts in
slope and hydraulic geometry to transport all of the sediment delivered to it by the
catchment; Qsin =Qsout - Qsstored. Upon a change in climate and tectonics there follows a
period of adjustment in the fluvial system, after which a new steady state is reached with
regards to sediment composition and texture. We ask the question, “What are the sand
compositions and grain size distributions before and after a given change in climate and
tectonic subsidence?”

3. Experimental Setup
The experimental design consists of a standard steady-state control run to which are
compared various runs of simulated flood conditions with increased discharge (Q) and
sediment discharge (Qs) in varying ratios. Q, Qs, and the feed stock size distribution (D50 =
0.32 mm, quartz D50 = 0.35 mm, feldspar D50 = 0.23 mm) and composition (quartz/feldspar
ratio by weight = 4) are held constant throughout each model run. These model runs are
performed using the following formula : Komar (1987) for hiding, van Rijn (1984) for
suspended load, Meyer-Peter Mueller (1948) for bedload, and comminution susceptibility
values from Shaw and Kellerhals (1982). The initial conditions are show in Figure 1. The
experimental design showing the systematic program of examining the relevant parameter
space is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Initial conditions for all runs based loosely on hydraulic data from Church
and Rood (1983) for the Mekong River. These are the initial conditions used for the
equilibrium steady state run. Q is the spatially and time-variant water discharge; w is
the spatially variant width; Qs is the spatially and time-variant sediment discharge; L is
the channel length; qtrib is the temporally varying water input from tributaries; qstrib
is the temporally varying sediment input from the tributaries.

Table 1: Hydraulic and sedimentologic parameters for experimental runs for input
shown in gray. Resulting hydraulic and sedimentologic parameters for output are
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shown in blue. Each run systematically examines how that parameter affects the grain
size distribution and sand composition.

4.

Results

Six cases are examined for the influence of static step-wise changes to the system
through discharge, sediment flux, subsidence and comminution. All cases have the same
composition and texture of sediment coming into the system. The model is run equilibrium
for each case. Equilibrium is defined as Qsinput = Qsoutput. Case 2 is looked at with low
subsidence and with high subsidence to illustrate that subsidence causes downstream fining.
The results presented here in include a brief case description and summary of results. There
are several profiles for each case, including the longitudinal profile and composition and
texture profiles of the bed and transported material.

4.1

Case 1: Selective Sorting Only
Case 1 is a tectonically stable, plane sloping river of non-uniform but temporally

constant water discharge (see Table 1) that is fed a mixture of sediment at a rate of 7 m3/s,
quartz/feldspar ratio of 4, and with a median grain size (D50) of 0.32 mm.

Figure 2: On the left, a longitudinal profile of the base equilibrium case with only
selective sorting. On the right are 4 profiles: 1) Bed D50 profile downstream in the blue
line; 2) D50 of the transported material in mustard yellow; 3) Quartz/Feldspar ratio
profile downstream in the green line; and 4) Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream
in red. This runs is the base run for all other cases.
In order to transport the feedstock at the specified rate the slope of the river increases
from the initial guess. The slope adjustment occurs over the first 400 model years from 1.4 x
10-4 to 1.6 x 10-4. During the slope adjustment the active layer coarsens and enriches in
quartz (Q/F ratio = 5) relative to the initial feedstock (Q/F ratio =4). The size distribution of
the transported material (0.30 mm) is finer than the feed distribution (0.32 mm). The
transported material being delivered to the basin remains enriched in feldspar (3.8). After
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2000 years the active layer has reached a morphological equilibrium with a quartz/feldspar
ratio of 4.8. The D50 of the bed is uniform down the length of the system and equal to 0.48
mm, implying development of a pavement on the bed (Fig. 2).

4.2

Case 2a: Selective Sorting + 1mm/yr of Subsidence
In Case 2a, the resulting plane sloping river bed from Case 1now adjusts to a passive

margin with 1 mm/yr of subsidence, while transporting the sediment feed of 7 m3/s.

Figure 3: On the left, a longitudinal profile of the base equilibrium case with selective
sorting and subsidence of 1 mm/yr acting on the fluvial system. The solid gray line is
the bed profile from Case 1. The dashed black line is the bed profile after 2,000 yrs for
Case 2a. The blue line is the water surface elevation. On the right are 4 profiles: 1) Bed
D50 profile downstream in the blue line; 2) D50 of the transported material in mustard
yellow; 3) Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in the green line; and 4)
Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in red. This runs is the base run for all other
cases.
The addition of subsidence to the fluvial system introduces an adjustment to the
amout of accommodation space available for depositing sediment. The 1 mm/yr of
subsidence caused the bed to drop a cumulative total of 2 m over 2,000 yrs. But the increase
in accommodation space makes a negligible dent, ~ 0.15 %, in the amount of sediment
sequestered in the bed. Therefore, a change in over all profile is not expected. As seen by
the maintenance of the bed slope at 1.6 x 10-4. The active layer is coarse and enriched in
quartz (Q/F ratio = 5) relative to the initial feedstock (Q/F ratio =4). The size distribution of
the transported material (0.30 mm) is finer than the feed distribution (0.32 mm). The
transported material being delivered to the basin remains enriched in feldspar (3.8). After
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2000 years the active layer has reached a morphological equilibrium with a quartz/feldspar
ratio of 4.8. The D50 of the bed is uniform down the length of the system and equal to 0.48
mm, implying development of a pavement on the bed (Fig. 3). Case 2a produces the same
hydraulic and sedimentologic parameters after 2,000 yrs as Case 1.

4.3

Case 2b: Selective Sorting + 176 mm/yr of Subsidence

For Case 2b, the resulting plane sloping river bed from Case 1 adjusts to a passive margin
with 176m m/yr of subsidence, while transporting sediment feed rate of 7 m3/s.

Figure 4: On the left, a longitudinal profile of the base equilibrium case with selective
sorting and subsidence of 176 mm/yr acting on the fluvial system. The solid gray line is
the bed profile from Case 1. The solid purple line is the bed profile after 2,000 yrs for
Case 2b. The red line represents the net amount of subsidence the channel experiences
relative to Case 1. The green area represents an area of aggradation. The blue line is
the water surface elevation. On the right are 4 profiles: 1) Bed D50 profile downstream
in the blue line; 2) D50 of the transported material in mustard yellow; 3)
Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in the green line; and 4) Quartz/Feldspar
ratio profile downstream in red. This runs is the base run for all other cases.
The subsidence rate of 176 mm/yr creates accommodation space for ¼ of the
sediment entering the system per year. Case 2b is performed to illustrate that subsidence
causes downstream fining if the subsidence rate makes a significant dent in the sedimentation
rate. After 2,000 years the bed has reached quartz/feldspar ratio profile from 5 at the channel
head to 4.5 delivered to the basin. The bed is enriched in quartz relative to the feedstock, but
depleted relative to Case 1. The D50 of the active layer fines downstream from 0.46 mm to
0.40 mm. The size distribution of the transported material (0.30 mm) is finer than the feed
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distribution (0.32 mm). The transported material being delivered to the basin remains
enriched in feldspar (3.8).

4.4

Case 3: Selective Sorting + Comminution

For Case 3, the resulting plane sloping river bed from Case 1 adjusts under the comminuting
of the bed material at rates 5 x 10-5 (km-1) for quartz and 3 x 10-4 (km-1) for feldspar.

Figure 5: On the left, a longitudinal profile of the base equilibrium case with selective
sorting and comminution acting on the fluvial system. The solid gray line is the bed
profile from Case 1. The solid purple line is the bed profile after 2,000 yrs for Case 3.
The blue line is the water surface elevation. On the right are 4 profiles: 1) Bed D50
profile downstream in the blue line; 2) D50 of the transported material in mustard
yellow; 3) Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in the green line; and 4)
Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in red. This runs is the base run for all other
cases.
Comminution fines the transporting grains adjusting the bed by lowering the slope to
1.52 x 10-4 and becoming slightly concave (Fig. 8, purple line). At the channel head the bed
elevation lowers by approximately 12 m. The D50 of the active layer decreases from 0.46
(mm) to 0.42 (mm) (Fig. 5). The active layer is enriched in quartz (5.1) (Fig.5). The size
distribution of the transported material (0.30 mm) is finer than the feed distribution (0.32
mm). The transported material being delivered to the basin remains enriched in feldspar
(3.8).

4.5

Case 4: Selective Sorting + Subsidence + Comminution
In this experiment the plane –sloping river from Case 1 experiences a subsidence rate

that increases linearly downstream from 0.02 to 1 mm/yr and comminution rates 5 x 10-5
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(km-1) for quartz and 3 x 10-4 (km-1) for feldspar.

Figure 6: On the left, a longitudinal profile of the base equilibrium case with selective
sorting and comminution acting on the fluvial system. The solid gray line is the bed
profile from Case 1. The solid brown line is the bed profile after 2,000 yrs for Case 4.
The blue line is the water surface elevation. On the right are 4 profiles: 1) Bed D50
profile downstream in the blue line; 2) D50 of the transported material in mustard
yellow; 3) Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in the green line; and 4)
Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in red. This runs is the base run for all other
cases.
Initially the profile becomes slightly concave and decreases its slope to 1.5 x 10-4
(Fig. 6). At the channel head the bed elevation lowers by approximately 12 m, same as Case
3. The bed fines from 0.46 mm to 0.40 mm due to selective sorting, the sequestering of the
coarse material in the newly created accommodation space, and comminution (Fig. 6). The
transported material is finer than the feed distribution. The bed becomes enriched in quartz
(5.1) (Fig. 13) and the transported material is enriched in feldspar relative to the feed rate
(3.8).

4.6

Case 5: Selective Sorting + Subsidence + Comminution + Climate

Change
The steady-state channel of Case 4 is subjected to climatic change. The climatic
change is administered by an increase in water and sediment discharge of 25,350 m3/s and
10.5 m3/s.
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Figure 7: On the left, a longitudinal profile of the base equilibrium case with selective
sorting and comminution acting on the fluvial system. The solid brown line is the bed
profile from Case 4. The solid green line is the bed profile after 2,000 yrs for Case 5.
The blue line is the water surface elevation. On the right are 4 profiles: 1) Bed D50
profile downstream in the blue line; 2) D50 of the transported material in mustard
yellow; 3) Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in the green line; and 4)
Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile downstream in red. This runs is the base run for all other
cases.
The profile adjusts by decreasing the slope to 2.77 x 10-6 (Fig. 7). The active layer
fines from 0.49 mm to 0.44 mm over 500 km (Fig. 4) due to selective sorting, extraction of
coarser material to fill the newly created accommodation space, and comminution. The
transported material is finer than the feed distribution. The bed becomes enriched in quartz
(5.25) (Fig. 7) and the transported material is enriched in feldspar relative to the feed rate
(3.8).

4.7

Case 6: Selective Sorting + Subsidence + Comminution + Climate

Change
The steady-state conditions of Case 4 are perturbed by a different climate change.
The climate change of Case 6 is introduced through an increase in the sediment discharge
while holding water discharge steady at its Case 4 values.
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Figure 8: On the left, a longitudinal profile of the base equilibrium case with selective
sorting and comminution acting on the fluvial system. The solid brown line is the bed
profile from Case 4. The solid purple line is the bed profile after 2,000 yrs for Case 6.
The red line represents the net amount of subsidence the channel experiences relative to
Case 4. The green area represents an area of aggradation. The blue line is the water
surface elevation. On the right are 4 profiles: 1) Bed D50 profile downstream in the
blue line; 2) D50 of the transported material in mustard yellow; 3) Quartz/Feldspar
ratio profile downstream in the green line; and 4) Quartz/Feldspar ratio profile
downstream in red. This runs is the base run for all other cases.
In response to the increased sediment load the initial profile increases in slope to 2 x
10-4 (Fig. 8). The bed has alluviated 28 m (green wedge) at the head of the reach. The active
layers fines from 0.49 mm to 0.42 mm over 500 km. The bed fines due to selective sorting,
to the sequestering of the coarse material in the newly created accommodation space, and to
comminution. The transported material is finer than the feed distribution. The bed is
enriched in quartz (5.2) and the transported material is enriched in feldspar relative to the
feed rate (3.8).

5. Discussion/Conclusion
Results show that when Q and Qs are each increased in direct proportion, the bed
coarsens, the bed slope decreases, and the quartz/feldspar ratio of the degrading bed
increases. When Qs is increased at a greater rate than Q, the bed alluviates to a new steeper
graded slope. The alluviated deposit fines and increases in feldspar downstream. These
experiments imply that a change to a wetter climate (all other factors being equal) causes a
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temporary fining of sediment delivered to a basin and a decrease in the quartz/feldspar ratio
of the deposited sands.
Climate change modifies the composition and grain size distributions of sand
delivered to the sedimentary basin as seen in Case 5 and 6. In Case 5, where Q and Qs are
linearly increased, the bed fines 10% downstream, the slope decreases to 2.77 x 10-6, and the
quartz/feldspar ratio increase to 5.25. In Case 6, with an increase of Qs relative to Q, the bed
alluviated 28 m, the active layer enriched in quartz (5.2) downstream and through time, the
D50 fined by 17% at the final timestep and the transported material enriched in feldspar (3.8)
The active layer mineral species proportions increase in quartz when sediment is
added to the system at a greater rate than Q, as seen in comparison of Case 4 and 6.
Conversely, the active layer mineral species proportions increase in feldspar when there was
subsidence (Case 2), comminution (Case 3), subsidence and comminution (Case 4) or a
linear increase in Q and Qs (Case 5). Fining was found to occur with selective sorting,
comminution, and subsidence.
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